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PROTECTING STREET CHILDREN:
VIGILANTES OR THE RULE OF LAW?
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 2005

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
AFRICA, GLOBAL HUMAN RIGHTS
AND INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS,
Washington, DC.
The Subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:03 a.m. in room
2172, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Christopher H. Smith
(Chairman of the Subcommittee) presiding.
Mr. SMITH. The Subcommittee will come to order. Good afternoon
to everyone.
Today’s hearing of the Subcommittee on Africa, Global Human
Rights and International Operations will study the terrible situation facing millions of children across the world who are forced to
live on the streets and what the United States and other countries
are doing, can do, or should do, to address the problem. The hearing will focus particular attention on the situation in Brazil, the
Philippines, Uganda and Zimbabwe.
Street children are, tragically, found in almost every country in
the world. They are part of a vast population of children worldwide
who live in abject poverty and are particularly vulnerable to abuse.
They are murdered by vigilantes who are, in many cases, policemen charged with enforcing the law and protecting human life. Instead, police and other vigilantes violate the law in the worst way
imaginable, out of a perverted impulse to eliminate petty crime.
Street children are used by criminal gangs and then are often disposed of when they have outlived their usefulness. They are trafficked and exploited, sexually and for forced labor. Many end up as
child soldiers. Many others are incarcerated in adult prisons, where
they are victimized even further.
Worldwide, street children number in the many millions, but no
one really knows how many there are. An estimate reportedly
made by the UN Children’s Fund in the 1990s of 100 million street
children worldwide is often cited. But the true number is unknown.
It could be far worse now.
Civil wars and the HIV/AIDS epidemic continually swell the
numbers of street children, particularly in Africa. In the past, the
typical street children were boys 10–14 years old. Now the age
ranges are drifting downward, and more and more girls are being
found on the streets. Female street children face particular problems. They are more likely to be domestically and sexually abused,
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2
and they are more likely to become prostitutes, increasing their
health risks, including that of HIV/AIDS.
Unlike many of the pressing human rights problems we confront,
the problem of street children is rarely the result of the intentional
malevolence of dictators or tyrannical regimes, although this does
occur. Rather, some of the very worst situations exist in democratic
nations, which are close friends. Like the worldwide plague of trafficking in women, men and children, the problems of street children have reached epidemic proportions because good people will
not confront this evil or do enough to deal with it.
Faced with so many other intractable problems of poverty, unemployment, and weak or nonexistent institutions of civil society,
many struggling countries and their citizens throw up their hands
in despair and try to pay little attention to the plight of street children. In the meantime, not only are the lives of their most precious
resource, their children, being destroyed, their futures as prosperous and democratic rule of law societies are also put in jeopardy. No nation can afford to allow its police to become murderers
or its children to become outlaws and hope to become or remain a
stable, prosperous, democratic society. Ultimately, this is a security
issue for all.
Many street children are orphans, or abandoned, or come from
desperately poor families. I recently was in Timisoara and saw
firsthand a number of street children in that city in Romania. But
I also saw some of the good things that Peter Dugulescu and others
were doing to try to reach out and provide a safe haven for those
children.
Some children are estranged from their families. Many, perhaps
the large majority, do not attend school regularly. In order to survive on the streets, they must beg, steal or find some other means
of earning money by scavenging or other menial work, helping
street traders, shining shoes, washing car windshields. Many are
lured by false promises of security and financial gain by older individuals into illicit prostitution, dangerous forced labor or drug trafficking and violent crime.
What can we do?
The first rule must be to do no harm. Police and public authorities must be trained to deal with children on the street and to protect them, and those who mistreat or murder them must be punished. Experience has shown that if governments make it clear that
crimes by policemen will be punished, the incidence of those crimes
radically diminishes. Ending impunity is therefore a fundamental
prerequisite for all other progress, and the U.S. Government and
international organizations must never neglect to press this issue.
We shall hear today how the State Department monitors the plight
of street children, and what it is doing to convince our partners to
stop crimes against street children.
The next task must be to ameliorate the situation of the children
who find themselves on the streets. Society, through governmental
and private institutions, must strive to meet the current needs of
these children, so they can receive educations and live productive,
useful and happy lives. Local governments often have limited programs and resources to address the special needs of street children.
Developed democracies can assist, certainly with direct material as-
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3
sistance, but perhaps, most of all, through institution building.
USAID and our NGO communities will discuss what they are doing
and what more can be done.
Our Administration witnesses today will be Mr. David Denehy,
Director of Strategic Planning and External Affairs for the State
Department’s Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights and Labor,
which has, for many years, kept the attention of the world focused
on the human rights violations against street children; and Mr.
Lloyd Feinberg, Manager of the Displaced Children and Orphans
Fund of the U.S. Agency for International Development, which
works directly with foreign governments and NGOs to save street
children.
On our second panel will be the distinguished Lord David Alton
of the House of Lords of United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland, who has heroically defended the fundamental
human rights of all without exception for many years: The unborn,
the elderly, the sick, the handicapped, children, prisoners, and people of faith everywhere.
Our third panel will include Father Shay Cullen, Founder of the
PREDA Foundation in the Philippines; Ms. Teresa Santos, Network Coordinator for Rede Viva-RJ, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, and Mr.
Andy Sexton, International Coordinator, Children at Risk, OAS!S
International.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Smith follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE CHRISTOPHER H. SMITH, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY AND CHAIRMAN, SUBCOMMITTEE ON AFRICA, GLOBAL HUMAN RIGHTS AND INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS
The Subcommittee will come to order, and good morning to everyone.
Today’s hearing of the Subcommittee on Africa, Global Human Rights and International Operations will study the terrible situation facing millions of children
across the world who are forced to live on the streets, and what the U.S. and other
countries are doing, can do, or should do, to address the problem. The hearing will
focus particular attention the situation in Brazil, the Philippines and Uganda and
Zimbabwe.
Street children are, tragically, found in almost every country in the world. They
are part of a vast population of children worldwide who live in abject poverty and
are particularly vulnerable to abuse. They are murdered by vigilantes, who are in
many cases policeman charged with enforcing the law and protecting human life.
Instead, police and other vigilantes violate the law in the worst way imaginable, out
of a perverted impulse to eliminate petty crime. Street children are used by criminal
gangs and then often disposed of when they have outlived their usefulness. They
are trafficked and exploited, sexually and for forced labor. Many end up as child soldiers. Many others are incarcerated in adult prisons, where they are victimized even
further.
Worldwide street children number in the many millions, but no one really knows
how many there are. An estimate reportedly made by the U.N. Children’s Fund
(UNICEF) in the 1990s of 100 million street children worldwide is often cited, but
the true number is unknown. It could be far worse now. Civil wars and the HIV/
AIDS epidemic continually swell the numbers of street children, particularly in Africa. In the past the typical street children were boys 10–14 years old. Now the age
ranges are drifting downward, and more and more girls are being found on the
streets. Female street children face particular problems. They are more likely to be
domestically and sexually abused, and they are more likely to become prostitutes
increasing their health risks including that of HIV/AIDS.
Unlike many of the pressing human rights problems we confront, the problem of
street children is rarely the result of the intentional malevolence of dictators or tyrannical regimes, although this does occur. Rather, some of the very worst situations exist in democratic nations, which are close friends. Like the worldwide plague
of trafficking in women, men and children, the problems of street children have
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4
reached epidemic proportions because good people will not confront this evil or do
enough to deal with it.
Faced with so many other intractable problems of poverty, unemployment and
weak or nonexistent institutions of civil society, many struggling countries and their
citizens throw up their hands in despair and try to pay little attention to the plight
of street children. In the meantime, not only are the lives of their most precious
resource, their children, being destroyed, their futures as prosperous and democratic
rule of law societies are also put in jeopardy. No nation can afford to allow its police
to become murderers, or its children to become outlaws, and hope to become or remain a stable, prosperous, democratic society. Ultimately, this is a security issue for
all.
Many street children are orphans, or abandoned, or come from desperately poor
families. Some are estranged from their families. Many, perhaps the large majority,
do not attend school regularly. In order to survive on the streets, they must beg,
steal or find some other means of earning money by scavenging, or other menial
work helping street traders, shining shoes, washing car windshields. Many are lured
by false promises of security and financial gain by older individuals into illicit prostitution, dangerous forced labor, or drug trafficking and violent crime.
What can we do?
The first rule must be to do no harm. Police and public authorities must be
trained to deal with children on the street and to protect them, and those who mistreat or murder them must be punished. Experience has shown that if governments
make it clear that crimes by policemen will be punished, the incidence of those
crimes radically diminishes. Ending impunity is therefore a fundamental prerequisite for all other progress, and the U.S. government and International Organizations must never neglect to press this issue. We shall hear today how the State
Department monitors the plight of Street Children, and what it is doing to convince
our partners to stop crimes against street children.
The next task must be to ameliorate the situation of the children who find themselves on the streets. Society, through governmental and private institutions, must
strive to meet the current needs of these children, so they can receive educations
and live productive, useful and happy lives. Local governments often have limited
programs and resources to address the special needs of street children. Developed
democracies can assist, certainly with direct material assistance, but perhaps most
of all through institution building. USAID and our NGO communities will discuss
what they are doing and what more can be done.
Our administration witnesses today will be Mr. David Denehy, Director of Strategic Planning and External Affairs, for the State Department’s Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights and Labor, which has for many years kept the attention of the
world focused on the human rights violations against street children; and Mr. Lloyd
Feinberg, Manager of the Displaced Children and Orphans Fund of the U.S. Agency
for International Development, which works directly with foreign governments and
NGO’s to save street children.
On our second panel will be the distinguished Lord David Alton, of the House of
Lords of United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, who has heroically
defended the fundamental human rights of all without exception for many years: the
unborn, the elderly, the sick, the handicapped, children, prisoners, and people of
faith everywhere.
Our third panel will include Father Shay Cullen, Founder of the PREDA Foundation in the Philippines; Ms. Teresa Santos, Network Coordinator for Rede Viva-RJ,
Brazil; and Mr. Andy Sexton, International Coordinator, Children at Risk, OASIS
International.

Mr. SMITH. I would like to turn to Ms. McCollum if she has any
opening remarks.
Ms. MCCOLLUM. Thank you, Mr. Chair. In light of the fact I will
not be able to stay quite as long as I wanted, I would like to get
right to the testimony so I can hear. Thank you.
Mr. SMITH. Mr. Pitts.
Mr. PITTS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will submit a longer
statement for the record, but first let me thank you for holding today’s hearing entitled ‘‘Protecting Street Children: Vigilantes Or
the Rule of Law?’’
With the many issues facing our world today, there is not nearly
enough attention paid to the issue of street children. Yet, as we
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5
will hear from today’s witnesses, it is vital that we address the
needs and problems of street children as the issues with which
they deal touch on many issues of concern to the general public and
governments and the international community; issues like trafficking in persons, drug use, sexual abuse, gangs, violence, breakdown of communities and societies, forcible conscription of child
soldiers, the spread of HIV/AIDS, and national security issues.
They are all part of the many issues facing street children.
UN statistics reflect that there are approximately 100 million
street children in the world today, including the United States.
So thank you to today’s witnesses for your testimony, and for the
insight that you will share regarding this important issue. I would
like to extend a special welcome to my good friend, Lord David
Alton, and to Father Shay Cullen, Ms. Teresa Santos, and Mr.
Andy Saxton, who have traveled great distances to be here today.
Thank you. I yield back.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you very much, Mr. Pitts.
We are joined by our first two witnesses, experts in the field, including David Denehy, who was appointed Acting Deputy Assistant
Secretary of the Bureau of Human Rights and Labor in July 2005.
Prior to his appointment, Mr. Denehy served as Senior Advisor to
the Assistant Secretary for Democracy, Human Rights and Labor
since November 2004. In this capacity he has also acted as Director
of the Bureau’s Office of Strategic and External Affairs.
Previously, Mr. Denehy served in a variety of positions within
the State Department. In 2003, for example, Mr. Denehy was an
advisor to Ambassador Paul Bremer on political transition in Iraq,
and Deputy Director of the Office of Democracy and Governance in
the Coalition Provisional Authority in Baghdad.
Lloyd Feinberg is the manager of USAID’s Displaced Children
and Orphans Fund, Leahy War Victims Fund, and the Victims of
Torture Fund. He is also the agency’s Disabilities Coordinator.
His primary responsibility is the oversight and management of
a portfolio of the three special funds which provide over $35 million
annually in development assistance. Overall, the program currently
supports over 85 programs in more than 45 countries in Asia and
the Near East, Africa, Eastern Europe, and Central and Latin
American regions.
Mr. Feinberg began his international career as a Peace Corps
volunteer in the Philippines in the mid-1960s, and has over 40
years experience managing social sector programs in developing
countries.
After the Peace Corps, and before joining USAID in 1984, he
lived in and managed NGO development programs in Indonesia,
Ethiopia, Nepal and Ecuador. From 1980 to 1983, he served as
project manager on the World Bank Transmigration II in Indonesia. He is also an expert adviser on the board of the ICRC Special Fund for the Disabled.
Mr. Denehy, if you could begin.
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6
STATEMENT OF MR. DAVID DENEHY, DIRECTOR OF STRATEGIC PLANNING AND EXTERNAL AFFAIRS, BUREAU OF DEMOCRACY, HUMAN RIGHTS AND LABOR, U.S. DEPARTMENT
OF STATE

Mr. DENEHY. Thank you. Chairman Smith and Members of the
Subcommittee, thank you for holding this hearing on the plight of
street children. Your concern is appreciated. The Department
shares this concern and commends you for your efforts on this
issue.
Each year the Department submits the Country Reports on
Human Rights Practices to this Committee. Section 5 of each country’s chapter includes our reporting on children. While we submit
these documents each February, our Embassies and posts monitor
and report on acts of discrimination and persecution against children throughout the year. The Department instructs posts covering
countries with large populations of displaced children, including
refugees or street children, to follow these issues closely.
As our officers prepare these reports, they draw on many sources
of information, including firsthand experiences and reports provided by human rights groups. I am sure you will learn much from
members of the second panel as we benefit regularly from the work
of these NGOs.
Lord Alton has also asked to meet with us later this week and
we look forward to his visit.
My message to all these groups is to work with us and communicate with us so we can all improve our reporting and activities
on behalf of children.
I am also pleased to be joined today by Lloyd Feinberg, who
heads the Displaced Children and Orphans Fund at the United
States Agency for International Development. In my testimony, I
will describe several of the most pressing issues facing children living in the streets. Mr. Feinberg will then describe aids program designed to benefit children as well as some of the lessons he has
learned in this endeavor.
A survey of the Country Reports suggests that children end up
on the streets for a variety of reasons, including conflict, poverty,
and HIV/AIDS. Some are exploited in prostitution or subjected to
other forms of human trafficking and others face abuse by security
forces and citizens. Too many children’s stories are never told and
too many continue to face the streets alone.
Today I would like to draw your attention to the stories of three
children who are forced to face the harsh realities of their countries’ streets at a young age.
In May, DRL officers visited several refugee camps along the
Chad-Sudan border to assess violence in Darfur. During this trip,
they were struck at the number of children occupying each camp.
On average, over 95 percent of the population in these camps are
women and children under the age of 10. Some of these children
are accompanied by parents. Some have no idea where their families may be or even if they are still alive.
During one such visit, officers encountered a group of children
who were given paper and crayons by a local NGO. The officers received disturbing drawings by children as young as 5 that conveyed
terrific acts of violence. They included acts of torture and savage
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7
killings that took place in their homes, drawings of men being beaten and beheaded and women, sometimes their mothers and sisters,
being gang-raped.
Keep in mind that these children were reached by NGO programming. The larger picture for isolated street children in Sudan and
those detained by government for committing crimes is often much
bleaker. The Sudanese Government funds reformation camps for
children detained by police. The living conditions are primitive and
the camps offer poor health care and education. It is typical for us
to find that racial, ethnic or religious identification of street children place a significant role in their treatment.
In Sudan, all of the children in camps, including non-Muslims,
must study the Koran, and there is pressure on non-Muslims to
convert to Islam.
The detention situation in the Philippines is also grim. Approximately 1,500 Filipino children, most incarcerated for crimes such
as common theft or substance abuse, are currently incarcerated
among the adult inmate population where they are vulnerable to
sexual abuse, recruitment into gangs and forced labor.
In Brazil, credible locally-based human rights groups report the
existence of organized death squads linked to police forces that target suspected criminals and persons considered undesirable, such
as street children in almost every state.
Male teenagers in the Sudanese camps are often conscripted into
the People’s Defense Forces. Conscripts face significant hardship
and abuse in military service, often serving on the front line. There
are also reports that abducted, homeless and displaced children are
discouraged from speaking languages other than Arabic or practicing religions other than Islam.
Timothy’s story was provided by a NGO that collects and shares
invaluable human rights information with my office. Timothy, a 14year-old boy in Uganda, was one of the many child soldiers in his
country. He remembers his first time on the front line. Timothy recalls the other side started firing and the commander ‘‘ordered us
to run through the bullets. I panicked. I saw others falling down
dead around me. The commanders were beating us for not running
or trying to crouch down. They said if we fall down, we would be
shot and killed by the soldiers.’’
Between 32,000 and 52,000 children known as ‘‘night commuters’’ travel from conflict areas across Uganda or IDP camps to
urban centers each night to avoid abduction by the Lord’s Resistance Army. Last year, the government cooperated with NGOs to establish shelters for such children. However, children also sleep
under balconies or on the grounds of schools, churches and hospitals. Conditions range from harsh to adequate. Many credible reports also confirmed that displaced girls are involved in prostitution.
Sadly, our Country Reports describe similar situations elsewhere
in the world. In the Democratic Republic of Congo, between 25,000
and 50,000 child refugees, war orphans, and other children widely
perceived to be street thugs are accused of witchcraft or sorcery.
They live on the streets throughout the country and engage in
petty crime, begging or prostitution. These circumstances are not
rare and are closer to those described in our reports of children in
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8
Angola, where approximately 1,500 street children in Rwanda
shine shoes, wash cars, carry water, beg, prostitute and often resort to petty crime just to survive.
My third story comes from a new member of my office who is
here with me today. He traveled to Peru in 2003 to specifically
work with street children, some as young as age 4. In addition to
encountering stark police and public brutality toward street children, he was struck by the contrast he observed between Peruvian
perceptions of these children and his experiences of working with
them. Street children in Peru are commonly referred to as ‘‘piranhas’’ and, if detained by police, are often labeled as such with a
small fish tattooed on their hand just above the thumb. Contrary
to fears that street children are dangerous and inhumane, as their
tattoos might suggest, Jacob found the only striking difference between the street children and the others was the lack of familial
support. Instead, these children turned to each other or to others
on the street for this support.
Parentless and surrounded by oppressors, poverty and crime,
these children need tools and support to lead productive lives.
In Peru, largely because of widespread poverty, approximately
one-third of all school-age children and adolescents work rather
than attend school. Children living in poverty average only 7.8
years of education and about half of those who go to primary school
complete high school. Approximately 25 percent of children under
the age of 5 are malnourished, and violence against children, trafficking of children, and informal child labor remain serious problems.
The Government of Peru, however, has shown a commitment to
children’s well-being. The government provides free compulsory
education through secondary school, new laws more closely define
trafficking in persons, criminalize Internet pornography and sexual
tourism involving children, and provide punishments for those who
derive financial benefit from these activities. Penalties for pimps
and clients of underage prostitutes range from 4 to 8 years.
In March, the government formed a permanent, ministerial-level
Multi-Sectoral Committee (MSC) to work on the issue of trafficking
in persons. The committee is chaired by the Ministry of Interior
and includes representatives from 10 government ministries and
agencies, three international organizations, and five national organizations.
The situation is only bleaker in countries where governments do
not put time and energy into programs for children or even worse,
where governments contribute to lifestyles that deny these children
dignity and their basic right to live a healthy life. While it saddens
me to report that this is the state of the world, we would like to
thank the Committee for holding this hearing today to call attention to the plight of street children across the globe. I am sure Mr.
Feinberg will provide a clear picture of what assistance our Government is providing to help address these problems through the
Displaced Children and Orphans Fund at USAID.
Once again, we look forward to working with the Committee to
elevate this important issue. Thank you for your time. I look forward to your questions.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Denehy follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. DAVID DENEHY, DIRECTOR OF STRATEGIC PLANNING
AND EXTERNAL AFFAIRS, BUREAU OF DEMOCRACY, HUMAN RIGHTS AND LABOR, U.S.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE
Chairman Smith, Mr. Payne, and Members of the Subcommittee, thank you for
holding this hearing on the plight of street children across the globe. Your concern
is appreciated. The State Department shares this concern and commends you for
your efforts on this issue.
Each year the Department submits the Country Reports on Human Rights Practices to this Committee. Section 5 of each country’s chapter includes our reporting
on children. While we submit these documents each February, our embassies and
posts monitor and report on acts of discrimination and persecution against children
throughout the year. The Department instructs posts covering countries with large
populations of displaced children—including refugees or street children—to follow
these issues.
As our officers prepare these reports they draw on many sources of information,
including first-hand experiences and reports provided by human rights groups. I am
sure you will learn much from members of the second panel, as we benefit regularly
from the work of NGOs. Lord Alton has also asked to meet us later this week, and
we look forward to his visit. My message to all these groups is to work with us and
communicate with us, so we all can improve our reporting and activities on behalf
of the children.
I am also pleased to be joined today by Lloyd Feinberg who heads the Displaced
Children and Orphan’s Fund at the United States Agency for International Development. In my testimony I will describe several of the most pressing issues facing children living in the streets. Mr. Feinberg will then describe USAID’s program designed to benefit children, as well as some of the lessons he has learned in this endeavor.
A survey of the Country Reports suggests that children end up on the streets for
a variety of reasons, including conflict, poverty, and HIV/AIDS. Some are exploited
in prostitution or are subjected to other forms of human trafficking, and others face
abuse by security forces and citizens. Too many children’s stories are never told, and
too many continue to face the streets alone. Today, I would like to draw your attention to the stories of three children who were forced to face the harsh realities of
their countries streets at a very young age.
In May, DRL officers visited several refugee camps along the Chad/Sudan border
to assess the violence in Darfur. During this trip they were struck at the number
of children occupying each camp. On average, over 95 percent of the population in
these camps are women, and children under the age of 10. Some of these children
are accompanied by a parent, and some have no idea where their families may be,
or even if they are still alive. During one such visit, officers encountered a group
of children who were given paper and crayons by a local NGO. The officers received
disturbing drawings by children as young as 5 years of age that conveyed acts of
violence. They included acts of torture and savage killings that took place in their
homes by the Jinjaweed, drawings of men being beaten and beheaded, and women,
sometimes their mothers and sisters, being ganged raped.
Keep in mind that these were children reached by NGO programming, whereas
the larger picture for isolated street children in Sudan, and those detained by the
government for committing crimes, is often much bleaker.
The Sudanese government funds ‘‘reformation camps’’ for children detained by police. The living conditions are primitive, and the camps offer poor health care and
education. It is typical for us to find that racial, ethnic, or religious identification
of street children plays a significant role in their treatment. In Sudan, all of the
children in camps, including non-Muslims, must study the Koran, and there is pressure on non Muslims to convert to Islam.
The detention situation in the Philippines is also grim. Approximately 1,500 Filipino children, most incarcerated for crimes such as common theft or substance
abuse, are currently incarcerated among the adult inmate population where they
are vulnerable to sexual abuse, recruitment into gangs, and forced labor.
And in Brazil, credible, locally-based human rights groups report the existence of
organized death squads linked to police forces that target suspected criminals and
persons considered ‘‘undesirable’’—such as street children—in almost every state.
Male teenagers in the Sudanese camps (and, in the south, some girls) are often
conscripted into the People’s Defense Forces. Conscripts face significant hardship
and abuse in military service, often serving on the frontline. There are also reports
that abducted, homeless, and displaced children are discouraged from speaking languages other than Arabic or practicing religions other than Islam.
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Timothy’s story was provided by an NGO that collects and shares invaluable
human rights information with my office. Timothy—a fourteen year old boy in
Uganda—was one of the many child soldiers in his country. He remembers his first
time on the front line. Timothy recalls, ‘‘The other side started firing, and the commander ordered us to run through the bullets. I panicked. I saw others falling down
dead around me. The commanders were beating us for not running, for trying to
crouch down. They said if we fall down, we would be shot and killed by the soldiers.’’
Between 32,000 and 52,000 children known as ‘‘night commuters’’ travel from conflict areas in Uganda, or from internally displaced persons camps each night to
urban centers to avoid abduction by the Lord’s Resistance Army. In March 2004,
the U.N. estimated that nearly 18,800 children commute nightly into Gulu town,
11,000 into Kitgum, and 11,000 into a Kalongo Hospital in Pader District. Last year,
the government cooperated with NGOs to establish shelters for such children in
tented dormitories and other semi-permanent structures. However, children also
sleep under balconies or on the grounds of schools, churches, and hospitals. Conditions range from harsh to adequate. Many credible reports also confirm that many
displaced girls are involved in prostitution.
Sadly, our Country Reports describe similar situations elsewhere in the world. In
the Democratic Republic of the Congo, between 25,000 and 50,000 child refugees,
war orphans, and other children, widely perceived to be street thugs, are accused
of witchcraft or sorcery. They live on the streets throughout the country, and engage
in petty crime, begging, and/or prostitution. These circumstances are not rare, and
are closer to those described in our country reports of children in Luanda, Angola
where approximately 1,500 street children shine shoes, wash cars, carry water, beg,
prostitute, and often resort to petty crime to survive.
Our third story, comes from a new member of my office with me today. He traveled to Peru in 2003 specifically to work with street children as young as four. In
addition to encountering stark police and public brutality towards street children,
he was struck by the contrast he observed between some Peruvian perceptions of
these children and his direct experiences working with them. Street children are
commonly referred to as ‘‘piranhas’’ and, if they are detained by the police, are often
labeled as such with a small fish tattooed on their hand, just above their thumb.
Contrary to fears that street children are dangerous and inhuman, as the tattoos
might suggest, Jacob found the only striking difference between the street children
and others was the lack of family support for them. Instead, these children turned
to each other or to others on the streets for this support. Parentless, and surrounded
by oppressors, poverty, and crime, these children need tools and support to lead a
productive life.
In Peru, largely because of widespread poverty, approximately one-third of all
school-age children and adolescents work rather than attend school. Children living
in poverty average only 7.8 years of education, and about half of those who go to
primary school complete high school. Approximately 25 percent of children under
age 5 are malnourished, and violence against children, trafficking of children, and
informal child labor also remain serious problems.
The government of Peru, however, has shown commitment to children’s wellbeing. The government provides free, compulsory education through secondary
school, new laws more closely define trafficking in persons, criminalize Internet
child pornography and sexual tourism involving children, and provide punishments
for those who derive financial benefit from these activities. Penalties for pimps and
clients of underage prostitutes range from 4 to 8 years in prison. In March, the Government formed a permanent, ministerial-level Multi-Sectoral Committee (MSC) to
work on the issue of trafficking in persons. The Committee is chaired by the Ministry of the Interior and includes representatives from 10 government ministries and
agencies, 3 international organizations, and 5 national organizations.
The situation is only bleaker in countries where governments do not put time or
energy into programs for street children, or even worse, where governments contribute to the lifestyles that deny these children of dignity, and their basic right to
live a healthy life. The situations are worse in the Democratic Republic of the Congo
where police and street children collude, where street children pay police officers for
the right to sleep in abandoned buildings, and sometimes pay a percentage of goods
stolen in large markets, as violence against street children is on the rise.
While it saddens me to report that this is the state of the world, we would like
to thank the committee for holding this hearing today to call attention to the plight
of street children across the globe. I am sure Mr. Fienberg will provide a clear picture of what assistance our government is providing to help address these problems
through the Displaced Children and Orphan’s Fund at USAID. Once again, we look
forward to working with the Committee to elevate these important issues.
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Mr. SMITH. Mr. Denehy, thank you very much for your statement
and for the fine work you do on behalf of the street children. It is
very much appreciated.
Mr. Feinberg.
STATEMENT OF MR. LLOYD FEINBERG, MANAGER, DISPLACED
CHILDREN AND ORPHANS FUND, U.S. AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Mr. FEINBERG. Thank you, Mr. Denehy.
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, I am honored
to be able to sit before you again. You may recall that on June 23,
Dr. Danuta Lockett and I had the privilege to exchange views with
the Subcommittee on the U.S. Agency for International Development’s (USAID) programs for victims of torture.
In this instance, I am very pleased to have the opportunity to
share with you information on what USAID is doing to prevent the
exploitation as well as to protect vulnerable children, and specifically those children who do not enjoy the care and protection of a
family or family-like environment. I look forward to also hearing
from the presentations of our very distinguished experts and guests
on the other two panels.
I would like to suggest at the start, however, that while many
of our activities are USAID activities addressing the issues of socalled ‘‘street children,’’ I believe it is important to ensure that we
not allow ourselves to pigeonhole or stovepipe any children into categories which might unintentionally serve to undermine the development or funding of appropriate and effective programs that are
designed to address the needs of vulnerable children.
For example, most of the activities that the Displaced Children
and Orphans Fund supports involve children who could be included
under a number of descriptors: Children who are separated from
their families as a result of conflict, such as in northern Uganda;
others who have served as child soldiers or as slaves to combatants; others are orphaned or otherwise affected by HIV/AIDS; and
an unconscionable number of children worldwide suffer labor, sexual or other forms of inhumane exploitation, including trafficking.
I would just like to say that one of the most heinous and objectionable phenomena that I have encountered and which USAID is
trying to address is the widening practice in Angola and in the two
Congos of the practice whereby children are accused of being witches and then are subject to cruel exorcisms that are tantamount to
torture.
At the present time, the Displaced Children and Orphans Fund,
which I manage, provides financial as well as technical support in
over 19 countries. We have programmed more than $160 million
since the Fund’s inception in 1989, and in fiscal year 2005, we have
obligated approximately $14 million to a variety of programs
around the world, many of which do address the issue of street
children. In 15 of these countries, we do support street children’s
programs.
Besides the significant programs that support street children, accused witches, and other vulnerable children that I alluded to earlier in the two Congos and in Angola, we also support significant
NGO activities that help street children in such countries as Af-
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ghanistan, Azerbaijan, Brazil, the Dominican Republic, Georgia, Liberia, Indonesia, Northern Uganda, Ukraine, Sri Lanka and Zambia.
With respect to the activities of some of the other presenters
today, I would like to mention that in Brazil, for example, we have
recently completed a 10-year Displaced Children and Orphans
Fund investment in a major street children’s program in the northeast under a program that was called POMMAR in the impoverished northeast area. That program is now being followed up with
a highly innovative program that seeks to strengthen youth employability, which is called the Youth Employability Strengthening
Program, again, in the northeast of Brazil.
The program in northern Uganda that I alluded to is primarily
focused on children who had been abducted by the Lord’s Resistance Army and those children who are now living in severe condition in camps, which Mr. Denehy had described, and especially the
children who are the night commuters who are having to seek shelter every night from additional abduction.
In the mid- to late-1990s, the Displaced Childrens Fund also supported two excellent and innovative street children’s programs, one
in the Philippines and the other in Thailand. In each of those countries where we have programs, USAID tries to ensure that our support and activities have the greatest potential impact on the greatest number of children. We believe that from the perspective of an
international public donor agency, we need to strike a healthy balance in order to avoid supporting programs that may have a great
impact for a relatively small number of children as opposed to programs that may have little or no impact, but might purport to
reach tens of thousands of children. We have to reach that healthy
balance and identify an appropriate role for an agency such as the
U.S. Government’s Agency for International Development.
In directing our funds, therefore, we try to support activities that
do the following: First, we try to ensure that every child has access
to a caring and responsible adult who ideally can provide that child
with unconditional love and understanding. We try to prioritize our
interventions that we fund in terms of the age of the children, the
length of time children might be on the street and, most of all, how
do we prevent family dissolution that results in street children. We
try to strengthen human and institutional capacity of indigenous
child care and protection organizations, both government agencies
as well as non-government agencies. We support responsible monitoring and evaluation of activities to ensure that our funded grantees employ meaningful outcomes and, wherever possible, measurable impact indicators on the well-being of children.
We try not to get too hung up on quantitative indicators, which,
of course, are important. In determining the well-being of children
we have to look at quality.
We support collection and sharing of information of successful as
well as unsuccessful interventions with a view toward strengthening the state-of-the-art and the identification of good and
replicable approaches and models. And we support the strengthening of national standards and the appropriate roles of government which encourage the involvement of civil society, including
NGOs, faith-based organizations, and professional and business
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communities to incorporate and engage them in child care and protection. Finally, we support and advocate for appropriate host country legal reform in this area.
I am pleased to be able to provide you with an excerpt of the
2004–2005 Displaced Children and Orphans Fund, which I think
each of you have been provided. There are additional copies of the
overview and the introduction on the press table over there. I
would also like to bring to your attention the USAID March 2005
report on our activities of trafficking in persons which is also on
the table.
[The information referred to follows:]
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THE DeOF APPROACH
DeOF programs focus on building capacities to meet the needs
of vulnerable children, in addlt;on \0 Identifying and providing
resources, DCOF supports efforts that reinforce children's own
coping strategies and address family and community structures
and systems for caring for children in the midst of conflict,
crisis, or econornic stress
DCOF projects are guided by core principles, Each program is'
Community-based. DCOF believes that families and
communities are best positioned to address the needs
of vulnerable children, and that the involvement of the
communities served is key to program sustainabilily, DeOF
projects are increasingly designed to identify and support
communities that demonstrate intent and commitment to
protect and care for their most vulnerable children. Effort is
made to enable community members to identify their priority
concerns and assist in the design and execution of responses.
Community-focused work can have surprising results, Vllhen
an Indonesian family discovered that sending their children to
beg proved a good way to make money, others In their village
began imitating this approach, The DeOF-sponsored project,
Urban Street Children Empowerment and Support Program,
discovered that raising the "lead" family's awareness of
dangers and other options was effective in convincing others in
the village to protect their children-U1at context helped define
a strategy of targeted, direct community intervention
Culturally grounded, DeOF continues to acknowledge that
there are different driving forces that push children from the
care and protection of families and into lives on the street
and other dangerous situations, In Angola, for example,
vulnerable children are too often made the target of all society's
anxiety, Families experiencing hardship are often told by
religious leaders that their children are conducting witchcraftparticuiarly in the case of blended families. This has led to the
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expulsion of numerous children from homes and communities,
With DCOF funding, the Christian Children's Fund is working
with parents and famiiies to help them see 'with new eyes" that
children are not to blame,
Results-Oriented. DCOF and the organizations that it
supports must demonstrate the effectiveness and impact of
interventions to support vulnerable children-the best methods
include both process and impact indicators to monitor and
measure outcomes and impacts of interventions
Comprehensive, Children's safety and well-being depend
largely on several influences that cannot be ignored-among
them: famiiy, community, social service systerns, schools,
religious groups, and the actions of governmentlrebel groups
DCOF supports projects that address these factors and bolster
children's physical, social, cognitive, emotional, and spiritual
well-being,
Furthermore, poverty permeates all the areas in which DCOF
works, further endangering families and children Addressing
physical needs-health, nutrition shelter, sanitation-is a
component of most proJects, Scarce resources can aggravate
instability in communities, resulting in far-reaching effects on
families' pllysical. mental, and emotional well"being,
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Collaborative, Collaboration with and among other
organizations is critical to ensuring a holistic, integrated,
and comprehensive approach. DeOF recognizes and
encourages existing collaboration in project sites, and works
to further partnerships and knovvledge-sharing among
organizations, agencies, and others, Net-Norks are most
useful to organizations that have reached a stage in their work
where they can benefit from col'aboration-DeOF provides
networking opportunities to reward programs that have
achieved results and to provide incentives to others to do so
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PROGRAMMATIC DEVELOPMENTS IN 2004
A Wider Geographical Reach
In 2005, DCOF expanded its geographical focus to include
projects in Azerbaijan and the Republic of Georgia. wilere
economic and social crises have left hundreds of thousands of
youth facing life on the streets or in institutions. In many areas,
Soviet-era social policies remain in place, and public and
community services are limited, and often inadequate to meet
the needs of vulnerable children and families.

In these countries, institutionaiization is a Gommon intervention
for children from displaced, poor, or otherwise vulnerable
families. These children face social stigmatization, isoiation,
and significant delays in their cognitive, social, and emotional
deveiopment Vllhen they leave tile institutions, they are largely
unprepared for adulthood Research on similar institutions and
structures in Russia has shown that as many 2'3 one in three
children who leave residential care will become homeless. 20
percent will be arrested for criminal activity, and as many as
one in ten will commit suicide.

As a matter of practice and philosophy, DCOF does not
support institutional care for displaced, separated, or orphaned
children. Instead, the Fund advocates and supports family and
community-based care for ali children. DCOF acknowledges
that there is a place for orphanages in social service systems;
it's just tha!: it has seen them misused and overused and
DeOF's particular mission is to work on family and community
responses, rather than institutional responses
To strengthen the social and economic support systems for
vulnerable and marginalized Azeri and Georgian ohildren,
groups are working with the local government in the creation of
Chiidren and Family Development Centers. At these Centers,
professional and community volunteers will interact with
children and community members to support community-based
a!tematlves to institutionalization.
!J. S. Agency fm i lteil~a,i2r';l'

[)e"8'oprll~:!!t
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Assistance to Childre" Living and Working on the
Streets
Much of DCOF's work to date has been with children
orphaned and otherwise affected by rising rates of H!VU,IDS.
In fact, the Fund was one of the first agencies of the U.S
government to respond to this issue in the developing world
when it sent a commission to Uganda in 1991
Global attention and a recent influx of money and technical
support targeting this important issue give DCOF an
opportunity to reduce its program focus In this area and
reach a broader popuiation of vulnerable children. \Alhile
the Fund will continue to playa major role in the response
to HIVIAIDS and share its considerable expertise-for
example, through such collaborative efforts as the landmark
Children on the Brink guideline series, originally published by
USAID in 1997 and updated in 2002 and 2004-DCOF will
dedicate more resources to the needs of children living and
working 011 the streets, the diverse factors that lead them
to a life on the streets, and ways to foster their educational,
SOCial and civic re-integration.

Response to Changing Environments
Regional and cultural developments in 2004 required
adjustments in DeOF's approach. The 2004 tsunami
devastated families and communities areas of Indonesia
wllere DCOF operates. and separated children from
caregivers-but it aiso yielded an unanticipated impact. In
the months following the disaster, trafficking of children was
essentially halted as the region entered the global spotlight
and humanitarian efforts sought to identify, photograph, and
reunite unaccompanied Acehnese chiidren with iegitimate

caretakers.
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The transition from a state of emergency to a post-disaster
area, however, will likely leave children and young people
even more vulnerable to traffick;ng. To counter this. DCOF
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programs in Medan, Binjai, and Langkat are working to raise
awareness of the existence of separated children of tsunami

survivors and equipping communities to document and monitor
these children and their placement with famiiies

In ether DeOF project areas-including Liberia, Sierra Leone.
Angola, and Sri Lanka-the long-raging civil conflicts have
calmed somewhat; there is no longer a state of crisis and
humanitarian emergency. Although there are obvious positive
Implications for vulnerable children and families, such changes
often mean a decrease in international aid and attention,
leaving gaps in resources and support for interventions
Children continue to require special attention during these

transitions,
Programs in Liberia and Sierra Leone continue to focus
on demobilizing the child soldiers conscripted during the
years of conflict. The work has successfully reunited with
relatives 99 and 98 percent, respectively, of the countries'
thousands of demobilized children. Sustainable community
supports-including child welfare comrnittees, peer educators,

and opportunities for education and skills tralning·-are being
established to meet the needs of children and families in areas

recovering from years of conflict and forced separation

CHALLENGES FOR THE FUTURE
Priorities for 2006 and beyond include increased resources
and attention to influence mainstream social and economic
strategies in recovering "failed and failing states," with the

goal of placing children's and next generation-leadership
development more in the forefront of strategic planning
for these communities. In all areas of commitment, DeOF
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emphasizes assessing and strengthening the effectiveness of
its efforts, services, and deiivery systems
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Youth Involvement
DeOF promotes a positive intervention mode: that views
children not as "broken" social elements, but as resilient
members of the community who, with the right supports and
opportunities, can slIDoeed and give back, shaping the future
of neighborhoods and countries as a whole. Their involvement

is also critical In helping families break the cycle of violence
and poverty and mitigating the growth and impact of religious,
ethniC, and/or nationalistic conflict among future generations
Some DCOF programs incorporate youth directly, In
Afghanistan, the NGO Consortium for the PsydlOsocial Care
and Protection of Children Consortium kicked off the project
with community meetings where more than 3,700 children
and youth identified real or potential threats to their own wellbeing. More than 300 youth and children's groups now manage

ongoing community activities-including literacy courses,
nonformal education skills training, health education, and
sports. In Liberia, the International Rescue Committee (IRC)
established 11 peer education groups to serve as role models

for fellow youth,
Still, more work is needed to understand the best methods of
youth involvement. Future DeOF projects should aim to create
further opportunities for young peopie to identify their own
needs and priorities, and ttle roles they themselves can play in
their protection, care, and socia! and educational reconnection

In some cases, it will be necessary to confront cultural biases
(both Western and regional) that view unaccompanied youth as
victims or problems

Reaching Girls
In several countries, efforts to reach ali unaccompanied and

highly vulnerable children may be more successfully assisting
boys
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In Sierra Leone, for example, the demobilization of child
soldiers has gone well for those who were able to benefit from

20

these efiorts--but only 8 percent of the demobilized children
were female, despite the large numbers of girls known to
have been abducted and conscripted, With DeOF's support,
UNICEF and the International Rescue Committee are working
to identify and assist these girls ieft behind.

Focusing on Prevention
In the future, programs will work to identify critical points
In children's developmental cycle where modest levels of
intervention with parents and otl18r child care providersfrom teachers to sports coaches to medical personal and
institutional OBre providers-might have the greatest potential
for affecting positive behavioral and attitudinal change

DCOF remains committed to its core principles and
fundamental goals 01 strengtilsnlng the capacity of families
and communities to provide the necessary care, protection,

and support for orphans and other vulnerable children, Its work
in the coming years will be gl,ided by this objective
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illions of Afghan children suffer the consequences of
war, displacement, U18 loss of homes and loved ones,
injury from landn1ln8s, and severe hunger in the wake
of the worst drought in recent history, Children in post-Tali ban
Afghanistan require drastic improvernents in their basic living
conditions and emotional support to build productive balanced
lives under enormously difficult circumstances,
In February 2003, USAID's Displaced Children and Orphans
Fund awarded a $2 million grant to the I~GO Consortium for
the Psychosocial Care and Protection of Children to assist
particularly vulnerable Afghan children, including orphans,
disabled children, working children, and former child soldiers,
The project works with !ocal communities and government
ministries in three regions (SC/US in the central region, IRC in
Ihe southern region, and CCF/CFA in the northeast) to identify
threats to the physical, psychological, and social well-being
of clli1dren; identify and assist particularly vulnerable children
am! advocate for government action on child protection issues,

with access to !"tonforma!
ed~lr:at.ion

in chUdren's
and

The Project's approach is to enable communities to improve
the safety and well-being of their most vulnerable children and
to rapidly increase children's access to education and training,
/\t the outset, the Consortium hosted community meetings
wr1ere more than 3,700 children and youth identified real or
potential threats. Based on the findings from these meetings
the consortium funded 300 community-based children's and
youth groups to serve as the focai point For ongoing child
protection activity in the target communities, Through these
groups, more than 68,000 children and youth--many of them
girls and young women-have benefited from literacy courses,
nonforrnal education, recreational activities, health education,
and skills training, The groups have also trained teachers and
police to ensure better services for children.
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Community-based groups also identified and assisted
especially vulnerable children and families, In the northeast
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:and mobilized community

COI1lmumitl"oi>/J'C works project.

in 10 western commw7itieEi.
" Implemented Mobile &

Community Libraries, Growing
'jr€,el1"'pi'c~S,

region of the country, Child Well-Being Committees now offer
disabled children a chance to participate in formal education
and community recreation activities, The Project also works
with local community and government officials and other NGOs
to mobilize responses to threats to children's lives and safety.
It has developed a database of agencies serving extremely
vulnerable children and families that 118S already proven useful
in emergency situations requiring rapid response.

Child Friendly

" Constructed a sdwof for chilcit"en
at the Herat Blind Associatjon,
" lIT:HiJed trainers. in im;omefor

In addition, the project has provided vocational and microenterprise training to help former child soldiers, widows, and
female-headed households to better support themselves, More
than 900 particularly vulnerable women and 70 men have
participated or are participating in training-many have started
small enterprises, ranging from animal husbandry and yogurt
making to carpet weaving and tailoring
Each partner IS the focal point for the !'Jghanistan Child
Protection Network in its region They host monthly meetings
with other NGOs and government to tackle a range of issues
related to cilild protection-including child trafficking, road
safety, early and forced marriage, and juvenile justice

was

access to water reduced fighting
among t!1em.
" tncreftsed access

In August 200~, USAID signed a three-year agreement with tile
Consortium to continue t~lis project's support to communities
in delivering and managing their own services and advocating
iocally and nationally for their children's needs and safety,

.. The
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FROM THE AMERICAN PEOPLE
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Trafficking in Persons:
USAID's Response
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"It takes a special kind of depravity to exploit and hurt the most vulnerable merna
bers of society. Human traffickers rob children of their innocence, they expose
them to the worst of life before they have seen much of life. Traffickers tear
families: apart. They treat their victims: as nothing more than goods and coma
modities for sale to the highest bidder."'
PRESIDENT GEORGE W. BUSH, JULY 2004

Introduction
TRAFFICKING: THE 21 ST CENruRY SLAVE TRADE 'lr<l±11(king in rcr~ons
persi~tent

global (',ernand

is ,1 riven by thc'

tor theap iabJr, often in haidr....lou"" c0n.Jitiom, ;lnd for C0lTl111en...ia~

exploilJ.t~()n. Due to d:.eir rdativel y Imv social and economic status, W'l,:nen anJ chilo
drt'n corntlmft' rht' major~ry of rr2ffid0r.g v~clim.'t, perhaps J,S manY;J.'t (lO P<:'f(U1C 1 ,\1t'tl art'
al~o

preyed upon or dUPLX.! by traftlckt"r~ in large nun~hers :lll ..l blH,d to \>,,'ork in e;..pl()it~,live

an...l dang:(;;rotl~ VJ1H.1hior.s. The

u.s. DtvartlLi::n of State estirnate~ that between 600,000

and 800,000 women, dddrel, and men are trafficked between countries each year, plus
nJillinn~ r.lnre wirhin naliolla~

Most often,

W,)n1C'n ~nJ.

hn111H.bries.' Al1d the nun:hcrs art' grnwi'lg.

children are trafficked into prostitutio;, or the pOino[';raphy hw:i

ness, alrhoug;" they are also forced inro domestic
marriagt"'s,

MKl

.~ervitude,

illde1liuroo bhor, umv,llltct1

begging. I\rfc'n alH.~ boys ~lre preyed upon through deu:pliun or

E)I"Le

h)]

t'xplo·t:lrivf' :lI1d "1dzardo:Js mJ.llual1,lbor, including mining and n·) agricuitllral p1;~ntations.

At times, enrire

rehe1

forLt'~

famil~es

rnav he hel2;n dent bondage. During conflicts, especia'ly where

or m;litia~ are :tctiv{', \\-TI~lWl1 ;md lhiid,t'P are fOfU'J

[U

.~ervt'

the armed llni-:-s

cook--, com·~xlt.ln[:;, hodyguanis, or portcrs.

Lithcl

As v:lt:, dmg and arms trJ.tlicking, trade in hurr,Jn heings tloll'"i!:he.s;n
conflict ,md those wirh porous bon.lers, high

lC~Tls

of corruprion, dJld

\X?here vio1en..::e against women allJ f"emale ex~)'n:tJ.tion

1S

d

s"cierie~

Vi\·8k

in

rule of hnv.

cnnsider\.·J acceptable, abuse

hv rraITickers, pimps, neighhors, and, tra~cally, those charged v.lth p··otecting p0tentbl vicrims lS

('VC~l

more prevalent. txrr,"lllc poyerty, poliric,ll in<;tdbili7, L1k"k cl.."otwmtc opportu-

nities, inadcqu.ltc edLlcation, ;md lack of protection under the laws and customs nf <:ocicty

all create Gl11ditions conducive: to trafficking. \\1hen natural disasters strike, destruction of
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the wL1a1ordn and ~afei-y r:d" for the most vulnerctble al~o

pmdUi..:e fenile ground fiJI pIt'llator:::.,
Clpit:lli7;ng on CC1TJpr:o:1, pm;eny, and deSpf'fJ.tion, traftlcker~ include o'"ga1l1n:··d c;-11l1e, individual dealer,," and even

Uns,:l up1110m ofHdals, \,.,..ho tak{, aJvant:,g,-' of t~l(~ international appetite t~·)t cheap laho;' ilnd sex hy pre~~nb on yulner-

<!hle

g;-nup~.

Tn 31clO;,t

;111

LOLmrrics, some

degree of

uaHi.:k.illg 01.1.1.1:"::', with poo,."er Hallon", ~l:'rYinb as ::'01..:,."..-1:'.$ of
yi ..::tims, othcr~ anransi,,:enlrers, and wc,,!thief mullt,·ies
desrln3tion site<;.

H1.l11Un

traffickinG is rhe skye trade of the 21.<:t century. It

...~n1ates the fc.c,damenral hurra11 rights of its victims, ",rho

arc tricked imn ac(cpring bogl1s ,lobs,
napped, boup,hc

,lqd

(<1pt~l!'ed

or kid-

sold, and Forced into ser'l'irudc. It

weakens family and '>oci:11 ~trt1CTUres) unci('rnlines r;OVernmcm :li.llbnrity 81H~ tlh' rule nf Ln"\", and desrroys the lives of
n:lllions "\-vhik supponing 2nd pcrpd u,ltmg ~.nkrnarional
crime sYllJic",1.tes. According to t~c Unite..l "Nation.<:, ~')rof1t~

fron: rraHlcking p:ooyid" org:mizvd crime I-virh its third
lare,cst source 0':-" revenue, ,It"rcr ll'l1'L".ntic..;: and weapons.'

AW:U,'!1CSS of rhis egrcginu,- hum:'lIl rights :lbusc has grown
in recent TC2rs,
;Uh1

h,lv('

,>H{)fiS

tn L1nderstand, Llllt:l:lg:,\

(on:bat its complex and clandestine web

}orm<ll :cllld itlI~mnallletworks

,)f oper8riotls

of an~j -rraftJclung actl\'l."rs-

Clvil society lc.al~crs, non-govcrnn;ctltal org8111zarions

(NGOs), fJith-based groups,

g,owrnn1Cn~s,

;ntcrtiat.inaal

'''Every nation that fights human trafficking has a friend
in the United States:!~
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PRESIDENT GEORGEW, BUSH,JUlY 2004
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T~'1e

U.S. Gmrernment was an early leader in the figh against trafflcking and l·('mains com-

mitted to c0ntinu~llg its surreore ror anti-traHkking initiatives horll at hO:l1e and

Tn 200J, tht.' Un iced

Stdte~ Hrcng6wned ;Uld Expanded the provi~iol''''' of

bndllLlrk

V;ctims ofTrafrick;(1G and V101cncc P~otcc[iol1 Act (TVT}Ai of20no dmmgh thcTiaffk:.cinr;
V~ctims

Protection R('amhoriz,uion Act (TVTJRA). Over the last four years, the Gowrn-

menr n~~~ prm~ded nearly .'1;300 million t" SUFt)('trr anti-traftick:n s progra:,1s in mwe rhan
120 0)(11111"l"S and.is hd[)ing other g;O\TrnmCmS ilevdop bws to :'ombat cl~lWW, creak sp,>,'ial
~o investir;ate rratt lckinr; cases and rescue victim.s, build emergency

law enforcement units

shelrers, and deye~op long--te;·m rehahilitation and voc.uional trahing prograrns.' 10 his
a{:d;·cs~

to world kdl..1crs :It :hc Unir,'d Na~jnm: Ccncnll Assen,bly ill September 200:",

Prc"icicllt Bush pldgcd SSO million ill a,-~ditional funclng to SUppOrT organi7ations that
rescue W0rnen and cHldren from hondage .:md give them s~e1rer and medical treatrccnt.

Eight cOi.liltrlcs-HrJzil, Camb(>di~l, India, Jndo.!wsia, Mexico, fVloldov<1,
sclccrnj t,) Reel-n' th;s

~il'rra

L,'onc dnd

Tanzalli~l-wc,·e

THE U.S.AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT:
COMBATING TRAFFICKING STRATEGICALLY
UH uman trafficking IS a development issue. We cannot separate the development process in a country from the trafficking issue:'
ADMINISTRATOR ANDREW NATSIOS

The U.S. Agency for Tnternatioral Development (USATD) phys a 1eadirg :-ole in
rig1-,; z,gains:: rrafticking. Des}"'ite rbe exu2.ordinary cof11i·...jexity or the husiness,
the Ag<-'llcy is m:lxing progr,'ss in helping dn'doplng and transition c01.l1ltr.i~·s idcl~tii}'

t7'ailid{lng

patkrn~,

.<-:upporring victims

outmaneuver tl'.lf~ckers, at,d prevent incidents of trdffid:ing vi·-hl1e

:111d

capturing ,lr.d punishing preci:1tors,

h Asia and the Ncar Fast, for example, USATD Ius dL-'vdoped a rCf,lon-widc anti-trafficking
franw,\v(lrk as well as a mapping project in the J'vIekong area that "\\';11 inhwm all u.~. Gov-

crnnWllt agencies working: dwn> of trafttdcing pattems and trade routes. ~imibrl:~ in Larin
J\nll'J'lca, t .I~ALD and dle LI.S. DCpJnGll'11f of Sr.lk aI',' S( :~,pnrring tbe PcnrviMl GOVCf1l11h'nt's

eF()rts to imlFove :llethoJs of col1cctinr; data and tracking traft1ckin~ elses. \"xThec as:ZeJ
assistance, USAlD responds 'llllckly to c')lIllaic.s jusr beginning ro addr(~s tratIicking. 1n
2()04, h . tl<\l..[o;' requested dnd !'co..ivI...d Sl1[Jport to strengthen mllllicip<ll policil'S :l1ld rr<ll"l1cking

kgis1Jxio'l, :lnd the Mi'listl'Y tlfI,:lhor, HWl1an Services and StlCial Secllrity in CL:y:ma "ought

aid to launch <1 p_lbltc awardlCSS c<1mpaigll,

"Yhi,~J}

USAJD supponl"l
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Intraducl,ofl

29

US/\TD's Lurrent anti-t:-amckillg

prng'-anl~

arc hrp:;t'r, 11:1Ore stn1-eg:i . .-, more .:omrreh,'mivc,

and of longc-f duration than in vn:viuu~ ye,m. The Ag;en .•:'y h 3.-"4uirlng k~'elwl itl~ights into
the complex rralfidDng web ~md developing the (;"xpertise ro (i,.;'\-ije incn:a)iuf!;ly sop':-tistl;:.-:at-

€'d. srr.1tcgic,

responses.

JllJ

Dravvillg on experien,:(; dad irnproved

inii_'lftr.atbn

f~ow:j,

fOf example, USAID designs and

supports acti ..~ties today tbx are careful:y tailored to particnlar co~l11tries or region." as ''I,'ell
,1S finely tUlled en ,11tacK speedlL di1nt"l~ioll" 01- the trafi-LkillJ; prph:em. III 1hllgbJe,~h,

VS}JD build) on neJ.Ily a decdde of anti-traitldjng \\orl<.. by
coaliri·"ns and h1man rights orr.:.1nilJrions

to

throughout the co".Jl1rry. \XITir:, a USATD gr;lnt,

irnam".....lncd rdit!,loUS
mUlltlT

Arrr-r

bld~'rs-to

strp~'t;rt~ng

Li,il societ)'

conduct prevention and x'.>.,'areness campaigm
J.

hX<ll NCO is tr.1ining a group of

help spre.H1 dw word th,lt

tr,l.~Iick("r", ar,: opcT<lring in

their

training, the inltlms themselves cond":.1ct con111lt:llity-le'!el training, lead-

ing to the- tormatiocj "fw:1tchdog groups cornpr:sed of loca~ opinion leader.", officials, and

lJW ,'Hf()TCCtIlCllt
[0

ag~'nts.

The project dlcollragcs

prevent traff:cking whllr:

fos~cring:

th~< groclps to dt~"TtOp strakgics

.ltld too's

r:xchJngc." bee-w;::...::n imams a~ld commullir}, gr\)Ups to

share good practice3 and lE'.""ons learned in the fight ar;ainst traff1c;(inp;.

In r!le Ukr21nc, a long-krm USAID :l1lti-traHl,_'k.iclg effort now supporrs Cl cnunt:T-w1(;~'
network offa~th-hasE'd, eJucltional, and non-f,0vernil1cnt<11 organi7<lt10ns to increase a...';a'-e,1lnOng gO\','L1mCllt And C01J'.~llIlJlitr leaders
service prnviders, ~~ld. th~' gccwral
public. This ongoing cllnpaign also t:ngcrs lugh risk groups, akrring rlwn~ tn d~e dangers
of rr;lfflck1!~g, JTming thern "',vith i'lformat:ol1 on how rralfidem op'r~r:c, and mo~iva:ing
rhcrn in prokct dWlllsdvvs from rr<1tilckcfS.

ness

lJSAID'" acrivittcs work In CO!lCut, <...mploying complementary :lpproachcs 211d targ~'rillg
multiple dSpcCts o~o tiw :ratJicking phCllOnW1l0n simukmmusly. ltl }Ubcl:lia, £"){ cX<lll:plc,
three sCrat~:rc yet rcini()rCll;g proGPUllS

uH1crway, all ained at ditTcrcllt t~ im~'nsjOllS of
rr,:f:lcbng. A gr:l1lrs p:'ogram hdps strengthen and coordinak efforts by communi:;c b,d-

('1"':;,

I\i GUs" :::nd the iovernmmt

communities. U~A..lD'"

10

p:"c'vmt rratlid;ing and re~ntt'gnrt:' viniws into their

UHlCt' of \~fonwn in Devciopmcm supports

rraEicking-rcLtcd legal isc;ucs,

.i.ll'-~l1dillg

:1 prognull du[ targd"
rraiGlng £;)1 JI idgcs, Ar l ill' S;,lIne rime, :mnt'ncr ?ro-

gr.ur.. for children trJ.Cflcked from Albania w Greece a':1d ltaly iW.. itH.b. aui'li ie~ geared w

prevention, prntcctio.':1.,

assis~cd

n-'rurn, 2nd the ni;lrcgldti('l1 ofyi,-rifns.

To support ~he imrt'J.sing ':1eed to cornba-:: craFEcking in persor:s, USAID') budge 6:)[ these
dJon~ [laS irKH'Jsed ~.igniflcalldy

in tht, last G_lUr years. Fundir:g fo:- U,SA1D antl-tr;d1dung

milli')ll in fiscaJ yC~i1" 1004, including: $~G.7 million trnm dll'
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$15.4:9 m:lho;1

2003
2004

ESATD buJr;et 2nd $10.9

i:1g. This

n~dl;on

from a Presidcntial Tnitiatiyc co Comb2t HW:1<ln

Tra~Tkk

iDd(ld~>d ~ 1n.s
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miiJiolJ. in Easrcrn Europe and E,lf<1sia, 510.6 miHion in Asia,
$3. ') million in Africa, and "j; 1.5 mitlion In Llrin ivIll'rica and rhe CaribhcdllJ wid~ ,lll
2dditiollal $1.4 n:~llion from ;h(' Offk~< of~Womcn in Dcwlopment fOT ~lobJ.l cffi)rts.
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USAI D's Regional
Anti-Trafficking Activities
AFRiCA
It: Africa, internJl contlicts have provided fertle r:round

t~,r

:he tr;:lffckmg of child soldiers

and \\omer: fon.:c'(~ to sene ae, comba(ants or to p!uvldt: ~exual st'fd\.e~ f(J[ troop~. Younf;
women are abo traflicked into pr!lSlilution ar.d dom<::'~tic

h"rh ,\~thin th~ region ann pyre-rnally to Furore and
ttl(- :diddle Ea. . t, an,1 children are [rattld,ctl inco fi)rced hhpl
in ag.;:1u.llmre, H.,hing, mining, <.kJll1e,tic ~ervin;" and prostitution. Tht· :"ad~tio1,al practice of"+-~,srerinr;," in v:hich poor,
rur31 f-~'-1rIi1ie.<; pbLe their l.·hildrefl witt~ Ilmre pro"'perom, Familv
me1l1htTt> or friends to IT<.dvt' all <:lh_H..ation \)f ·1(1c.a~ional
training, is somerme~ mrrupred hy iraff-ickers ',vho Instead put

~<,<;>,

,~enltude,

the childrf'll ;nm ~itua'Ciom: of sexu31 exploit:n1on, t()1',~f"J
Llnme-;~iL ~ervitudf:, begging, or "tree! vending.

';"<

~,;

;

'(

'.I

,« <",
'<i' ,

,«;

;,;

,;

,<;"

US-\T[)'s n'sp,mse focuses on programs aimed at raising puh-

,:

ur tr;o;lick;ng, t.'~peci.lll: for <-h11- ':.'«
Tn addition, actiyitics proviti;:

p.<:ycho-soc1.l1 support, medIcal assisra1l<:e. skill..- rra;n111f" and

<':'
":,':

\

>

suffered .1$ ViW111"- of violence anJ torture, mc1udinr; sexual
violence and tr~lfricking> \\.'~t~l [l11~dillg from rill'
Pr~'sidcnriJl InitiatIve,

USAID

:s supporring al-trvitws to

raise public a"'V,Hene.~s .thout [he nature <wd exte[~t of this
violence and to gi-vc tLlumatizcd victims
mClltJll11',l~th
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10

fi)

~<.,

;:;>~,::;/

<i{,~'::

,:e,':'

,,+crc "''lomen and

;7,"",

,;,

,<,::;
UnIOn arc:! ofWcs[

<:,:

':

improved ioh opporrnnirie..;; hr tr::tHicking victims, espec;.111y
child soldiers ,md wn1ncn arEliatcd . .virh rhe fig.hrill~ forces.
WEST AFRICA: USAID REGIONAL RESPONSES

?;
,:',',;

hL av,'art:'fIl\,,, oi- t~e dangeL'
clnJ young women.

,,<;
;< ,<

','<'<:

~::<

'<'.
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l'l.. multi-dimensional prograE., implemenled by tne Intl:'rnational Rescue Commiw._--e, tne Center
ror Victims ofTorture, and Search r~)r Common (-:;rol1nJ., v.>ill provide smrailuhle psycho-social
care ~()r Sierra Leonean:-: and I.ihericUl<; "ufh-rinf hml war-reblf',J traum3. .t1ld traHl,--king cthu<,c'.
L

TIle pl'nf,ran~ is designed to : ncrcasc comm LIe >:y ~l'iVJJ'Cness of thL en tical need for these mcneal

health semces and to rnotivJ.tc rescued 'Vicrims

to

seek help. Through media ;ind cJltural

aci:i"ri-

tie.:; promo~ng dialo~L1e Jrd int~x11larinn ~haring among pe..'ple in the horcer region, rhe pro-

gram is also

~aktng

\-X:~th ~unds

from the ()ttice of Women in Developnwm, the

~\1Jssiolll'mgram

C1'uciJl first sr"ps to bcgir:

btlildlll~

a culrurc of p~'K,-'o

is supporting a n-vn-pwuged dtixt

to

USATD'~ 'X":est

rl'lluc('

trai~lckillg.

Africa Regional

in the 1 ')

memb~>r

states of the Economic Community of\Vcst Africa (FCOWAS), The program indudl's an
.1warene~s-ra~"ing co1l11-h,nem :arf,et~l1g
rami£-icdtiOl~S

civil S0.:1E'tY organintions ',vith mcss,1{!,E'S about the

of trafficking as well as irJ-(mnarion alxHlt existing

rin~ asslsr~11lCr

~r:lHickillg

f(·ductioll :m..1 vic-

progpms. 11le gOdl of rhis component is to "let (-he g,>llcral public to dw ri.<;ks

of dubious job offers and the dangers of f~11hnf, prey to ~~rirr.;nal t:<Jtticklllg lletv,-orks,
Thwugh <1 compkmCnfclr-y compone1lt, USAID is .<;upporting u8ining t()f ;udg,cs dnd magis[rates ro iEcrCdS~' their kno,vlCi~gy of traHl~"king, issues :wd idi)r:n dWlll of ayail abk kg'll
instrumcnrs for prns..:curing traHickcrs dnd pro:ectinf', -vicrin's" rigb;s.

BENIN: INCREASED JOB SKilLS AND BETTER INFORMATION

The l]SAID ~1ission in Ber.1n h eX?J.nding :ts earlier collaburalku w:th the Iv'Lnist:"y uf
FarrDlyand Chiklrc:n, the United N:lliom; Children's FLmd (l"'1'JICEF), and the grmving
natioc:d ;1nd lo~:al 1'\(;0 cC'lIllmmil), to prevenT traftld{;ng of (htldren ~ll1d )'onng women,
ttl inl re;ISf' joh~ al1(1 i)prion~ ft,r pum allJ vUlncr:_hle pnpub_dori\ to eanl a living by providing ilexlblc e(hKatiorL training. and marketable skill bl:ildlcg opportunitie~. At

The ohjeL"tive i.,

the :-.ame itme, L~AlD suprj)n~ tht' p:-oduction and air~ng of radlO prngr::Ims for bod: rnral
and urkm alld;ence~ to illLTe~he puh~ic awar,::nt'~~

oifer::. ,hat can

le~\J"CO expl{lit;.r~:\-e

and

~h,fe

ur the dangers nf alU'Ptillg: en;?]pYlllt'11t

IJ.bo,". The progI.:lIt1:.., \\ hkh I.ks:.:rihe

~be

type:. of

offer:. :hat ~hould be viewed with s'.lspi~:ion, 31so ,;onve:' the n:essage that job. som:dll1g too
good to hi" true most likely are.
NIGERIA: MORE UNDERSTANDING AND BETTER TREATMENT FOR VICTIMS
The LTSATD ~,,1is.'<j(jn in Nigeria supporrs ;nu1ci- fact:f"j anti tr<lfflckmg. activities Implemented

hy the Tnt<:~rnati()n,11 C}-gani7.1tio:1 for \,figra~ion (TOM) and Nigerian organintions and

°1() combat

pU:111c

cJL1CariO~l

~H1 dpp<lrcm

pubhc

rok~'dllCC

h)r traftlcking,

U~AID

l:)l1nchcd an aggr('ssiw

scnsi~i7atlon ':J-'l1paign in rcf,io!)s known to be SOUrCLS hH' tr:lfflckcd
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Ci)mlllU11icic.~

whe;-e

individudl~ .:Ire

lur!:'c!. dupc{1.

pur,·ha~t'(L 1.;.i(.l,l';]p1'::x.I, 0;-

capturC'L1. Yet

anotht'::l dlmendun ofUSAlD's anti-traH1cking prugral1l in Nigeria provide~ vulne:-ahle
wO:lletl and children am.l returning viuims a :full range of ~ujJpon ~crYicc::., indUlting shelter
::.nd access ro medic;1] 2.r.d leg:al help, cmm<:eling:, vocarinna1 ':fainhg, :1nd hu';.iness development 3ssi~t~m.....e.
UGANDA: A NEW START FOR CHILD SOLDIERS AND OTHERVICTI MS
OF CONFLICT

011e of the nlany unflJfttmate Cl)mt'qw:nces of the prolonged dvll coutU:.:t in Nonbem and
Eastern Cf,:inda is the l~;gh incidence of child abductions frorn homes, ,>chonls, and camps fOlinternally displaced
{()fl'C-tiW

f'orters,

pt"r~ons.

Of

nCJT~)y

1";) com hat this phenon~cnon. (he USATD Mission in

war "wives," i.e.,

Uganda supports e+forrs
GlprUtl'

Once J.hductoo, both hoys J.lld f,lrls are traH-kked into the rehel

"Lord's RCStSfJ.llCC Army"-<lnd col'rced into -"Cfving :lS child soldiers, bodyg,u<lrds,
CD

protect -nl1nerahle chl1dren, Kho, in .1 despC'ra!e <lL:temp'.: to E'vade

by rebel f()f\XS, must sneak Oolt of their

v~lla;cs

J.f

nighr ro skcp in dle rclarive saIl'S" of

towns. For cili~drctl \\'ho "have bc~n [raffich-.J .l~'Jd n:,ScLit:d, [he progLl111 a1:-o support'>:l

var;etr of rehahilif.1tion

ASIA AND THE NEAR EAST
Count des in South and Southeast Asia serve as

S0UrcC,

transtt, anJ destinatlf)n venue~ lor

human mr9-kkhg:, TrJ.fi-1cking of children and ,,",')rnen for sexual
titarioll aud Lhikl porllngraphy, ic. ("xacerlxtk'1:1 hy tl-,c ir:L.llH}1J~,

explo~tJ.tion,

including pros-

touric.1tl ind'.J.\lry

in

the region. 'XTumer.. arc' aha tra.tlllked ilito involwltayy domestl( servitud", \>,,'hbb the reg:.nn
:111d

to

f~)rced

ex:ernal destinarions ir. the Middl(' East and Europe, \:1en, women, ,wd cHldren

inm

,S~tlVlt;Or.S

of coerced, sL.ve-1ike bhor horh \vithi~l the region and in the ;'vlidctl<~
andel1~ pra~-tke ill ;vLiet, loans ur aJv;1I'Lf'S a,,-' repaiJ through

Fast. "Deh, hnndage"-an

the bhor of f;'Lr.1i~y rncmber<;

~)ledged t:)

lenders-is a persistent probler1, tantamount to
to repay 'det.r~."

enslavemer;r.' ,;vhich often keeps ('mire b"1i1i('~ working t~')l- j!eneratiom
COMBATING TRAFFiCKING IN SOURCE,TRANSiT,AND
DESTINATION COUNTRIES

USATfYs anri-t1-aft1cK;rg programs attempt tn OY11h:lt the rnll1tiwde oH"actors that lead to the
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or watch group::. and antl·traHldJng NGO network:: helps to int(lrlE vulnerable groups about
the ri::.l.s of trafilcki:clg, provide safe migra::on infoEnatil.)n, :.hare the mot>l effeclive practl,:cs
fur f1ghtil1g trafi-iu(illg and rch~thi1it3.tir:g vktim~, :mJ pre,~ure gover;11Twnt oH1,·iali-, to p~l~S
~'ll\j implement

anti-trai:1i. . klllg lTI<;'J.,.<;.lIt;'S. C.llupaigm Ln.:lh:bed \'Vith the tourism industry
wmbat the derna:ad f()r 5e);. tCIl.l!"1t>lI1. Integr;:C-ll.'d re~cuc and humane shdter, wume1ing:. z,nd
economic .<-:kil1<; t1·jbir.g help to reinregrJ.re ;lnd prevent n"-rraFflckif'g of t~Jrm('r victims.
Tra:ning t~)r judge\ ;mJ O1hcr juclici.l1 (lmLidjs, ;md pro\-;.<;~(m nFlrpl aiLl a" Wr"
prnteLdon for potential wimeS5e~j serve W luuease indict.mellts and wnviction of (nJEcku!>.

Tn aJLlition to impit'mt'ntil'g:<1divitie~ funded with n, (}\'In rt'snuru>", USATD.11
age~ programs fmtded hy the U.S. Depal tment of S(a~e.
INDIA: VICTIM-WITNESS PROTECTION,
SEX TOURISM REDUCTION, AND
CROSS-BORDER RESCUE

The USATD Nri~sion in Tr.dia ;::ondLcr~ th:'ee separate hut
compbn~'mdry prngnm:-: 'l-virh Prcsjdcmi:lliniriatiw' fUlldIt'g, Tl'c<;c programs Jfe designed to protect rraff-lcf(cd vic-

rim'> and ,\'i-ltllesses, reduce trarr1cking-rehtcd SE'X tourism in
GOd, dlld srn'ngthcll crn~s-bord!':' rescue ,lth1 pron>ction

the India-Nepal

dlH~

India-Bangladesh horJ~·rs.

VICTIM·W!TNESS PROTECTION 'I'be V;ctim-W'im~'ss
Protection Pr')gnm, i~npkn,-cn~cd by a \."ollsoniutIl of
NCOs Jnd !Ocal CXf,,-Tts, provides pr~)tcct:()n. SLtpport, rcha-

hilifJtion, dDd rci.ntq.!,Lltion services ro rcs<.~uc\.l victims who

willing ro kstif}T dgainst rhe:r
'tlw proepm
also fortifies rhe Indian kf'>al system's jdcrmin<ltion ,11ld :lbilit)' to obtdin convictions of bn~h tr:1HICklTs and sC'x tourisrs.
,If('

In addition ro sail> Layen acld i ffcctivc afrn-carc,

rcsctt('(~

vic-

tims 1:YlY also need lOllg-rerm <l<:sistann' such as YOC:ltion 11

training and outplacement b.;--cmst-' lqijd proce(-'din~ are
lengthy in India, Continuing ~'OllGlct "vith rchabijtatcd victims "'ivill hdp to CclSurc d high n c of court appCaf<llh'CS by
the witn;;;:~~e.s.
Sdve dw Children Indi:~ .....-ill proYl(k shelter hous~> mandge-
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LOUllM::,lillg Cind L'0I1,·t appe.<ra1Kt's """hilt:' Pre";:l1la, another 10\.:,11 partner, will deliver

cnJ;l~el

ing and ru;}llJ.f,;e a Icity-vvid~ regLtry ofre:'ilcued vktims and ~:,-'rviu;,~ pf'l\dded. The Nlnnala

NiL:'tall College of Soc~al Work will give r.sycho.social cOlm~diGg, and :J. LedUI,.T in L,.vv at
the Tara Tnsrittltt' of Socia1 Scii-'lKf'c; v,'il: provide legal training tor the juciici.1ry, prosectlt0rc;,
b''.'yep; ,Hid ppliu~. Ttl emure 1l1axinlUlr eH-"cLtivi:"lleSti, ,H ti viti e.'> \\i11 he clo,\ely u)Ordinati:J

with a rescue program i'unJed by tIl::' U.S. Department ClJll~tiu:, Zll1d the U.s.
of Homeland Security, with 'whom

~dorm;ltion 'vi~l

De'r'~rtment

he exchanged on a regular has~s.

SEX TOURISM Over -t:he past c.ewral years, the tourism industry in India has g[()\vn rapidly,

hringing: increased an2 diversif1ec economic opportuniri('s for the rncii.111 people. The
grmvth of tourism hJS 81m hl'O:1g:hr incre:>.seo. dem:n,d frnm sex rourisrs, PJrric:11arly in and

used

;1

transit center for traff1ckinp: to thE' hrothels of MU11lhai. Preventing sex touri<;m

and protect;ng victims in this area is essential.
T~1C (-;0.1

Children's ProtcCtiO'l Act of200;:S dcmons~ratcs ,Ul increasing poll[ical will w \.~t)m

hat sex TOurism, and the USATD "\tfi~sion if' India is working ''lith local authorities to devel-

op <iDd impkm,'c[ strong progr:ltnS to do so. Through irs Combaring Sex '1()1.Ilism in (;(1<1
progr,ll1', tlh' L'S}'lD "\1issiotl

Indw at~d1'i:ss:cs [he ·.t·m'lml for anl incidvH(\' of S,'X

tOljl'1Sm in that state hy sl1pporting i:1('rcaseJ advocacy, ,lwarene'>s . .1nd rescue operatlons.

P:umcrships hc(>'vccll allti-traftlcking NCOs <HId key group" i.n th" tOll,i.sm industry will
bc.i.lit~ltc camp'ligns ro ,-,ducHe rourlsrs :,bout bow sex fO'.lrism
t18Hicking. H~>b[cd

programs will include huilding. loca1 media capacity to rcro;t on traillckinp: and Sl'X tourism
is,<;ucs. :-ltlti-traHi,:king <iV{8H'llCSs-raislllg progpl"':1S r~)r school ..::hitdrc!l, c:-lp<lCi,y buik~.i.llg for
a1lti-sex tourism NCOs, dnd cstabli"hmcu of help lines, commlm.iry vigildllH" cell:;. s.hdkL~
am' rdldbiliratinn programs. The United N:lriOns DcvJopnll'llr Fund .G)r \-X:~:!lnen
(UNl.H:::M) witi implcmcm rill' rrngram.in co~labntsr.ion ,virh 1.:1cal ,X)rpnr8tc. :111d NGO
pc,nners. working closely-with I1w GO"\'-CrtltIHllt Of(;08.
CROSS BORDER RESCUE.

The' Cro:;s-Hordn Rt.'~cm' and Protect:on prnj~'c1

P:L"t'Vt":1tS

rrafEcl,--

ing by r:nhancing. border commlmirics' 8nd cross-bonkr iJ:..;;ti~utio.tls' capa..::ity and COnl111J.t-

mellt ro :cscuc rraftlcked girls bdcl!\' they

rC~Kh

their d,'stinatlons. Tlw proiect ,viti srrellgrbe.n
tv'lo new :.ites on the In,-k)-l"~epal tx}r-

ar..d repliclle earlier pilot pf()gam~, exp;:mJing: them

dc~ Jl111 (!1l the bdo-.l:hngia{l:"h l-xmJcf. Itl Snurh A.si"L effective rral:-J.cklllg pn"':C1ltioll "l1H.~
H'SCUCS

ax ("<lHied

bv "v.igibecc ..::dls" cpmposcd nf Incll anri-rrafhcking anivic;cs. These

celh monitor border ,1Ieas to intercept potential victirn~ bd'ore they arrive ar thci:- destinatiom,
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wn:-king \\ ith local b.;;\' cnt:,ru:·mf.'llt on hoth ~i,Jt:~ of the hnrder, l-ondu,.·l;ng community
puliLing <.1ltiviti\:':), ilnplemen~ing: .scn~hization programs 1(JI a variety of ~takeholder::., and
establishing; networks to identi£-), and ,urest trafFickers. Once L'SCLlC.J, vic[ims need a "ate haven
.1['d ..:::otl11'>c1ing for their emotional rebh,1iratioll, ,,;hich re~ct1e
operations pnwiJe hy 1inkinb vigibnct' u=l1s with 'Tet l~i-:: home~
wbere ,:olllpass~or:atc lZlrc J~ pf<)viJe(~.
NEPAL: TASK FORCES FIGHT TRAFFICKING

The USAJD JY1i~sion 111 ~it'P<.11 provide~ technic:d as~htaG~·t'
w Govcrr,ment

Ch~rtered

Ant;·TrafAcking Task Force5 to

\\'ork at the llatio;l.1l, district, rr:unicipaL and vilbge level!',

('xpdtdit"-g support t.:1 new are;;s d~'nrin,'J by dll" CdVernrnent of Nepal as trafficking ce1lters, The 5upport v,;ill
ac.d yalue to rhe mornentU11l {,f existing task forces, as \vell
as to community groups of women <lnd youth, CiLJhling

;<

",.,:
t
,:,"'c

" ',"\'"

",'o.",
:

"''':'',:
""

,"",

: ..,'.

.: ;; ..
,

N:HionaJ '[lsk torn> 1v1)1

be strecgrhl'nccL 11: al~d.irinll)

Hlt)!'(' tnJJ:,sport ·workers, stu,.kn;:-s

groups, elected and potemi,li

teachers, ;ldok.sc,>nt

W01:1en ~eader:;,

and ta.sk force

mcmbc's wiH participate in a tt<lt-tickillg oric1!t<lri,m rro·
g.ram so th,'y Cdll k,tt",[ idemif)T su"pectcd rr:l1Iickcrs and
victims and rcpo~t or ref,:r thcm to the p-opcr auchoritics .

.

"J:

thCt71 to l-Olltnbutc more dTcccivcly [0 prcycl~t;ng tr,lfficlz-

ing. C:ommu:1i.:oatioll mechac,isms and lirks with Nepal's

:,::

't,

::,

,,',::,ci

'

',:

.":~

>;:

Coutlsvling: booths wiH be escablisbcd In targer

<lfC:lS [0

pr01:id(> :d~)r1DHion 011 safe migr:Hioll, rraHlcking, and

HI'll AIDS. In fiw districts, glfls at nsk of lWl!1g trafEck,>J
and trafficking sUfviYors arc pr(,vided life .skill" J!ld vocational rraining I-()f ~{t~o~-~.ive rcb".bilitatioll and rcintcg,r,Hioll

""C":,:, ::,~;!~:~: into society.

;,

.t,;

:"""

:>

CAMBODIA: A COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAM IN A
NATION BESET BY TRAFFICKING
~upplernerHed

by Pn:,)idemiallniriative funds, the USAJD

Cambor1l8 suppons <1 ..::onqrdwnsivc 8nti·rnHid;:ing program targeting ';f>UfCl·, d,>stinacion, and t.rJnsit points
Miss:on
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PROTECTION, PREVENTION, AND PUNISHMENT US/\TD'~ prografll ht'lps tu reduce

they reintegrate an\.~

vulnerablllty 3Jll..l proteLt SUIviv()fs as

build ne\\' live.:"

TIlt' program ;:Usn

pro\'idl.'::' acce~s to legal aid y) th2-t victim:; em seek lu::.ticc ff)[ thermdve:-. .md provide eviden..:e

ag.linst traffIckers_ \virh l}SATD support,

NC;'O~ 3CtlYC

in rhe flght Jgaimr tr;rffich,lg are

lmiLJ,ing cnalitinll:'. f:r Loordinated ;1ulnll to h{)lJ their gm,er1l1llellt ;lL,,-Huntahle hH ('llFi.lrl·ing

anti-tLIE-ldJng bws, en::.uring ·v~uilTl:-"

dg,ht~J J.~lJ improving ::.ervices for vi ...-tim::;. Ll)::.;:ti

NC;'Cl,<; seryichg vulnerahle and rr;dfkked children also receive training and material sepport
\/) they C;:-[1I re:'.polld rIlO;'{' etr-e,~"':ively to the p.~ydl{H;(KblneeJ:'. nf u;rmLked victinl~.

Other pr('vcnrion a.:tlyities ;rc1ude:
• Pormi;1g community ,'latch group:-;

.. Dis~emin;lting: saFe migration htorn~arion;
• Proyidi~lg slwircrs for young Inigr:l1i'

and wonwn p:lssing thro~lg,h the bus

and taxi stations in Ph[~ol11 Penh: and

"' TnCre2$ir.g tXc,nom1c opportunities for ar-r<<:k

gir~s)

as well

itS

their famire:- and

cornmunirics, through r1'81ning in llurketahk skills.
USAID plans to 1ncrt"ase the quality and guantity- of senice3 h,r tra-G-lckin~ victims hy

providing n:otc support j;)r y~cims' shclkrs, lcg,a18id, vocational tl'aiTlinf', and schotm:hips

telt· h"Jrnwt victim..;;;,
£101 ,c·:

and .i.mprny~'d job placcnwnr through ll~nvorkjllg. \'{Iork v,>}rh the

will improve ilH\2st i gation t.::chnl"'lucs nc'CdcJ tn strc:lgthcn

:lnti-tidfficki!~g Lnvsuits

and proscGltiolls.
RAISING AWARENESS In ] 8 pronnc<.'s, USAlD proyidcs S'_IPPW" to the In~cm,ltiollal
Organjzation t~)r ~v1igratinn (lU.Y.l) to c01lduct mub-media ulJl:mua,ion CUn~)di.gns [0 rais,'
<,f\V:-ilTECSS

about saL llug,:winn

{\~tabli)he:, a

811d

trdlidcing

counter-traHicking ljatahl)C

to

H,

wn:ncn and chil...lrcn. The program

a1<;0

collect and di~ser:llnate ldormi?_~ion_

RESCU!NGVICTIMS. AND PROSECUTING TRAFFICKERS 'J-hrough a USAID-fulldcd projen
imf'kmen~cd

by the Interm.lional Jm.rtCt.' .~\'n::.slon GJ1\D.

2.

train~ng p,:ogra..rr: f()Cl..t::.1ng on

l(xa\ police in the Ami-Trafllc10ng: Police juvmile
Fmtccrte>ll Unit of til\' .vEt'tstry of brcrioL Cooperating, in i:H.-Jividwll
pnJgr --1111 personnel a:.s;ist lo"al omcer~ it: rt'sctting UJft1d...ed vic·cirm and rderring tbem to NGO-11l~,.nagiXl
~he:~<:.T~< The grarit abo .;ncourag\;,s :.:lo)c collJ.boration \.,.ich comt p.;rsonnel du,:ing the :nvcsngalion 811'..; prns(,nItion of sex mdIicking and commercial ~cxual exploitation
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REDUCINGVUlNERABiUTY To reL~uce wonk'n:" "u,sceptihilily tu trClHl,--1<in[.';,

USATD

~'L1p

purt:::, t'lOrlOllllC <:mp'Y'''rt'rrnent, lltna~y, and aJv()l-a~y .;;fforts. Adivide~ Loudw... teJ by Pact
Cambodia indude literal), training., devt'~opm~'!lt orsavings-ld village banking, inc()m~ generat:011 through micro-enterpri~es, and eduution ~1nd comn~unity outreach to ;1t-ri~k \\'or.wn
rJrb'~[e...l

hy traffilkeL\.

INDONESIA: IMPROVING GOVERNMENTAL AND NON-GOVERNMENTAL
ANTI-TRAFFiCKING EFFORTS
Inl~Dm'~ian NGO~ bave bet'TI on thl: front

<;,ervices

to

lille.s in the fibllt ag,tlmt traHldJllg, providing

victims and hringing pressllre on rj-,e g()ver~ment

to

recognize Jnd address the

prohlem. Continued ard increa~il1g1y eHe.:rive col1J.~0rarion ,,:ith;~ the NCO
as \v(."l~ ,15 w1rh
government, needed to combat traEicking in th(· country.

commtm~r;',

W!::h funding hom ::he Pre:o;idential Tnitiarhre, the USATD :vrissioll
Indonesia is now sup
pnrring thl' Sacngthcning dk lrl,tiatjy(,s O!- Gnwrnmcnr :md Others ,-\gail)S~ Hum:m
f
Traffickmp; project. T lC A.l11crican C,-"ntn For Intc-natlona1 Labor Sol1...Jaricy (ACH .)) and
the fnrernatiollal Cad"die Tvr:g:rdtion Cor,1missio:1 (IC::\/IC) are :mplC'11lcnting the project 2...'>
<l

£--dknv-up ro

th~>ir (·;d.i~·r

(JS.AID-fundcd

~mrj-rr:lHi\..-king

prngr:11u.

ENACTING AND ENFORCING LEGISLATION BUilding on ea"1ie:' collahoration ",ith the

_':\t1jnis:-ry for

\l/o111c11'1' Empcrwermcnt t') drafr appropri'lfc <1l1ri-tr"Hickjng, lcgi:datl01L
U,SAID 11' now working with dh' \'1inistL'Y ~o devise str<lr('gi~'s for p:,s<;ing the :q;is1arion.
l.l~AT[) ,11so
coordinating efforts 'Nlth anti-tnJflcking NCC)s 1I11'o:"\'c,..1 In ac.Ylx<lcin b

wirh the r,atinnal govcmmcw and pdrli<lll1Cnl t:)f passage ,md impicml·watll)l1 of the draft
bw. Local NCOs
cncour,lgcd to adYo,"ar,> as \veil rca' [heir distr' ct Jnd city go'tTrnrd,l~cd

l'raffick~Jlg

local

1.1\VS

and

dcri,)1l p~dHS)

consistent with

Aen,)!} Pbn. and advocate wirh lo(:al police

th~'

N2tional.t\nri-

~~)r cnforcCllh.:Dr

or' dw Lnvs,

In Il,dollCSLcl, USAlD has worked with The /\sia 1-'Ol1ndatL(,n to !edp local govnllm~'llt5
dt-'vdop public pollCit-'j ro [t'duCt, rrJilickir:g vulnt'T<lbility by n~spo::1dil1g to [he neds and
intnests of-,.vomell, tiec POo~", ,md tl:8rgllulizcd &oups. 'li8iniGg a11(J rce~}nicd a~;sist:1tlC~"
in partnership \virh civil sOGcry org;llliz:ltions :llH-l se!ccted local goY,>f1ln,cl1ts, promo[cs
\-'"'ornen'~ paru.:ipatlon in local government decisJO:-l making and action :n local parJjaments

and

gOVCfllllW!lt

lLpanmcnts to better

SCJYC

poor, fe;HAle, and tIl:-lrginaLzc'..:i conSriWl'nfS,

duster of ::tclivitje~ will ~trenb'i.hen eHort~ by Indonesian
NCO ... to ...;oUabOiJle with Nl~Us in neighboring cou1ltries ro idcllEf/, rep .'1triaw, and reimegrate
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TndtlllB.lan -::ratficking '/1cim". To a.Jdre,~ . . immediak medicaL p::;;l ho~ogic;]l, :md legal aid
ltet\.ls, Iudt)l1e~ian NGOs "dl; 'YjJerat ...' 'illnll, b....al ~hort-tenn ~heht'r~ :'(F reterned vktlm~,
REGIONAL COOPERATION
A~~ociatior

1)SATD "'orb with TC);\1 to help tOIF memhers of th\~
~ation:-, (ASFAN) inlprove tj-,t'ir L'ull",-ti'!ll 3.llLt ana~ysi~ .,{

ut Snuthea:,t A\iaf1

traH-l . :killg ,Jatz". Currelltly, IEl..hme~Ll, Thailand, the PhiEpp:nes, and Cambudia l;:ll1<.. the
ahilir:-v to accurately me8.su"e the extent of t"<1Jtlckinp; ,vitl~in .1112 hetween their horders,
\)7ith a nev\, dat:1 ,__ ol1ecrioll Pl'otoco: dt\~igned eSl'e.__ i:1ll." r:)r ~"he region, the"e nlUntrie.<.; will
have 3.L\..ess to an irupro\e,l methodok'gy For loUeubg, tracking, and ,Tl1d.1YLbg l:T;tHicking
intorr.lation, rhei'ehy il1'p"ovlng their ,,,hility to a~sess the exte-T: of the problern, track the
trade mutes, and 1110nitM the- eff-~",ctivenes.s of their anti-tr~1ftlckir.g <"th'ns.
LAOS: PROTECTING ECONOMIC MIGRANTS HIOMTRAFFICKING

Laos' relatively low eCO:lom1c grov.'th and scarcity oflegitimarc em~Jloymect opf'orn:nities
dri'T :Tc,ung pcopk
hCI.."onw ccocomlc 1,}igr;mt~, s<'cking ~l LX'itlT lift: ~E Thailand or cls('\-vher'e, and m;}ny hecomc expioit..:d hy tT;lf~ckcrs in the prl)Cess. U~·\TD helps tn ~)f,.::ycnt t~:lf
ilckinr; by supportinG effom to increase aVi,.'arene.ss of the risks iJoremiai n1igrant::; fice fro 11
tr8.ft-idzers. Ttl'.' 8.W'lrClh'SS :;:alsing program, im~)Il'llwlltC'd by Village hXU5 Inrcrnatinnal, [<IT~dS sclccru-l Jf-risk comrmnirics ill souther:! Laos, using cxisring vilLgc-based schoo~s "nJ
other nen'lloriz" to dissemi',1ate 1l1f~)nnation and train local counre:T,;:st" and ke7 Goyernment
oHicials about the (Lmgcrs of traHicking. USAID's pr~-'v(>ntinn p:ngnltll also ith:iWJ,,'S cfti')rts to
inctl'JSC ,Yonomic oppornl!litic.~ 6~)r v(1b~'f.lble groups. 'lC) improve dlC S!Xi,li and eO)1l()111ic
i

Sf.l.t:.JS

of Olc-risk

"\VO',1cn,

the NCO Service Frat,'rnd d'Fntraid,; \i'lorks ~..-) i:KrC:l5'::

inCOilll,> through micro-credir

\\'\)IT1Cn's

811d t~aining.

THE PHILIPPINES: STRENGTHENINGANTI·TRAFFICKING LEGISLATION
AND ACTION

A_d-vocacy dl~)ns supported Dy the USA1D }"1is<;lon in rl:c Philippines l-')lltributcd to <lcc~>krat
cd p<lssag,' of:1 natlonal h"v criminalizing rraHicking. inll103. [n s~JPporr of til(' new bw, scyefal provinces l(j('NifiN: as eith,,[ ~eEdefs 0:" reCein'T\ i)f trafGdl.(-d per~on...; ras~!.,,:d similar locl1
H'glll:1tio1lS. Covvrnmcllt agencics, NGOs, _uH_1 busilWSSCS hav,> 2~SO il'mnd ,-oalirtoJlS <lg:.~insr
traHicking, and tlMfC rl1311 J thOllS<llli.l victims luvc been n>sC(l~>d since 1002. Despirc rhis
progre~~, ~t-:e govl"rnment ~till necJs suppor: to strengthen irr.pl(."nlentatj~m of the anti-traill(king laVJ; \):/irh funding from dle UH-tce 0['\-\/0111'.'11 in fkvdopmcO[, ;k> Ivlission IS working to
addre,s this problem through l'1:h:U1CCd <lnti-rnd13cing activities uI1l-kr an Cx1Srlng l'coc.omic
gU'';Cl"Gl:lce proje(t. The;je activities ;:ere dt:'signed to promoi<;' efft:'uive enforcement of ,he an,i·
tr~1n-ld.j71g lcgi"la~i{)n and :IKTea~e su~;([~~flll Jpprchl:'miorc ::md pro~eG1tion oftrJl11d(r~. 'lhe
pr,:)gnlJH t~ugets gnYCInCWEf oHlci8ls ,Hld police involved in h,mdlillS traHid",tJg C~Sl'S and
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delivering scn:iccs to \-vimesscs

vicrims, h)CLlSit'.g OIl improviDg their :lbiliry

pbir~t:..<;: dnd cases, conduct invcsr;p;,ltions,

to

track com-"

gather L-'Y'tknc~~ to document or huiid

prepare

reports, ar.d file cases.
THAILAND: ESTABLISHING PROTECTION AND PROSECUTION TEAMS

TO FIGHT TRAFFICKING

AJrhOllgh Tl1diiand has the lh'cc~sary' kg-,.ll tf,,1llcwork and systems to dimilla~\- trafi-l<.."ki.i"'tg, prot('ss~(!I'_ds . . vorkin:; ill <lllti-tr;lHiclcing: c1lxlCiri,'s Of~Clllack Sll.Hlcil'1H k1iowlc.jg,~-' of their roks
dnd ,mrhorltics. \X7irhoU( rhis b3S'C level of un2crH<lLlJinE, i[ is difficult ror indiviliL.;als from a
"",,ide ·varkty ,)f organizations <lad agellcies to ('srablish the Ivvd of coof'craCi(lil and inj-~)fma[ion
sharing Il(w1<,-'d
dh-'cti\'"ly tlghr rraHicking.

anti-traf!-i<.."king. ctt:ms-social >,vorh'rs,

lH('sccu~ors,

b . .\'Yc~'s\ L'gal

vnlu1HccTS, .inycst;gariy~-'

NGUs--Jrc bt'rtt'! ab~t' tf) coordinate the rect'ipl (,f incidenr reports, provide cnmprdwEsivc viniw. "SSiSfa1:CC through "ppropri:~tc legal
poliu" medic:d pncririoner[<,

8WJ

Ch21l1hAs, and assist in d:c pfosccutio!l of t:-,lftickers.

l() rcd (Ke trafficlung, USAID also supported c-f6)f[s by \'V'orld Vision to pron..k
ro conducr ~-\ tcsc8t'ch proj("c[

ation ti)r Icturtlvcs and traffickillf, victims as well

repatu-

trad(

patterm of migration and t':"aiTickil1g on the T~ai-Bu:crr:a Border.
VIETNAM: EQUIPPING COMMUNITIES WITH ANTI-TRAFFICKING CAPACITY

The lad" of ,Jol1lestk ecunollli~ I)pportu:litie~ and the large nUl1,ber of (:COllU1Uic migrants

arc leading factor~ cor:tribmmg w h"..lluan lratlidung in Vietnam. US.P.JD colh.Dof3te:. with
The '\,,13 Foundation 01] 3. program tn equip Lomrn:11litie,\ \'<-'ill, int(lT"lrL'.liUfl
u:.mloat lrafEdJng. The 't--'wgram p[()vidc~ at-ri~:\. ....omElunitie~ with t;.'(.iucat1ol1 ou
mib'TatlFa and legal rights, wpport:> micro-crEdit and mi..:ro-enterprise training:, aXed estabdrafting 3.1lrilishes communiry monitoring group". By t~Jsterinb hWJL1er rJ.rti~~~p;.1tion
1Tam,-"".ing; bw,~, the pT"o!;:r~'tn aLu strengtherL~ the legal 1l-amc'work h:ll" vi(tilrl prote,-,tioll, Tn
al..:z.Edoll. tbe program promote~ c:-u~t.-bortler wHabpf.tLion on lfaE'LdJng between Vietnam

and Camhodia and Viemarl1 and China.
MONGOLIA: PROVIDING ANTI-TRAFFICKING SKILLSAND INFORMATION
M01"1golia ~f; knmvn as a source country for te{'iUg:C and adult worr.E'n and may also he

2-

transit as \\'el1 as a destirarioc country for rraffic-t{f"<..i persol's. The ;vL;ngdi::m (-:;.overnmenr,
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{-kling efi~'L-t~vely. lJSATD

cnlhborall~,"

wi,'-l Thl:'

A"i~l

T'OUllJ;i.tl01l to ra:..,e puhr ___ J\'\'arc'liCS.s,

inc;.. e<,~{' the (juantity and utili/,;',tion of trafficking; data, ;::md help gov{'rnment V3rtCc'r~ dr:tft
anti-tr_1Hicking legtdation.

EASTERN EUROPE AND EURASIA
Since the

Elll of the Berlin Wral!, the Furopc ;wd

Fur,l.<;ia rcp.,ion ha." hen the fas[c<;t gro\ving

source reg:ion tor hurnan tra-r:icking in the world, prm:iding :1bout 2')% of ail persons traf-

.ticked :.lC!OSS borders sllilHally Acrua1 llUmLWfS of \ricrim$ .1:'C wllul<)wn, but csrimarcs range
from :1 minimum of" 17'3,O()O

,0 ,)()O,OO() p,'rsnn,<; traHlckcd :lCroS,<; borders <lnlltlalJy,6

tll<lT}Y J:lOl"C t'aHickcd wHhi.':l l-ountccs.
cO~Hltric<;,

and 50nw :nc

~)('c.:)ming

iul

wit~l

cOlllltril'S III thv r;:glOi: 81T source 8nd tCltlSlt

r\csrin:Hlo11 sikS.

1bnsltioning from mmrnuni<;m to democracy h3~ be~n (haracteri'Led by 2 lack of n;it' ()f bw
:u:d lllgh cX~h'cr<lri')lls kH a b,'rrcr tit(, but low actual or rercl'iy~'d opp,)rrullirj~,s . .:ombilled
"''-,1~h neVi

f!'ccdnt:ls, ind~Jding rih' rig.ht ro move across no\v open borders. All of rbjE Ius

fueled the trafl1(ki.ng trade.
~\lcn

arc rrat1tckcd in Eurasi<l cspcci<lJly h)r

~>xploir<lriyc

labor, and women

alK~ milld!'S

pri-

tr:ad)' for sexual expbit3.tion. Children are also tfai1-id(eJ imo \Veste;n Europe a~ beggar;:;
and ~trc'et vt'llI..:ors. A"

~)('lkr 1ii~., rna;1.) 2rt' du~x'd

by fJL.,e offers of lcgirin,;1tt'
by people tlwy Imow <l~ld trust. Victims I-vho <lre
tr.anage to s.;'')cape ;:,re ofte::1 fe-add of n.:turnin£ to their communities because of
rwople '>.c't'k a

work or ;'r\uGlrion,;l OPP')ftuniril's, nfkn
rejcued

Of

by traffid(er::i or the stigma rr,.:y Day
arc highly yul1H'fabk to b~'i.ng rc-tf8ffldccd.
threa::;

£xe. \X!ith fe,v legitlIIEt1e opporltm:tie6, they

USi\lD's allci-",Taffi..ling progra,.'TI~ in the region are de~igned to prevent uailld",ing, rt'hJ.bj~i
tAtt' VlClirr::.~, and ~"\ro3CGlje trJ.fficL!..ers. Through eduutlon. and public aw;u~'nc.."s ;~mp2igns,
people 31T alerted ttl the L!d;lgt'lS of traHil-king and inf{lrmed (l the n](-'th(:d~ uf nperatioll trafficker:; most <.:onmoniy employ. Tr-tining programs provide high-risk J:,'Tl.mp:. \vith alarketable
sLills

to

increase their ChanL"e:. for employrnenL and sbdCtTS and a '\llde anay 0:C50c1.11 services

he1p vLti1lls rehuild their 1ive,~. Trmmgh capaciLy huilding pro~'·;um;, I~n'\" enhwu-lller.t 3.~ents,
magi.:.nates, proseultor~, jud~es, ~Ul<.t uthl'r govemmem of!~ciah improve' their abJhy ::-0 Inve~ti

gate 2.C1J prosecute rrafiicking cases. OfEcials abo learn hO\v to rnaxtrrllLC wop('rarion with
kwJ.] NC~()s so they can refer rrJ.ft1c~ing victim~ to .1ppropriJtc service.:;,
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ALBANIA: STRONGER LOCAL GROUPS, BETTER-TRAINED JUDGES,
SAFER CHILDREN

In Alt"l~1ni~1, t.'SAID supports
the country's usc as

8.

<1

c()mprchmsin' 3.llti-t:-af11du.clg program Jimn:. i

source of "vomctl and child:LCIl uart-1ckcd

d('(TC8~;jr,g

sc·xuall>xploita~.ion.

r()[

beg-

ging:, Clnd lJ,bor, ofkn to ltd1}" Cnxcc, or otlwr l::':lrnpl'an llnion c,)tl1ltrl:'s.
COORDINATING AND MONITOR!NGANTI~TRAFFICKJNG EFFORTS '1'11l' Coordinafcd

Acrion Against

H~llllaD

'liaH-ickil1g i,wgram plwnorc"" srrnngcr, more cot)rdin~itcd d}-;:lIfS

anLong comrnu12ity leadeC"::., .Nt;U", anJ govcmmem agencie~ to prevent trafFl . .:l...ing anI..: to
rcintcgr~ltc "ictims into dwiT cotEHUHlitl,:", F,)llf r~>gional Cluster Croups of NCO:; alH_1
incal govCfnnlCl1t rcpr.-'sClltat~Vl~~ coOrd~llaL> anti-trafficking programs,
lVi.-hnical \-vorking group~ ofi\lbanian and illtern~ajonal experts aJv~se the gro'JPS, pro1nocing good p!"a~'
Uer'.., in prt'vcnnon, '<;eTvj~'e d(,tlvery, ,1nd in t()f1l1a!ion management. Through "ub-panT~ to
lou.1 ;md intcrnatiullal

NGO~,

the prog-ral11

pr{\vi,jc~ Glfe, "uppnr~,

and re1lltegLltion servi,_"-

es for tra11kking vlclim~. The progra:.n abo eA2.wines the eiiccriveness
tlon and
~ervic<:, program~ in Alb~Ulia.

nr tramclJng preVc'll-

PRE.VENTING CH!LDTRAFFICKINC The Tr,m~nationallk::ion Aga~n~t Child TrafHcklng

activit), !()(:m('~ on c1:1ild trafi-lcking from Albania to Greece ar~d I:31y. Implexn(:;'med by the
NCO Terre des Hommes, rhi~ c()mpr..:hensiw program include.:; acti"irie~ to imprnve pl'eventiue. pn_lteLtiol1. a<;~i~:ed v<}lurw~ry a:tunJ. cmd the rci;ltegra-

<,

"<,

don II victim:., as \vell as efr:,lfb Je.<;lgned to lEl.pr:..lV:'·

,;".

";"};;;~ (';'

coordhariol1 v:lth other .lr.ri-t:..lff1ck;nggr"llp'" This ~)roiect
h<:'11eht~

'"

hom hnlJ.ll ~upport, ir!LluJing funding fmlll the

US},lD }'1l::,~jon in Albania. ,he Office uf'X'omt:ll in

::';,.•
:"

.""
","

"

J'

and chc Nati01l.11 /\lballiall A1T1t'ri ••l.1l Cmm,-iL

»,

CONFRONTING LEGAL ISSUES U~AID c()n[rom,~ :egal

:':';"
;

'"

",

is,~tt<:\~ rela~ed

to

tr~{fflL-king

Oft-lce of'X701r:ell

lhrC:Hllh all a.-tivit y

ill Dr:velopnWl1L

Tth

fU11(~ed

public Ixtucat:on and -1h'areness about trafGdcng, domt'~t~c
vi,)lence. and the ne,.,.- Alhanian bf'.1i1y code, "\vhich inclndes
needed prot-eLtions and r;gl-t~ for W01T1C'1. The program ~-dv)

:':,

::'::< ?

':<
~:;:j

::::;.
:'

",',,'

train:. juJges on trat1icking is~ue~ and new anti-traHldting
la-,vs. Te addi::iot1. this Jl'ngram ;1ssis7ed h dr£iTting and

advucaiing for

jM:-.sajl;f·

of <l

,1onle\ti~·

vinlence law anJ pre-

Arit-Trzfflck,ngAcclvltl<l.
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Development, the Swedi~h Tn!ern,ltonal Development
Cnope-r'dti,)ll Agency (STnA). lTNTCrF, the Oak Foundation.

44

pared .Jnd di~FihllttxJ h;-idirg hoob to judge!; to improve their h31l\Uing nf r~!11lily hw and

trai-H . :i"ing Cd~~,
BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA: PROMOTING AWARENESS, PREVENTION,
PROTECTION,AND PROSECUTION

In I3o,:a:h and
tions

I--Ierzc'g'.lvin~"

USAID h wod>.ing \vith loLl.l NGOs and governmEnt institu-

implement a nat;()n\\~d(' c.ot.:nter traftlcking: prevc-ntiO\1 and z-v,;:,rene::s-rals1ng carr~ll1d

paig-n. thing: pr:nt medb,

telev;",ion, trle 1_-.am-:'2ig1l pnlVidec, ird~mll;:.linll :ti-:mut

tramcking :i,h~, induJing l1:;:> trallsnD~~ioll allJ :,p;.-ead cfHIV IAIDS. Al1uther USAID-h:nded project coyers operating cost.~ for a shelter for "\vomen traffick1ng "'~cr1ms <1rd offers them

,safer;ll 2rd ",,")Cia1 \vc1tare sC'rV1ces \vhile rhey ;1\;;,.-ait thf'ir reT'.11T home. This secnre environmer::
PWyilks protccnon from thl'ir {-;)rmct trdHickcrs, thus '>'1courJgill~ tlll' wnnwn to consitkr testifying against thecl.
CROATIA: INCREASING AWARENESS AND PROSECUTION OF TRAFFICKING

A primary trJmi: route f(Jr tr.lftlch'd pers(lIls rrorn Fastern to \'Clcskrn Europe, Croatia's
hlack marker econDrr,y heneflts greatly hom
Activiry rdi,,,~'s cnmrnUllJ.iy

:lW,HCtlCSS

fi<afAcking PrE'vE'l1~ion

rr.l(ie.

about rill> risks of rr2ft-idcirg\ as \-vell JS If.s ncg:Hiw

snc.ial <HlJ economic dTcClS, and support.;; anti-trafficking ,ff()f[s and NCO impkmcntcrs in
selected horder cornmur.iries. The ac:i-ity'.~ goa1 s to increase understanding: of trafficking
1

issues ~ll1d mc~hod:; 8il:Oilg, the gcncL~l POpubtlP:l 8nd loed government 2whnr.!r:cs i'l tlwir
owe locales\ m<lking rr<ltEcking more ca$lly idcmitiabk· and subject to prnsccu;-i.:m. Working
\-v;th cufficbnf, professionals, bovernm..::nt J~~Ct'c:cs are l:"Xpectcd to incre,L<;C their ahility to
swp crosS·b')f(1Cf rr2ftid2ng ,md to impknwnr C108ri8's

lll'"\V ]\J~~tioll~~l

Action Pbn to com"

ba t t1 :.lff-ickin g.
GEORGIA: STRENGTHENING GOVERNMENT ACTION AND PROVIDING
LEGALAID
In~titHtion~ll

wcaktwss :l1ld cdrruprion h~lld\>rcd tlle pr~Tiotls government's ctfnrts

to COmtXlf

traffic!,-ing. US:'UD's antl-t:J±-licking program in C;,;-'I)fgia Sl1',Jrons the . .;urrcIlt go\-ernD1~nt'.s
cH-~)l'ts ~o rcviSl· 8nd

implement :ts N~Hional Action Piau

anti-tr:lft-lcking kgislatiotl and ro e1lact
1

ll:Clsurl'S

to inf;-mn

Comb'F'lfamcking.
oUH.1 l·duClfC

[0

ddnpt

dll' pt1bli~-, includ-

ing potent~-!l vKtims. The program also provides legal as~.istaDce for victims through a
llMiotul n~'twork oflvgal aid
KOSOVO, REINTEGRATING VICTIMS AND ADDRESSING ROOT CAUSES
.m:j-~raftl:hng

activitIes m Ko,,\O\'o focus {);1 r,'inkgr;lling tnfficking vinims and
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to vicrims dllt..1 adv-ocaks for and builds the ,-~apacity of local authorities [0 Jtr:lCk the root
of (mt-}ick~ng> Thrnugh supporr ti)f dol' l's:ablishnw1H of a C)ordinard t(efcnal

C1US,S

S)'Slem c01npo~ed of local government agencies
NGO::., <mJ dmmgl1 effective (ase
mam.gemel1r, LJ~AID'.'; progralf1 provid(",~ frafficked victim~. with ncedeLi (aTi:' and heips
th~>m inkgr<ltc back into socicry. Ar rill' same rime, 3uppon to ,he K(,sO"yo Inkl"-Millistcri"li
Commi-;sioll PlOILOles de\dopinc-'Dt of a wmpreht'm;ivt' Kos<.)vo PIau ofA. .:tion

tral11cking in women

dlKl

,0 ,_-'-JUllk'!-

,-·bildren<

KYRGYZSTAN: STRENGTHENING NGO SUPPORT FOR VICTIM SERVICES

USAID\ ami-trafficking a(tiviti~'~ in KYl"gyz~lan art: de~ign(;'d to ::omb~n traHlcl,ing ~n rural
arCJ~

by supporting NCO.'; rh;::',j irrplc'ffienr pllhllC 3W::In'':1C'.)S camp3igns and provide victim

;ervices. Tn 'r!lprove dfeL"tivem\\'>, rh: progr2Jll train·,

[hi:

NC;'O vulullkrrs to inLTea~e their

1.nowledge< skill::., and techGical c.{pactty.
MACEDONIA: PROVIDING SAFETY AND SERVICES TO NATIONAL AND
FOREIGNVICTIMS

comribtaing to a multi-donor funded program lhat is esta8lishing a safe '10use to

tT5AID

pf0vide s\~rvic(\~ for both ,uri0na1 ;md t0rcig-n traHlckinhvlctirns, espe-cial'y minors. lJSATD
;jl~o snpptFts ;'11pn.n·en 1 cnb to;l1l

victim~

SOS helpline. whidl provide..; ;n{:mll;;.tioll tn pott'llti al

and ~erves as a ilr)t point of ("Dutact for ;::urrent victims :.t'eking help.

MOLDOVA: ADDRESSING ECONOMIC ROOTS AND VICTIMS' NEEDS

LTSAID ill ~;lolclovJ. is 3.<.1.JressiGg "[he eWllu:nk loots of traffJdJng as well

the need::. of

returninG tr",fflcking victims through tv;o complementary p'·ojecrs. The Moldova Anti

TrafFicking fn;riatiw is

:1

c01l1p:·ehe:1sive e~ron: to improve e.~onon~ic prospects tor young

women 'lnc! gir1s tl:ruugh Joh ~~i1I.': ~md emrepreneurs'hip tr;lining, inLr(;,3.~ing cnlploymellt

and hu:::ine:::s dcy.:-lopmellt opportunities, ",r:d forging srrong:er links "\'io1tn other concerned
organi7J.tion:". T1e acti\'it~c<; are st'..pplemel1ted hy victim a.~si:::tance anJ :::upport sen~("e..- and
,>rTectlvc Otlll"c;lch ;u:d aW:lxctlCSS prot;r<ltl1s. 'J h.' second projccr, Better 0t)porttmitle<; }()1

Y()uth .:.nd VVomcll in Moldoyu, 1<; i[;lp1cmcmcd by t 11C United Nutit)n.~ D(vclop'11cnt

Program (UNDP) v>;th funding

fro~11

the Pres'dential Tnitiatiye. Tbis project focuse<; on 6w

Inq:,-k:Lm
and ,yonomic reintegration of vulnerabk groups, indudiog gradu2r('s from
orphanaf.:,cs aw.1 bo;mling. sdlOol" and dK rnosr r-~·;l\murizcd frwrn,,-,J tr,l1fh'hnf!; victims,
\yho often fa(e particu1ar~y dimcu~t rmnsirlolls from shelter..- into the gc-,wral population.
Through the ?rognU:l, a llcr,.vork of ten h:11fv{;;:y Lm,scs

the ,-'apital. Wh.'fC c;Jeh is rim by d l,)c.ll NCO< At rl-:c
addirlOll,

J

gf8Jl~S

"vill

~·t18bk

rcsl..knrs will rcc~'iY~' psychoiog-

and yocational tT":lillillL~ to imprrrFc their ,1'01 1'0/ to find jobs. Tn

coullsd'lJg health

cad, halfway hous,' to dcydoi) Vl<lblc small huslllcs'<;cs such as guest

Anv.Traf'lck.ng AnIVllIG.
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" . . . . . . ,.it·
c.·

houc.es, ,-afl'teria.~) or cnino-,lg;-ihUSil1c;"s Enterpri\e,<;. The

sm,1lJ bpc:>inesse~

will providt' re.:-.jJenb with oppnrtt:uities to
dt'velop useful job skills, ~i.Ild the reven;..1es wil~ enabl::- the
h31t\v;,y h0U!'c8

to

SllS!3in thc;r ope";1riom.

ROMANIA: REDUCING ADOLESCENT
VULNERABILITYTOTRAFFICKING
Ron-LIni;] L~ ~){Hh <'.

MHULC

\.'::.pedally or dtllJn:n and

and tr<,fls1t

!

OUlltry

WOInea, Throl~gh

1-(1]" traHilJing,

it" ChlldNet

Prorram. the USATD ~1i"sion in Romar.ia ,",'orks ,\'lith
NCO" to prevE'nt child tf:1fficking. A,~T1viti('s in 20()4
l11dUikd U", skill" dnd job skills trai:)ing to reduce tlw

YU'l-

cerahility of adolesccms l<2a\int~ residentlal instltut~ons hy

ear.ing: their integration into prodective community lite.
In

Hot~lal1i:"

rhe l}.sAID Europe a:h.1 Eurasi ..l Bun'at;'s In-

mrpord.ring Yl:ue..- Pro~::ram s:Jppo-ts pro,lllGion of a play to

rai:;;c indhldual :1nd comrnunir:v awareness about trafficking.
RUSSIA: FIGHTING TRAFfiCKING BY INCREASING
CONFIDENCE AND ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY

USA.! D supports

rr~lffidcillg

prevemjon and inform:.lfion dis-

s('nlltl:1t~on

through <1 proj~'ct that helps hig~l-lis1:. womer:.
huild cOllfl2cncc and itKrl'<lSC t·neir economic 0ppI)f'tL;n:tics.

,.,;,

.
,:,;,"

. .••.

S,"

Through d1C prognull, \voc:wn's

centns {kvclop grcltcr

(XpCrrisl> in sprc:Hling awareness 81ld conductieg

anri-rr~lf

fiCking: ,h'riv~tics> A th'r-work ofwon~cn's NCOs ,11so pro-

vides yuin,>rabk "'ivonwn <lIHl rC't\1!1lcd vicrim.s \virh iob skills
training 81H.; helps

rhullla~l1lC~l small bl1<;ill~>sscs.

';<:,,; k W·"C"j,."",fi,,;:j;p, s,i.,;,;,"·

.i,:

,'"

; •• ,

....

In th~' Rl.:s~i3n hr E-as[, the Paths to ~UCCC'SS proit'ct is fllndcd t~Hnugh l..)~AlD's Bureall t~)r EUfOl1(' and }',un,sla's
prnj~'Ct i:-:
dc::.igneti
prevent uaflj,,:king by edu::ating ),oath in the
reglon about tlK pt"('y;dcllcC and dangers of rr<lffidcing and
the mct 1)Ot1s of lrafEd,CIs. A key objective is to rcint()f~-C
youths' stre:!]gtb of (ha,a~·ter, self.conflJence, dignity, seil~e
of rc:.ron:-.ihiliry, and re~~wcr I(Jf human rights. b . 1uippiI1g
youth witf) sll~-h qualitjes is dcsit/h>d to impwH' dlCLr dcci-

",J
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sion making ;1hihles, '\yhich \\11i help them avoiJ offers and invitanons leadinv, to traTflcking.
Throc. gh grants to NC~Os, USATD suppc>rts thei:· ,'\'ork to raise public JVil~rene:>s about rraf
firking, rcin,t(::rce odwr ami-rraHicking ElCSS,lg:CS. :md in.stiJl rbe pnsiti-n' v:.lllh.'.s needed rn comhat the underlying socia' and ccono:nic

QlW:;cs

of [mf}icking.

SERBIAAND MONTENEGRO: SUPPORTING LEGAL REFORM FOR VICTIMS AND
ALERTING POTENTIAL VICTIMS

SERBIA; USA1D supports

tlu('~'

<lllti-tr:JtTlcking

8..-::~iY.itics

in 5,crbj,l. \,(!hctl rI2Hlcklng ..-ic·

J;Tcsrcd on charges of prostituriotl, tlwir htst Ct)nt8Cfs 'Nirh Serbian Ot1iCi:l~S ofren
.lfC \i\~th pollee and marjstratcs. The !\mcricU1 Bar Association Ccntml European and
tims

Eurasian Lrw lll;ti~lt.ivc (ABAfCEEU) ,v('rks wirh th~' ~hgistrarc's AS'>O,jdfiOll ro rrain tnJglstr:ltCS

not only to r,'cognize traHicking, bw

di:;;o W

consi,-is pm.sihilitics f(J!'

rd~'rring

vic-

tims ro shd;-ers, psy,"hologists, or other vicllm .lsslsrance r:.'sourccs.

In

partncrs~lip

-,"lith tlh> S\'rhian NCO

Vlcti.':J)olog)~

ABt\./Cl:::ELl is ,,york_in@; rn

idctld~r and

promorc cil,mgcs to rra1-flcking-rclJkd lcgislar;on, sth.-h as miST<1ti')ll allL~ mi"c:nn',11lor Lnv<;,

;:lnd mon~torinb \'ictjm~' .)tatns

<1t

:-ria!&

magi.:.trart> conns. Through a gran:- to b'~t:'c{k!rn

HOllse, th~' EXfl FOHlldarinn, and dw Am>rnrhcking CClltl'r of ~crhi:l, USiUD supports

activitie." ro raise a\v~m'll(SS ,1IJlOng locd groups about trat1-ll..+....ing _Lmgl'fS and rlw methods
(_,:~

ver) ~uc(e"",[ul regil)n;l~ cu1te~al event fl)r young

traltlckers. 'l'be annualtXll' f,-::.tiv3.1

~h'nplc. dnwing hundreds of arristc' 8:1d thousands of Y.i~irors ErolL Sourhca.st"-'c·'l buopc. In

2004, all ofits perfunnal1l";'s.
rness:~gcs

\"urbbop~,

and outreach

to bi.lild awarCl1es:. and tn help youth

<UH.l oth.er~

<H.:tivitle~

in,:luded and-traitl~kjng
p~'"Otecl themsdvt's

frqm aro'..mJ the [eglon to

from tr;:d±l( king.

MONTENEGRO: Tn ~1or:tent'gro., USAID supports a shdter and ~helter-rehted vL. tirn :l.ssis-

tanee prob'Tar:::1S through whi(h:t lo,,:al NC;U, (he Jvkmtt:neg:r~n \X/omt'Il Lobby, is in ..Tea~.ing its
cap.llity to 1,;'(}viJe !.hdter

if) victim~.

The activity i~ umdmred "vi thin a cnmprchcllsivt' <l11ri-

coordinJ.H:;'~ ~ys<:elll~,ti,- n;')pon~i;~

hy 10L..11 NGOs, tht· poliu:, the
lviontenegrir: 0Iatlonal Coumer-trahid,..ing Coordillawr, various government :-rurustr~e~, impletraHldJng lwxhanislll that

menting imcrnJ.rionJI org2.ni7A1.tiorv, and the d01l(w community.
UKRAINE: CREATING NETWORKSTO COMBATTRAFflCKING

The USAID
I..hilJren 12-

UKraine is \vo:·king to reduce Faft1cking, primarily of women and
25-years old. fh f{)LL1~ing: on suppon In 3 l'm,mry-v.ide lldv••'ork d hirh-

edul...ational and Olher 110ll-gol'crumeEtJ.lorganiudon\, this project slreng-:.h<:ll::' local
to
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traE-icking victims.

'1':w project

Incrc;lses ;l\-VaTetlCSS among g,nvCfllmcnt and conlm\JJl~ry

l~\ldt:'r:., service providers" 3nd tbe general rJ;\-,lic ;]bOl~t

rr;-:Hlcking ri . . b J~ld operarions, a'-H!
high-risl[ gI<)uPS arc targeted [0 n',Tivc l1lformarlolt d(:o;:igtwd
lwlp tlwm 't'rDkct tlw;nsl'ln's from being, nat1l~-kcd. Network p:lttlLCrS h~nrl' d,.-'vi'loped a rd~·m.ll and ll,-oniwring
sy~tem ,0 _LKiJi{ate S2Jt:' and humane integ,r~;tion of n:'tu:cned

LATINAMERICAANDTHE CARIBBEAN
1G dw btin A,Jncri~-A And Caribbean (LAC) f\'gion, trdhcking k<lds to

IltHly

forms of cxploira-

dO:l, ~nduding domez,ti<: servitude, forced agricultural labor, bc'gging:, allt! incpr(:,~~C1em of dilldn·n ir:to tghllnj£ forces. '1 he most wm::Ilon form of traffic;,;.ing is for ~exual exploiwtion of
children and \V01ll,'n. Childu':l aT~' Csp('''-::lally vulnerable, "virh ::unilies 5nmc~imC5 complicir in
lhdr lhilJn:n'~ expl<.Jiutloll. !vlore. . wer, the number of ::.extu;ly exploited children i~ inl-re<billg
and their age is decbilng. \X\)fncn aTe t:afilctt.,d i:-lternaTio:-ully ff)T domestic hhor and rn:,stitu·
tio';)) primaniy to Europe ar::.d d-w Urii~('d 'slate) and Wirllln the n:'i,<1nn. C;irls rr,11hckcd :l~ dome~
tic ~ervdnt;-;, mLla~ly withill their UW1] cOllr:ric~, arc nh:l'fI \c--:ualiy exploit~--'t.t ",-,h'le ill \c'rvi(-e.
USAlD ::.upvorrs a variety of programs t,_) raise publi<: awareness about -che m.ture ~md
Ul- tran1Jdllg
the region, tn promote p.l"~;}g;e a1ld t'nftJrc{:'mert of l(k'~11 legi~Lj",:IDr! "Co

dml-

bat ,.hild M.'xl~al exploitation, and to provide shdter. wumeling, cud ~O'"-<-1tional uaining {Or
rescued Vi(lim:'> of trafficking.
BRAZIL: DESIGNING A COMPREHENSIVE METHODOLOGYTO
COMBATTRAFFICKiNG

The U,sATD lvfk<:ion in Brazi' ~~lpports rbe development,
lldtiOll uf;l1l 111legr3teJ !>ervin:' I..:elive,"y 1ll1:'1-hndulogy to

who are dctbn of ~raHiddllg

fOl c<lll11lleJ;.. bl

te~ril1g,

vaiidarion, Jnd c_issemiaJole,'lent!>

d~i~dn:'ll ~tnJ

sex, The mdhodology ill,:h_:de::. pn.'vt'ntion,

education, direct he;dth, psycho--sociai and leg:11 service:", as ,vell as appropriate referral "f
rrJ!-ficking .11ld sexual exploicuion
T:"l1~ program helps strengthen government p:'ograms that ..ls"i:-.t \ictim~ nflraf/-lLking and ~::,(L31 expluii::Jiiun ill dx mllniLip.llities v\,ith

particularly hif',h prevJ.lence of these zchuses, Tn 2l)O4, .1 total of 1,53() public .1p;ents,
,;;,'orkf'fS, rsy,~ologists, phys:ciam and teachers. received l"1'J.icing ,lllet
incluain~

ECUADOR: PROTECTING CHILDREN FROM SEXUAL EXPLOITATION
Fct:3(~,or

26
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fo~~u" on prevE'nt~ng, controI11nf" and eradicatinr: C0mmerci~l

..

'

sexua: exploitation ofminor.~ in :he dry ofSanro Domingo.
D,.f('n~,-· for ChildrcnImc,n,HlnGalis prnyjdi~lg kchnic/ assistance
the IlltLniCipal council to Jcsign :lnd impk'mcl';::l
comprerensiye set ofpolicics and leg;isbti,)ll addressing this

is<;;uc. "tv; public and p,..ivar.c orgal1iz8;-ioll,<; develop C(l,lCrCr~'
<1ujOtl pL:t1S thaf cnrnp~y wirh the rcg~tlatint:s, they >vill r,'erin'
USATD aSsistance to implement their plans.
GUYANA: A MINISTER GOES ONTHE ROADTO

FIGHT TRAfFICKiNG
\x/ith S(lpport from US~:UD, till' ~\1in.isrry of Labor, Human
S~'rvices :md Social 's('curlty COtldl,C~('d an :nvarct1css ,-'am·

lYlign to inCn'8S( public kIlOVid((:g~' about traffi,'Lll?, -,-ssuc"

'1 he }'1111i<;/(,1" also visit-cd cN::1Jllunlrics throughout tlw countly wh~'rc he cOllducred group meetings to explain d:~'
nw,wing: .md risks of rnfiicbl~g ,md encourage commtltltt-l,'S
10

work rngt'lht'f to THotect \·ulnerable gcm;ps, /':.penally

Vin1llC.':111ld

girls. Arter

C,K:l

nlltr~~1ch ·visit. CO;1l1ll1!11iry

memSer:> were selected for

CQmr:lUntty \vorkcn:

in rnonitoriilg and rcporting mihL"jn~; In,:iJe'ilt'.
HAITI: CURBING CHILD TRAFFICKING AND
ADVOCATING FOR GOVERNMENT ACTION

'1 lit' Pan }\cDt'flcan Develnp:nmt rnnndatjon, ',\11th support

from L'SAID,

workillg to preVt'lll uatTLkir:g of (-hildren
for dOIDe...-.t1c servitude within Haili and w the Dominican_
Repub~i,: through nationai- and lo,:al-~c\ d dwareGe~s camp.1igm. The IvojeLt supportS:l T-hiti:mi[)(}llliI11Can llet\vnrk

ofNGO:. and olher organiL3.tion:. thJ.t prt)v~(k :,helter, edu,:atiotl, vocatiolial t:-aircing, and O(h;;'r service~ f{)l" rescu;:-d

children. Tn 7.004. ir

p1'On~orf'd ~1

hi-ll:lt10n;:d Jia~of!;tte in

borde'- tuv,,'m twtween local oH;,. iab ofh{Jth uUlltries nn the

pn.'vecdon of tufHdJng of chEdren,
The Foundalion abo sllc,--,e:.~tlllly ~Htvocated {-or an upd:.te of
tt-:e IVEnistry ofJm:tke ,..in.ular to POrt aGd b._Hf..~er personnel
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imtrL1mental in ohtaining the
regu.1ating the travel of Ll11accompan~ed lhiklren and
fi",adon ,A' the Iutt'f-Ameril..-.;m Conver:.tinn on Inkrnatbaal TratE-._ in ~vlinors,
Through rre project, NCO staff and gnvernrr,enr ottkia1<; receive rr:<ining tn prevent internal
Cl.lld 'To.s~-hunler rraf'hlk;ng. ent'Olu.' existing laws, and re~cae and pnJl_c'ct vi.__ ti'ns. The project

working to ImplOve cl'ordinZlti0n ofanti-trafi1dJ.ng dIIY;-b
tbe ~\'lbi~trjQ, of the
J$ well
local and international NCO".

Interior, lusticf', and Social AHairs.

JAMAICA: EDUCATING THE PUBLIC

Jamaicam are senerally u1ltamiliar with tne term "traftickinp;" and are Ullawat-e of the proh
lem. "\vhich 1n.:-1ude3 internal trafficking of chiidren tor s('xu;11 E'xp1oit3rion at'd pornography
as ,vell
rr~lfficking of 11kgcll mig:'dll,s mOyl.':lg to [he U.S. and CarlJdJ. To
ness, the eSATD ~vrissic'n ~n Jamaic:1 i,., ':-Ol'cim.:ing support for a puhlic education ar.d
project irnplementCl:'_ hy the N(:;O People;s Action for C:om1mmiry TramFormation.
l'tcv,'nttvc education on cornnlCf<."i'll sl'x.d explolmcioll Jml t:'atllcking is urgetcd ro l'c~lch
101S-yc.l;-old girls \\'ho :lrc dce'lh'd at risk for trati-lcklllg into ;:he
traL1,~. The program provides y01l11g persons e-xpo5ed

to

cot'.1I1lcrciJl sexual exploitation \,,~:h co:Jlls('linr, t,)

increase their self l'st~'('tn and t~<1i:1ing ro i.i:nprow d-CLl' job opporrunlrics. An .i.mport";ult
component

<)f th~> pl'ognnl tatf,Cfs tOl,riscll centers, ,,,,h,,'1'e rt'<lfEcking ofren occurs, ro S,>llSi-
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Mr. FEINBERG. I would be happy to respond to any questions that
you or the Members of the Committee wish to ask, and I thank you
for this opportunity to present you with this information.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Feinberg follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. LLOYD FEINBERG, MANAGER, DISPLACED CHILDREN
AND ORPHANS FUND, U.S. AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, I am honored to be able to sit
before you again. You may recall that on June 23, Dr. Danuta Lockett and I had
the privilege to exchange views with the committee on the U.S. Agency for International Development’s Victims of Torture Fund.
In this instance, I am pleased to have the opportunity to share with you information on what USAID is doing to prevent as well as protect vulnerable children, and
specifically those children who do not enjoy the care and protection of a family or
family-like environment.
I would like to suggest at the start, however, that while many of our activities
do indeed address the issues of ‘‘street children,’’ I believe it is important to ensure
that we not allow ourselves to ‘‘pigeon-hole’’ or ‘‘stovepipe’’ any children into categories which might unintentionally serve to undermine the development or funding
of appropriate and effective programs that are designed to address their needs.
For example, most of the activities that the DCOF supports involve children who
could be included under a number of descriptors.
• Many children are separated from their families as a result of conflict.
• Others have served as child soldiers or slaves to combatants.
• Others are orphaned or otherwise affected by HIV/AIDS.
• An unconscionable number of children worldwide suffer labor, sexual or other
forms of inhumane exploitation, including human trafficking.
• One of the most heinous and objectionable phenomena that I have encountered (and USAID is addressing) is the widening practice in Angola and the
two Congos, of accusing children of witchcraft and then subjecting them to
cruel ‘‘exorcisms’’ that are tantamount to torture.
At the present time, the Displaced Children and Orphans Fund (DCOF), which
I manage, provides financial as well as technical support in over 19 countries. We
have programmed more than $160 million since the Fund’s inception in 1989. In FY
2005, we have obligated approximately $14 million. In 15 of these countries, DCOF
supports activities that address issues related to street children.
Besides the significant programs that support street children, accused child-witches and other vulnerable children that I alluded to earlier in the two Congos and
Angola, USAID also currently supports significant NGO-supported activities that
help street children in such countries as Afghanistan, Azerbaijan, Brazil, the Dominican Republic, Georgia, Liberia, Indonesia, Uganda, Ukraine, Sri Lanka and
Zambia.
With respect to some of the other presenters today, I would like to mention that
in Brazil, we have recently completed a ten-year DCOF investment in a major street
children’s program, called POMMAR, in the impoverished northeast sector of the
country. That program is now being followed up with a highly innovative Youth Employability Strengthening project.
The program in northern Uganda is primarily focused on children abducted by the
Lord’s Resistance Army who are now living in severe conditions in camps.
In the mid to late 1990s, DCOF also supported two excellent and innovative street
children’s programs in the Philippines (where I was honored to serve as a Peace
Corps Volunteer in the 1960s) and in Thailand.
In each of these countries, USAID tries to ensure that our supported activities
have the greatest potential impact on the greatest number of children.
We believe that from the perspective of an international donor agency, we need
to strike a healthy balance in order to avoid supporting programs that may have
great impact for a relatively small number of children, as well as programs that
have little or no impact but purport to reach thousands of children.
In directing our funds, we try to support activities that do the following:
• Ensure that every child has access to a caring and responsible adult who,
ideally, can provide that child with unconditional love and understanding.
• Prioritize early interventions, in terms of:
• age of the children
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•
•
•
•

•

• length of time on the street, and
• prevention of family dissolution.
Strengthen institutional and human capacity of indigenous, child care and
protection organizations, both in governmental as well as non-governmental
sectors.
Support responsible monitoring and evaluation of activities to ensure that
USAID funded grantees employ meaningful outcomes, and, where possible,
measurable impact indicators on the well-being of children.
Support collection and sharing of information on successful (and unsuccessful)
interventions with a view to strengthening the state of the art and the identification of replicable approaches and models.
Support the strengthening of national standards and the appropriate roles of
government which encourage the involvement of civil society, including
NGOs, faith-based organizations and professional and business communities
in child care and protection.
Support and advocate for appropriate host country legal reform.

I am pleased to be able to provide you with a copy of a full report on the 2004–
2005 DCOF activities.
I would be happy to respond to any questions that you or the members of your
committee might like to ask, and I thank you for the opportunity to present you
with this information.

Mr. SMITH. Thank you very much, Mr. Feinberg. Thank you for
this report, and again, for the good work that USAID is doing on
this as well.
Let me ask a few opening questions with regards to some basics.
Do we have a sense as to how many street children there really
are, whether or not that number is going up or going down? I noticed that at a recent conference in South Africa at the Institute
for Security in Johannesburg, it was predicted by the year 2010,
sub-Saharan Africa would have 20 million more orphans. That
doesn’t mean, obviously, all of those will be street children by no
means, but a significant number probably will.
I just would point out, parenthetically, I was recently in Ethiopia, and the Order that was founded by Mother Teresa was running a home for abandoned children, some of whom are orphans
and some abandoned, and they were at capacity, 400 children, ages
2 through 6, kids who otherwise would be out on the streets. HIV
positive, each and every one of them, but they are being very well
cared for. The need so outstrips the ability to provide for them. As
the nun that runs the home was telling me, they are at capacity.
They are getting support from USAID, they are getting support
from a number of donor nations, and especially from us, but they
still can’t expand because they just don’t have the resources. So
they are kind of like the lucky ones who have a safe haven to go
to. But there are many more others. So are we looking at a growing
problem or a problem that is at ebb?
The second question would be on the issue of the political will.
Is the State Department routinely—does the President and the Secretary of State, obviously the Director of the Democracy, Human
Rights and Labor—regularly engaged in dialogue with countries,
particularly those countries that have a serious problem with street
children, like Brazil? We are told by human rights groups that
extrajudicial killings by police and prison authorities are Brazil’s
most pressing human rights problem. How pervasive is this with
the street children?
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Then let me also ask you, with regards to the Philippines if I
could, we have seen estimates, I know we do assist a lot of
Amerasians in Vietnam in trying to provide a means for them to
come to the United States. But I have seen estimates that there
are as many as 50,000 Amerasians in the Philippines. How many
of these kids are street children and how many other indigenous
Filipinos are on the streets as well? Is there something we could
do to help the Government of the Philippines do more with regards
to their very serious problem?
Finally, on Africa, are African governments responding to the
problem of street children with repression or with assistance? Is
this part of our strategy vis-a-vis the African Continent, particularly sub-Saharan Africa, to try to get each of these governments
engaged? For example, we know Mugabe is tone deaf to anything
we might say. But his mistreatment—and there are reports that he
utilized street children as thugs in the most recent election in 2002
as well—what is the status of trying to get that government engaged to be on the side of protection rather than exploitation and
abuse?
Mr. DENEHY. I will address a few of the questions. Some of them
are probably better for USAID to address directly.
First with regard to numbers of street children, we find it difficult to collect data, because it is also a definitional problem of
what constitutes a street person, or street children, rather, so we
have very little hard data, other than NGO reports.
Again, I would encourage the NGOs here today and others involved in this issue to communicate with the Department and to
communicate directly with the human rights, democracy and
human rights officers in each Embassy or posts about the problems
that they see.
The basic bottom line though, Mr. Chairman, is that we believe
that one vulnerable child, one street child, is one too many. So
therefore, whether the problem is one or 100,000, we can assure
you that the Department takes this issue seriously and will report
this issue.
I would like to use that to segue into the political will of the Department, if I might. Before coming to this hearing, I had asked
our folks in DRL to do a search, to look at when there were cables
issued on when this was raised in bilateral relationships. I was encouraged to see that, even in the past few months, there are a good
number of indications via cables and other correspondence that indicates this was an issue raised in our bilateral relations, particularly in countries such as the Philippines and Brazil and those
types of places.
Coming from the Bureau of Democracy and Human Rights and
Labor, I can tell you there is commitment and there is will. It is
raised at the highest levels by our Ambassadors and senior levels
of the Department and the Administration and their relations with
foreign leaders. I would just like to reassure you that that does
take place.
As for your two questions with regard to the Philippines, I would
like to ask Lloyd to perhaps comment on USAID’s programs in the
Philippines to help street children or children who are vulnerable.
I would be happy to respond to you after this hearing with direct
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actions that the Department is taking with regard to those vulnerable populations. I am not prepared now to discuss the full range
of activities that we have.
With regard to Africa, this is a very serious problem. It is definitely on the radar screen of the Department. We have raised it
with African leaders in our bilateral relations. Again, I would leave
it to Lloyd, the description of USAID’s programming to deal with
this.
As you rightfully indicate with regard to Zimbabwe and President Mugabe, we have difficulty in communicating concerns to him
or at least getting a response to those concerns, although I can tell
you that I was at a conference last week on a different issue in
which Mugabe’s use of street children in the elections was discussed with pro-reform forces from Zimbabwe. They are aware of
it and they made sure it was raised on the State Department’s
agenda as well.
Mr. SMITH. Lloyd?
Mr. FEINBERG. Mr. Chairman, let me comment very briefly on a
couple of the questions to the best of my ability here.
With regard to the number of street children and the number of
orphans, I don’t know what the latest estimates are, but certainly
work that we had done in the mid-1990s to late-1990s in preparation of a book that has been updated, I believe four times, called
Children on the Brink, produced the projections of the number of
children who would be orphaned by HIV/AIDS, and certainly the
numbers are in excess of 20 million that are anticipated.
With respect to your observations about the orphanage in Ethiopia, that was reaching maximum capacity. I would like to just
state our perspective on the issue of how we deal with the millions
of children who are losing parents, the grandmother, the grandparent phenomenon, where you have, especially in Africa, grandparents taking care of 50, 60 grandchildren, where the whole middle generation is dying because of HIV/AIDS. We have actually documented a terrible phenomenon in Malawi where you have that
situation.
The idea of having orphanages as a response to this phenomena
is, unfortunately, too expensive and it is inadequate. It would just
be too expensive, we feel, to use that as a strategic option, a strategic solution. That is why we and other donors, other organizations, are trying to promote approaches that use community-based
approaches to caring for and protecting orphans and other vulnerable children in their communities.
We feel there are opportunities to have extended family or foster
families or child protection networks in countries that can provide
the care and protection. Orphanages and adoptions certainly are
appropriate for those children who cannot be taken care of, but it
is a very, very difficult and frightening phenomenon. I do appreciate your sharing with us your views and certainly the orphanages
such as the one that Mother Teresa’s Order is doing is exceptional.
With regard to the Philippines, I am sure I will have to get back.
I know our USAID strategy in that country does not promote the
issue of vulnerable children. Most of our strategy, I believe, is directed toward the conflict areas in the south. But we, as I mentioned before, we have supported programs dealing with street chil-
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dren in the Philippines in the mid- to late-1990s, and certainly we
would be happy to engage in providing technical support where it
might be appropriate. But that is an issue that would have to be
addressed by our USAID mission director in Manila.
I say that with a very sincere personal preference to work in the
Philippines, because I was a volunteer there, and I do have a special relationship and feeling for the country.
With respect to Africa and the responses of governments, I do believe that it is a mixed bag. The issue of children and other social
services in countries, in fragile states and transitional states where
resources are scarce, other pressing challenges confront them, everything from education and basic health, infrastructure, jobs, et
cetera. I am afraid the children often get the short shrift, and that
is why we are trying to mainstream the issue of vulnerable children into our development activities and to highlight the issue of—
in all of our health programs and education programs, to try to ensure accessibility for all children to schools and to look at non-formal, informal, appropriate vocational approaches to education and
training.
Some countries where we are working, the governments are not
responsive. In others, they are doing the best that they can. After
the 1994 genocide in Rwanda, for example, we felt there was a
very, very strong engagement on the part of the government both
to ensure education as well as to deinstitutionalize many children
put into orphanages and reunify those children with existing families. I think we have come quite a ways in terms of reducing to the
bare minimum the number of orphanages which are in place and
maximizing the number of children living with their families.
Mr. SMITH. Let me just ask a couple of additional questions, and
then I will yield to my colleagues. First, with regards to Brazil,
when President Lula was Candidate Lula, he made much of being
the person for the downtrodden and the poor. Has anything
changed there since he has gained power? Is Brazil doing anything
about its impunity, and do we raise that issue with our friends in
Brasilia?
Secondly, are we providing enough resources, we being the Congress? Is this a resource issue, is it a political will issue or both?
Is there more we could be doing?
Thirdly, tomorrow I will be chairing a hearing on the ongoing
problem in Romania, where the anti-adoption law that has been
foisted upon the Romanian Parliament by Emma Nicholson, who is
the rapporteur who held the issue of adoption over the head of the
Romanian Government as a Sword of Damocles, has actually gotten them to adopt a law that is anti-adoption for foreigners.
There are at least 200 Americans who had children in the pipeline whose cases have not been resolved, and there are thousands
of others. The idea of domestic adoption is great, but when you
don’t have sufficient adoptive parents, the issue becomes one of,
where do you put these children? I am one who, throughout the
1980s, made several trips to Romania under the Ceaucescu regime,
and saw what that dictatorship did to its people. But as soon as
he fell, right after the December 1989 revolution, they got into
many of the places where these children were being warehoused.
In some cases, there were 50 to 60 children in these orphanages,
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and adoption is a way of providing a humane alternative to state
housing, or in this case, a state orphanage.
Just recently, I have been in one of those homes that is designed
to help street children. I am very, very concerned that in Romania
itself, where there is a significant problem of street children, the
adoption option has now been foreclosed and we will see a spike,
I would predict, in more street children in Romania as a direct result of the European Union’s interference, and again, undue pressure by this member of the European Parliament, Rapporteur
Nicholson.
You mentioned adoption, which is why I brought this up. It does
provide a durable solution, it seems to me, of a Hague Conventiontype of adoption, where the home study is properly carried out and
there is no buying or selling of any child. So I would appreciate
your view on that. I think Romania, Emma Nicholson again, has
said publicly in a number of news articles that this could become
a wave of the future, where intercountry adoptions are shut down.
I think that is an ominous and very, very dangerous step for the
world community to take, that adoption becomes a non-option.
Mr. FEINBERG. I can’t speak knowledgeably about the specific situation in Romania, except the fact that ever since the opening of
Romania and the realization of all the children who had been institutionalized, USAID made that a top strategic priority and had invested quite a bit in terms of both improving and developing of rationale the deinstitutional process and to support and strengthen
the social service systems to allow for appropriate permanency
planning, including domestic as well as international adoption. I do
know that the cessation of the option of international adoption has
created a serious humanitarian issue for children as well as political problem for bilateral relations.
I am not sure—I can’t really comment on the status of that situation, except just to say that from the USAID perspective, that mission is still investing in strengthening the social service system on
the ground to the extent possible.
Mr. DENEHY. With regard to Romania, it is obviously an issue
that we have raised bilaterally and also raised multilaterally. I
would say that we have, within our consular affairs section at the
Department, an office of children’s affairs which covers these
issues. I would be happy to coordinate communication between you
and that office so they might more fully answer any questions that
you might have with regard to that.
With regard to the question of a resource issue, what more can
we do? I think, first, again, I would like to commend you for shining the spotlight onto this issue due to this hearing. As you know,
street children, vulnerable children, was an issue very much in the
forefront several years ago. It has somewhat been consumed by
trafficking and other types of issues. So holding these hearings and
bringing it back to the fore increases our attention to it. I want to
assure you that after this hearing, we intend to communicate to
our posts overseas the outcome of this hearing and to sensitize
them to the issue as well as bolster chapter 5, our section on children, in the Country Reports itself.
At this point, from our perspective, we feel we have the resources
that are necessary. We don’t necessarily need any other legislative
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or statutory authority to work this issue. But we would also encourage you to have NGOs both be in contact with the Department
directly, whether it be consular affairs on children’s affairs issues
or DRL, or Country Reports Office, to ensure that we get the
widest breadth of reports reflected in the Country Reports that we
will submit to you in the coming year.
With regard to Brazil, while this was an issue that was raised
and we have seen some minimal progress as indicated by our
Country Reports, we still remain concerned. There are still a lot of
reports from NGOs that there are organized police roundups of
children, although I am told that this is in contradiction to the law,
which says they can only be arrested if there is a legitimate infraction of the law. But, for instance, in our country report, we cite
three instances of known police harassment and/or mass arrests of
children. One, for instance, in San Paulo, in a ‘‘crackland,’’ an area
which street children inhabited, was basically cleansed of them, the
streets were cleared. It is not clear to us whether this justice
placed the children into other areas or if they were found homes
or got into programs. All we know is that harassment continues
and it is an issue we are following closely.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you. Ms. McCollum.
Ms. MCCOLLUM. Thank you, Mr. Chair. I appreciate the discussion we had on orphanages. I was very pleased to work with Chairman Hyde and Ranking Member Lantos and the White House in
getting the language included in the bill, which included funding
for vulnerable children and orphans and having an opportunity to
meet with many of the African Ambassadors in my office, as well
as speaking with families in Tanzania, Ethiopia and South Africa,
and finding out that they really want to see other solutions and big
institutions built for orphans, than the faith-based organizations I
have also spoken with, says that needs to be absolutely an option,
that is, after every single other option has been explored.
So, Mr. Chair, I think as we move forward toward that portion
of the funding becoming available for use for vulnerable children
and orphans, it would probably be good just to have a hearing on
some of the creative and innovative ways USAID and some of our
NGOs are working with communities to come up with communitybased solutions. I visited one area in which they are training young
adults for the opportunity to become tailors, carpenters, and they
integrated in their community while they are doing that. Some of
these are head-of-household children going back and helping as
head of household as well. Other families are pooling together with
resources, sharing responsibilities, helping an elder grandmother,
who maybe watches them during the day, not feel solely responsible for providing food. But there is much work to be done and
there are many who still are not accounted for that are slipping
through the cracks as these countries find themselves so stressed.
There are a lot of good things going on out there, but we need
so much more happening in this situation. So I look forward to
working with you on it.
One of the testifiers mentioned there is a challenge between the
definition of vulnerable child on the street or of the street. ‘‘On the
street’’ means there might be some kind of loose family support.
‘‘Of the street’’ means that family support is probably not there at
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all, there is not a significant elder even loosely connected with the
child maybe to help that child, to give them any support.
But I would think, Mr. Chair, for the purposes of what we want
to focus on, just the aggregate, and not worrying about breaking
them out for this Committee, is something that would be helpful.
Those where they have the different aggregates broken out ‘‘of ’’
and ‘‘on’’ the street, I think our Committee staff could take those
numbers and use them in a way that would help us be more directive in what we need to do in-country.
I recently have been approached by some people with conversations that I have had dealing with mothers who have found themselves forced going to the street for prostitution to feed their children. It is wrong, it shouldn’t happen. I don’t stand in judgment
of these women that I have met or the churches that are working
with these women to get them off the street. Organizations, including some of the governments I have spoken to, are confused about
the interpretation of how the pledge that we have, the anti-prostitution pledge, is being used.
There are rumors out there, and I am sure they are not true, of
repercussions: If you sign the pledge and you are working or you
come in contact with a prostitute, including religious leaders that
I spoke with, both Catholic, Protestant and Muslim, that in approaching these women and trying to gain their trust, to get them
into different occupations, or finding these young girls that either
have been sold off by their families into prostitution, ran away and
continue to do prostitution, to put food on the table for themselves,
that there is attention that if they encounter a prostitute and they
are working with a prostitute, that somehow it will be seen as a
breaking of the pledge. So I am hearing a lot of confusion out there
as to what the pledge means.
I said I thought it was pretty clear, when I read it, that it doesn’t
prohibit our NGOs from first encouraging people to end this lifestyle, which is not a healthy one, emotionally or physically or spiritually, but if they are not going to do that, to provide them with
the tools necessary and the information necessary to try to keep
them alive and HIV-free to the best of their ability while they still
continue to reach out and have those children or those children’s
mothers who are on the street.
Can you comment? I have heard this from, as I said, Lutheran
bishops, people who are very active in the mosques in Africa, as
well as many other NGOs, as well as faith-based NGOs. Why is everybody so nervous about this pledge and how it is going to be interpreted?
Mr. FEINBERG. I am afraid that I am going to have to beg off responding to that. I am aware of the pledge. I don’t know the details. We don’t come in direct conflict or contact with the implications. However, I would say that certainly in all of our programs,
the issue of survival sex, prostitution is certainly a major issue for
all, for very vulnerable populations.
Where the pressure is, the political pressure in terms of the
pledge, how that plays out, I would have to ask that we could come
back to you with a response later.
[The information referred to follows:]
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Lloyd Feinberg
September 13, 2005
Page 4<:
Lines 910-012
HIV/AIDS PUNDING AND HIGn-RISK GROUPS

The U.S. Leadership Against HIV/AIDS, Malaria and TuberCUlosis
Act ot 2003 provides that: "No funds made available to carry out
this Act ... may be used to provide assistance to any group or
organization that doee not have a policy explicitly opposing
pro!'ltitution and sex trafficking." The Global Fund to Fight AIDS,
Tuberculosis and Malaria, the World Health organi~ation. the
International AIDS vaccine Initiative and United Nations agencies
are specifically exempt from this provision.
The Office of the Global AIDS Coordinator requires that agencies
receiving HIV/AIDS funds implement the law consistent with the U.S.
Government's opposition to pros'titution and related activities,
especially those that contribute to traffiCking in persons. under
the leadership of Ambassador Tobias, the U_S. Global AIDS
Coordinator, USAIP, HHS, and the state Department, have coordinated
the inclusion of language that implements the policy requirement in
all awards of H!V/AIPS funds.
There is nothing in u.s. law or President's Emergency Plan For
AIOS Relief policy that prohibits the U_S. Government or any of our
partners from providing services to high-risk populations, inclUding
prostitutes. In fact, a nurnbe. of Emergency Plan-supported programs
are dedicated to providing services to high-risk groups. including
prostitutes and those at risk of entering prostitution_ For
instance:
In Vietnam, the U.S. funds a number of Women's Health Clubs to
provide women - with special emphasis on women in prostitution a safe space and access to HIV/AIDS/STI prevention messages and
health services. These clubs provide outreach and peer education
services to attract women from venues where sex is sold, and are
linked with interventions directed at men for a dual behavior
change approach.
•

In Zambia, an Emergency Plan-funded program called Corridors of
Hope targets high-risk men and women, including prostitutes,
truck drivers, minibUS drivers, and uniformed personnel, at
border and high-transit 5i tes to reduce, 'the tl:am;mission of HIV.
The program provides behaviol: change interventions that promote
treatment of STIs, counseling and testing, partner notification,
adherence to treatment, and consistent condom use, along with
positive living and reduction of stigma fOl: people living with
HIV/AIDS_
In Cote d'Ivoire, the U.S. funds the Clinique de Contiance in
with the Institute of Tropical Medicine in Antwerp,
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Ms. MCCOLLUM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I think we need to
clear this up, because in Committee, I felt we were pretty clear
that we don’t support prostitution. I certainly don’t. We don’t want
to be funding people who support prostitution. But there is a difference between supporting prostitution and trying to reach out in
support of prostitutes changing their lifestyle and providing them
life skills to help them do that. Mr. Chair, there is a lot of confusion out there, and I would like to look to your leadership in clarifying this confusion.
Mr. SMITH. If the gentlewoman will yield, as the sponsor of that
amendment when we were marking up Henry Hyde’s AIDS bill, we
made it very clear, in the guidance that has come out of the Department at USAID, and obviously as you pointed out, if you read
the statement that needs to be signed prior to receiving funding,
it couldn’t be more clear. We want to assist the prostitute. We don’t
want to enable the brothel owner in any way, shape or form, or to
convey that somehow we are working in tandem with him or her
in this continued subjugation of these women.
Moreover, the thrust of what we hope will happen, and this goes
for trafficking as well, is there will be a rescue—that the woman
will find a way. In Ethiopia again, a few weeks ago I went to a
USAID-funded program about women who had been trafficked into
the Middle East, out of Ethiopia; they are the lucky ones who have
been reclaimed and repatriated, are learning a number of skills, including the making of shoes, sandals and other leather goods, some
of which I bought and have upstairs. They are very well made.
So they are learning a very marketable skill which will keep
them, hopefully, from being trapped into that kind of thing again.
But clarification is always good. I think the intent of the language,
the clear language that we offered, was approved by the House and
the Senate and signed by the President, and the implementing
guidance has been very clear. But where someone has confusion,
we need to make sure that they understand.
Ms. MCCOLLUM. Mr. Chair, if there is implementing guidance
available, I would love to see it so that I can reinforce what the
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intention of the language was, and that was groups working with
prostitutes, do exactly that, work to change their lifestyle. But in
the meantime they weren’t prohibited from providing any, at all,
resource in order to reduce their risk to the transmission of AIDS.
So I look forward to working with you on that. Thank you, Mr.
Chair.
Mr. SMITH. Mr. Pitts.
Mr. PITTS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First of all, the governments that have been mentioned by the
Chairman, how aware are they of this problem? What are the governments, the countries doing, and which ones are dealing well
with the problem? What kinds of shelter, education, health programs have been most successful in helping street children over
the long term? And what resources would local governments need
to duplicate these successful programs? What is the UN doing and,
what are international organizations doing to address the problem
of street children?
Also, to look back at what Congress might need to do to respond,
what would you think of the treatment of street children being a
separate performance indicator for, for instance, the Millennium
Challenge Corporation’s eligibility determinations? Should we
adopt something similar to our report and tier system for trafficking to deal with the problem of violence against street children?
Mr. DENEHY. I will punt the programmatic questions over to my
colleague Mr. Feinberg, but I would address a couple of issues.
You asked a question, Mr. Pitts, of are these countries aware of
this problem, and the regard that the Department and the U.S.
Government takes in our bilateral relations. And I would say resoundingly, yes, we make them aware. They are certainly fully
aware that it is reported to Congress in the Country Reports. It has
been and will continue to be raised in our dialogue at all levels
with officials in bilateral and in multilateral fora.
With regard to programmatic resources and those types of questions, I think I would leave that to Lloyd. He has a much better
handle on that than I do.
I would like to address the question of a tier ranking system, or
specific—perhaps a separate section of the Country Reports with regard to vulnerable children or street children. With regard to having it as a separate section of our Country Reports, we feel as it
is handled now is appropriate.
We have instructed our posts and will again instruct them this
year to focus on this issue so that we can expand chapter 5 on children, and again would encourage NGOs to establish relations with
the human rights officers at posts as well as the Department so we
can do that.
We believe children are the most vulnerable. We applaud all the
work that is done by the groups here today to include Congress and
the NGOs.
We have been reporting on children in the Country Reports for
years. This is not a new phenomenon for us. We acknowledge there
is always room for improvement and look forward to doing that in
the coming year, but we feel right now it is appropriately handled
in the Report.
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With regard to tier ranking, we feel that the Country Reports
and the supporting human rights and democracy report adequately
cover that, the vulnerable children and street children issue. It is
used in a calculation of our holding sentence in the Country Reports about whether we feel the human rights situation in a country has improved or degraded.
We are concerned that, by a problem that lacks precise definition
as we have outlined here today, that it is a subjective measure as
opposed to an objective measure such as trafficking, and would
therefore urge that we continue along this process of using it in the
formulation of our holding sentence in the Country Reports.
Mr. FEINBERG. Thank you for the questions, Mr. Pitts. I think
they are quite important to address.
In terms of records of successful government actions, I think it
is a hard—it would be a hard statement to make, because a lot of
times governments may have nice policies, but zero implementation. And other times it is really a matter of who is at the head
of the responsible agencies.
I think in our experience, for example, recently we have been
working in Indonesia where there has been a major push to provide
for identification documentation for children, which, without documentation, children are—you know, start off way behind their own
goal line.
And in Ethiopia there has been a very strong government support for strengthening networks. I think there has been some very
significant work that is being done by the Street Children’s Forum
in Ethiopia in the past decade that does receive good government
support and a strong history of their social welfare ministry supporting activities such as this.
In Georgia, where we have a new program starting up, there is
a very strong government push for the deinstitutionalization of
children, and certainly in Zambia, where they have a terrible problem of children orphaned and affected by HIV/AIDS, there is a
strong commitment by the government to build safety nets.
Those are different examples. I think there are a lot many more
that you could mention, and I think, as I said before, in Rwanda
they had demonstrated real commitment to the closing down of unnecessary orphanages. So I think that one of our objectives of this
year within our fund is to try to identify successful and replicable
models and experiences which do work in this, as well as those
that don’t.
With respect to indicators, I would just urge caution. Indicators
are very dangerous things. To use quantitative indicators as measures of progress sometimes can really misguide programs. Programs that become focused on meeting their targets, their quantitative targets, sometimes can just miss the qualitative need of the
program.
And certainly at the project level, you have to look at how many
children might be affected, might be included, as well as trying to
determine how you are trying to improve the well-being of children.
But in terms of using program-level or global indicators, there really is a danger that in order to meet targets, agencies such as our
own and our collaborating NGOs sometimes can really be under an
unnecessary burden to meet targets and miss the real boat.
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Mr. PITTS. What about the UN or international organizations?
Are they doing enough; what are they doing?
Mr. DENEHY. I would say that our experience, as I am sure you
are aware, is slightly schizophrenic there in the sense that we have
seen conventions such as Convention on the Rights of the Child
and other multilateral efforts to attempt to protect vulnerable
members of society, which we feel are inappropriate. However,
there are two optional protocols of that convention which we have
ratified and signed on, pornography and abuse and sale of children
and on child soldiers.
We have seen the UN and some of its affiliated organizations
such as ILO and others do valuable work with regard to child labor
and identify this issue. But, again, it is a mixed bag. What we see
in the international conventions and agreements, we have some
concerns, but we have also seen on the programmatic side some
good work. And perhaps—I don’t know if you want to talk
about——
Mr. FEINBERG. It is a broad range. Certainly we have worked
closely with UNICEF, which is the main UN agency responsible for
the care and protection of children. Generally they work primarily
with host governments in terms of establishing policies and
strengthening their systems.
But with any program, there is certainly the wide range of quality and commitment.
Mr. PITTS. That you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SMITH. Dr. Boozman.
Mr. BOOZMAN. In listening to the testimony and listening to the
previous testimony over the past several months, it is easy to get
discouraged. As you know, we have discussed a number of different
countries. We talked about Darfur, the Philippines, Peru, Brazil,
Uganda. The list goes on and on, crossing different continents, different religions, and different reasons; child soldiers, child sex, children enslaved for work purposes, and children that are left to fend
for themselves. And on top of that, we have UN peacekeepers that
abuse children. There really doesn’t seem to be a common denominator. If there is, you can tell me about it. The only common denominator that I see is that people really don’t care.
We saw pictures on television, you know, for the last couple of
weeks, last week or so, we had situations in New Orleans where
you literally had the news commentators in tears. The Nation was
in tears watching this stuff. You can show pictures like that day
in and day out that are going on right now except in most worst
extremes. Okay, but again the difficulty is—it is really getting people to care at all.
After visiting several of these countries, visiting the African
Union, visiting the UN, I’ve noticed a lot of lip service, but like I
said, there really isn’t a lot of caring going on. Certainly nothing
like was done in New Orleans, where the Nation has opened their
homes to these folks and we’ve had this tremendous reaction.
This is not the most glamorous Committee in the world, but we
are here because we really do want to help. I think we have made
a difference under the leadership of our Chairman and Ranking
Member, but again, we really need some direction as to how to
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push this thing forward. And, like I say, my frustration is that it
doesn’t seem a whole lot is changing.
Mr. DENEHY. If I could just respond very quickly by saying, one,
is I am here in part to dissolve any belief that the State Department does not care about vulnerable children, because we do, particularly the bureau that I work in, but the Department at large.
Mr. BOOZMAN. Don’t misunderstand. I believe that is the case,
okay. But you do understand what I am saying?
Mr. DENEHY. I do. I understand your point. I would just like to
respond to one thing, the common denominator question, if I might.
It seems to me what I attempted to address in my remarks, and
I think Lloyd addressed in his maybe more articulately, is the one
common denominator is the lack of familial unit or caring adult
who watches over these children and this systematic or individual
abuse by adults or older children of these most vulnerable people.
And I think that is, as Lloyd points out in his testimony, what his
programming is trying to address.
Mr. FEINBERG. It is easy to be cynical and discouraged. All I can
say is, I started working on this as a side issue as part of my regular job over 15 years ago, and I am still doing it, maybe because
I can’t get another job. But frankly, I like coming to work every
day, and I don’t plan on changing it because I am encouraged. And
I am mostly encouraged by the people who are committed, the people who do care, and the progress that has been made, and, most
importantly, when you see how many children, given the opportunity to take advantage of their own natural resilience, that are
able to make it. Sure, it is a very discouraging picture, but I think
there is an awful lot that has been done and can be done, and so
I am quite optimistic.
Mr. BOOZMAN. And like I say, don’t misunderstand, I understand
that you are doing this, too, for the same reasons that the Committee is here, and we are interested in the same issues. You know,
we are pretty tough on countries like Cuba for various reasons. Are
there countries that we need to pick out as the worst offenders and
just say we are going to get really tough in the same manner as
we are with Cuba? What I am looking for are specific things to do
versus what we are doing.
Mr. FEINBERG. It is tough to politicize the issue, and I leave that
up to David to respond to.
I feel that in terms of our investments at the program level of
looking at ways of addressing issues of the most vulnerable children, working to get them—provide access to school, to mitigate the
impact of severe tragedies, conflict, impact of HIV/AIDS, to look at
ways to increase the ability of children and their parents to generate income, get children out of institutions, it is a slow process.
There are no quick fixes. But there is a—it is very much of a multifaceted strategy that unfortunately is not discernible unless a government happens to come in not because of foreign pressure, but
because of national pressure and says, we are going to do something.
A lot of the political issues cannot be imposed from the outside
even with economic sanctions or—but certainly the issue of participating at the political level, at the multilateral and bilateral level
has to be maintained.
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But I would just say I don’t think there are any silver bullets,
no quick fixes, but certainly there is a lot of need to continue, I believe, what we are doing.
Mr. BOOZMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. PAYNE. Thank you very much. I just have a quick question.
I didn’t hear your testimony, so I won’t ask any questions except
a quick question and a quick statement.
Did someone mention that we have ratified the Convention on
Children Soldiers? Has the U.S. ratified that?
Mr. DENEHY. My information is that the two optional protocols
on the convention, one on the sale and pornography and sex abuse
of children and on child soldiers, we have approved, yes.
Mr. PAYNE. That is good to know. That is news, and that is very
positive.
Let me just say that I agree that there are a lot of people who
are trying and who really want to see things happen. I happen to
have been, last evening, with a group that really was very supportive of the Millennium Challenge, the millennium goals that our
Administration decided early on, several weeks ago, that 5 years
ago when the goals were made, that there was an attempt to reexamine, and in the goals it said after 5 years we would have a review of the goals. And our Administration wanted to eliminate the
goals totally after several weeks of debate, and sort of outrage by
some of the—most all of the other countries, we have somehow reestablished some support of the millennium development goals.
I say that there are people, though, who are very, very interested. I was with—Jeffrey Sachs, I guess you know, wrote the book
on the end of poverty and how we can make it happen in our lifetime, and Jeffrey Sachs has done an outstanding job, and I was
with him last night and had dinner with him and Angelina Jolie,
who is the UN Goodwill Ambassador for refugees. I mention that
because Ray Chambers, who was just an individual, a very wealthy
person actually, from Newark, New Jersey, decided that if governments are going to fail, that he has brought together about 75 of
the wealthiest Americans and organizations last night to say that
they will do it.
They are going to take 100 villages, Ray Chambers group—grew
up in my town, went to one of the public high schools up the street
from where I went to. Schools are very, very strong supporters of
this Administration as a matter of fact.
However, you know, people at that dinner were disappointed, but
they are going to take private dollars. He is going to give millions
just to say, ‘‘If the government is not going to do it, then we who
have been blessed, we who have been privileged, we who have the
wherewithal, and we will have to do it,’’ and they have a goal of
100 villages before the end of the year. And they showed a film
which is going to be on MTV tonight of a village in Kenya where
they simply brought fertilizer in this project of Jeffrey Sachs, and
the average yield was about 6, 7, or 8 inches high of maize. Just
bringing in simple fertilizer, having an expert in farming bring in
some new seeds, the yield was fourfold, just with a basic cost of
probably $75,000, $100,000, which will transform that entire village.
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And so in a sense it can be done so quick, economically right at
the grassroots. They are going to do it. So I was very elated; called
it Millennium Development Goals of the Millennium Development
Challenge, Village Challenge—some name—and they intend to
have thousands done in the next few years. So there are people
that are really very interested and are really putting their dollars
where their mouths are. And I really commend Ray Chambers and
that whole group that was over in New York last night and had
a late dinner after the presentation. And that really has been a tremendous lift and a boost to me to see how the private sector has
decided that maybe they need to do it.
So there is hope. Mr. Feinberg said he enjoys going to work every
day, and I don’t blame you because there is a lot of great things
that are done and that we need to continue to do.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you.
I want to thank our very distinguished witnesses for your testimony, for your leadership, for your courage, and for making a difference in the lives of so many children. And we want to work as
partners with you, and we look forward to continuing that dialogue
and seeing what we can do to enhance congressional actions and
roles going forth. So I want to thank you again. I appreciate it.
I would like to now welcome the second panel to the witness
stand beginning with Lord David Alton, who is another famous
resident of Liverpool, currently a Professor of Citizenship at Liverpool John Moores University. He is a Co-Founder of the Jubilee
Campaign in the British Parliament and was the Founding Chairman of the all-party Parliamentary Group on Street Children. Lord
Alton has traveled to areas of the world with significant street children populations and sought to work through governmental and
through compassionate NGO channels to bring about effective
change to stop the killing and improve the overall conditions for
children at risk.
For 18 years, Lord Alton was a member of the House of Commons and today is Independent Crossbench Life Peer. In 1972, he
was elected to the Liverpool City Council as Britain’s youngest city
councilor. Twenty-five year later, in 1997, David was made a Life
Peer of the House of Lords.
Lord Alton, again, welcome, and please proceed as you wish.
STATEMENT OF LORD DAVID ALTON, HOUSE OF LORDS,
UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND

Lord ALTON. I thank you very much, Mr. Chairperson. First of
all, can I thank you very much and Members of your Subcommittee
for the gracious way in which you welcomed us earlier today. And
may I also say that it gives me particular pleasure to see you in
the chair. I have been a longstanding admirer of all the work that
you have done, particularly on human rights issues, but it has also
been a privilege to collaborate with you in the past on issues such
as human trafficking.
And, of course, also I was very struck by the welcome of Congressman Pitts. It has been a pleasure for me to cooperate with
Congressman Pitts on earlier occasions. We have traveled together
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the Burma-Thai border to see refugee situations there and to take
up religious liberties issues in countries such as Laos and Vietnam.
But it has also been a pleasure for me to meet other Members
of your Subcommittee, to hear from them this afternoon, and also
to hear from your expert witnesses who set the scenes so admirably
for us today.
I think it is not unreasonable to link this issue with the issue
of trafficking, which has been referred to earlier on, because it
seems to me that this is very much like an iceberg, and that if you
look below the water levels, you can see that what is producing the
problems of trafficking, sexual exploitation of children, children in
prisons, children on the streets, children who are carrying arms—
the sort of points that Congressman Boozman was making earlier
on—the reason for that is that there is this army of street children
in so many countries and continents all over the world. The scale
is, I think, quite breathtaking.
I submitted to you the full statement, but I will, if I may, just
give a precis of that this afternoon. I would like to link with it, and
make a further submission to you, of a report that the Jubilee
Campaign has just published called Kids Behind Bars: Why We
Must Act.
Jubilee Campaign has been lobbying to protect children’s rights
for over 10 years, and as you have said, I helped found Jubilee
Campaign in the British Parliament 20 years ago. But, of course,
it not only operates in Westminster, it has a sister organization
here in DC. Members of your Subcommittee have cooperated with
its work in the past, and we are grateful to you for that. Jubilee
Campaign’s advocacy has stood alongside the direct and practical
support provided by the campaign’s other organization, Jubilee Action.
Street children have been the focus of Jubilee Action’s work, and
in the British Parliament, it is the Secretariat to the Parliamentary Street Children Committee. Jubilee Action also provides or
funds accommodation and shelter in many parts of the world. And
picking up a point I thought was well made by Congresswoman
McCollum earlier on today about the link with prostitution, Jubilee
has a number of hostels which it has opened in Mumbai for children whose mothers have been working in the sex tourism industry. And one very practical way of ending the vicious circle of children going into sex tourism is to make this sort of provision.
But I was also struck, Mr. Chairman, by the link that you made
with the issue of conflict, and I think that that is perhaps the biggest link of all. From your own recent visit to Sudan and Darfur,
you will see that in that country where 2 million people were killed
over 19 years, in Darfur where maybe up to 400,000 people have
died, but the situation is appalling. I was in Darfur myself a few
months ago and traveled 2 years ago into the war-torn areas of
southern Sudan, and there is no doubt that conflict has played its
part.
I also traveled recently to the Democratic Republic of the Congo,
where 3.7 million people have died over the last 15 years. And in
a meeting yesterday with Senator Brownback, we agreed that this
has been one of the great untold stories of our time and how conflict has generated many of the problems on the streets. In
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Kinshasa, for instance, the capital of Congo, there are more than
30,000 street children estimated to be there today, between 20,000
and 30,000 street children.
Now, in the early 1990s, Jubilee Campaign was one of the first
United Kingdom groups to highlight the killing of street children
on the streets of Brazil, and we shined a torch on that subject. We
were able to see some action; working with journalists John Downing and Danny McGrory, we exposed the reality of police death
squads, a point that was alluded to during questioning earlier on.
This made front page headlines in some of our national newspapers, and we were pleased that when we launched this report
about children behind bars just a couple weeks ago, that CNN and
ITN gave it worldwide coverage. So in other words, the situation
continues today, but maybe in different manifestations.
I want now to illustrate my remarks with some visual slides. The
slide that is being shown at the moment of Copacabana in Brazil.
[The slide referred to follows:]
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In the forefront is a cardboard box, and if you look very carefully,
you will see the two tiny feet of a child who has been killed and
literally dumped like so much detritus, so much rubbish on the
beach there.
An expert from Brazil’s National Movement of Street Children
said that between four and five adolescents are murdered daily. I
repeat, every single day in Brazil, between four and five children
and adolescents are killed, and you will hear more from one of our
other witnesses in a few moments about the situation firsthand.
Every 12 minutes a children is beaten; 41⁄2 million children
under the age of 12 are working; 500,000 children are engaged in
domestic labor. In 40 percent of crimes, children are the victims.
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In a visit to Brazil last year, in the report that I wrote—I will
also submit to you the report arising out of that visit, it also appears on the Jubilee Campaign Web site—I saw a small cross outside the church in this slide—the Church of our Lady of Candelaria
in Rio.
[The slide referred to follows:]
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On the cross are the names of eight boys who were shot dead by
police as they slept. And on the pavement is a picture I took of the
sidewalk there in front of that church. There were eight children
asleep on that pavement who were shot dead by the Rio police. The
silhouettes of the dead children are etched red on the footpath to
this day.
The massive proliferation of small arms, something that is
graphically described in the movie, City of God—for those of you
who haven’t seen it, it shows a great deal of violence, but it is a
truthful depiction of what is taking place in the favelas. Those
small arms are a major cause of these statistics. One of the activists from the National Movement of Street Children in Rio told me
it is easier for a child to get a gun—you can see a picture here of
not actors, of real children brandishing guns—it is easier for a
child to get a gun than to get a bus pass.
[The slide referred to follows:]
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But this situation is not restricted to Brazil, as we have been
hearing earlier on. Street children across the world may be homeless, work on the streets, have no contact with their families, live
on the streets with their families, live in day or night shelters, or
spend time in institutions; for example, the prisons I have referred
to.
There are no confirmed figures, as we have heard, on the total
numbers of street children. They are not easy to count due to migration, exclusion from infrastructures such as schools and colleges,
and due to differing definitions, a point that Congresswoman
McCollum made earlier on, due to the differing definitions of what
constitutes street children. But I think she was right to say we
shouldn’t get into a theological argument about that. We should
understand that this is a grave problem, and an increasing one.
But some statistics we have produced for you, which have been
provided by NGOs working in these countries, in Kenya it is estimated a quarter of a million children are on the streets there; in
Ethiopia, 150,000; in Zimbabwe, where the number has most certainly risen, as your expert witnesses referred to earlier on, because of the deprivations of Robert Mugabe. This is something you,
Mr. Chairman, referred to in your questioning, that number has
undoubtedly increased as a result of the bulldozing of the homes
of some of the poorest people in Harare; in Bangladesh, an estimated 445,000; in Nepal, 30,000; and in India, maybe as many as
11 million.
There are many other countries though. And I am Chairman of
the British Parliamentary Committee on North Korea, and I visited
that country 18 months ago, and, of course, 2 million people died
in North Korea during the terrible famine there. We heard even
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from North Korean officials, who were quite candid about this aspect of life in their country, that there are many of what they call
‘‘street swallows,’’ abandoned children, living on the streets in
many parts of their country, too.
Now, while these figures are therefore estimates, and problematic in statistical terms, there is anecdotal evidence that these figures are increasing country by country, and that, in my view, is
being fueled primarily by conflict. But there are other issues, uncontrolled urbanization, directly linked to poverty; conflict within
families, conflict with the law, and children, of course, being orphaned due to AIDS and HIV. And in Kenya especially, where I
visited the biggest shantytown in Africa in Kibera 18 months ago,
the situation there is appalling with vast numbers of children who
have been orphaned because of the AIDS pandemic.
Examples of what I mean, well, street children in conflict with
the law, the Philippines situation, which we will hear more about
from Father Shay Cullen in due course, but the Philippines and the
Congo are two examples I would like to highlight in this slide.
[The slide referred to follows:]
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Vagrancy in some countries is an offense, and the police round
these children up from the streets and throw them into prison;
other children accused of petty crimes and imprisoned, often without having a first hearing, in overcrowded adult jails where they
are at the mercy of prison guards and fellow prisoners. Some will
even be in prison for pedophile offenders. Imagine putting children,
like the young girl in the picture on the front of this report, into
those kinds of prisons. This girl, Rosie, was just age 6, and if it
hadn’t been for the actions of Father Shay Cullen, whom you will
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hear from, she would have remained in prison. He rescued her
from there.
UNICEF estimates that in 2001 there were 1 million children illegally imprisoned in jails across the world. The proportion of juvenile detainees throughout prisons varies from country to country,
from 0.5 percent up to 30 percent of total prison populations.
Mr. Chairman, in the Philippines there are an estimated 20,000
children imprisoned in conditions that amount to torture over the
course of a year. And yesterday morning we had the opportunity
to meet with the authorities from the Philippine Government at
their Embassy here in Washington. They confirmed to us, officially,
that there are, at least on this day—while their own President is
meeting with other political leaders in New York, there are over
3,700 children in their prisons in the Philippines today. Children
as young as 9 can be tried in courts and sent to jail. Some children
have been found in jail younger than 9, like Rosie, age 6.
Children in prison with adults are five times more likely to be
sexually assaulted. They are twice as likely to be beaten, and 50
percent more likely to be attacked with a weapon than children
housed in juvenile detention centers. Many of them are children
who committed no offenses whatsoever, simply rounded up off the
streets and placed in prison.
One example was given recently of a young man—and we were
given this example yesterday by the officials from the Philippine
Embassy—the young man who spent, I think, 4 or 5 years in prison
was ultimately released with no criminal record, no offenses were
ultimately indicted against him, and during that time he did at
least have the opportunity of some education. He is now a Fulbright scholar, which only goes to show the opportunities that are
being denied to the vast numbers of street children and what could
be done if proper education were provided for them.
Further original research was undertaken within the other example I want to give of the Democratic Republic of the Congo.
UNICEF estimates that between 20,000 and 30,000 children under
the age of 12 are under arms, and that makes up 10 percent of the
armed groups in the region; at least 20,000 children are believed
to live on the streets in the DRC capital, that is Kinshasa; and of
the children imprisoned in the central prison of Makala, all of them
were found to be in acutely traumatized states.
The slide that will follow now follows on the report that we did
on Brazil, and I will come now to the conclusion in my remarks.
[The slide referred to follows:]
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In September 2004, Jubilee Campaign, at my instigation,
launched a new Web site. It’s called stopkillingchildren.com. We
thought this would be a way of shining a light on the situation in
Brazil, because we thought it unacceptable for any country to allow
the routine killing of children without redress, and for those deaths
to go on being unrecorded day by day. And I remind you again of
the statistics I gave earlier: Between four and five children and
adolescents die every single day in Brazil—not in Iraq or in the
Middle East, but here in the Americas, and in a country which is
one of the wealthiest countries in the world.
When children like Danielle Becham are killed in the United
Kingdom, that tragedy is rightly front page news. In places in
Brazil, where violence against children is common, the lives of children who are killed are easily forgotten.
Our Web site will always in the future report cases in countries
such as Guatemala, the Philippines and Honduras. However, starting with Brazil, this Web site has two aims; firstly, in the absence
of a gravestone for many of these children, the site would document
the deaths of children killed through armed violence. The site will
be a memorial and a reminder that their lives are not forgotten;
and secondly, to be a tool in order to provide leverage and political
pressure on the relevant authorities to take effective action to prevent the killing of children by armed violence.
The Web site has letters to be downloaded to the Brazilian President, President Lula, who was referred to earlier, and a petition to
sign because we do believe that the Brazilian Government is a
democratic government and is properly susceptible to reasonable
political pressure. And there are many people in Brazil who recognize that this is a stain on the name of their country and want to
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see something happen about it, but many are frightened. A journalist, 2 years ago, who reported on events in Brazil was himself
assassinated for telling the story of some of the armed gangs and
drug barons who are involved in using the street children as what
are called ‘‘little planes’’ to fly their merchandise.
The number of cases we have documented on this site now exceeds 750 during this year alone. I want to end my speech by giving you just four examples of cases we have already compiled of
children and young people whose lives have been needlessly cut
short. These are not history. Their deaths all happened this year.
On May 9, 2005, a 6-month-old girl—I repeat, a 6-month-old
girl—was raped and killed. It was on a Saturday around midday
at home in the locality of Sitio Extrema in the municipality of Ico,
Ceara. Reportedly, the crime was committed by the victim’s uncle
while her parents were out of the home. The alleged killer is now
in police custody.
On June 14, 2005, a 2-year-old boy was shot dead by his cousin.
Reportedly the victim’s 13-year-old cousin showed his father’s gun
to an 11-year-old cousin, and the child was near them. According
to the 11-year-old boy, the teenager said that he would shoot him,
and he decided to take the child back home. As they turned back,
the 13-year-old boy shot the victim.
On August 9, an 8-year-old boy was found dead, cut in pieces.
The 8-year-old boy was found inside a pack cut in pieces. This happened in the district of Vila Bahia, in the municipality of
Encruzilhada in Bahia. Reportedly the boy was last seen on Sunday afternoon. The confessed killer, Zenilton Barbosa dos Santon,
28, said he committed the crime because the victim had offended
him. The crime is under investigation.
On August 18, three children were found dead on a Tuesday
afternoon. Reportedly the victims, two aged 8, one of them age 7,
were last seen on Monday afternoon; were found in different places
along the Almada River 15 kilometers away from the downtown of
the municipality. According to the police, the victims, two girls and
a boy, were strangled.
Mr. Chairman, thank you for listening to these graphic details.
I know that Members of your Subcommittee are deeply committed
to doing something about these issues. Thank you for the opportunity of shining a light on these issues. Let’s hope that together
through our British Parliament and through the American Congress, that we can make this a serious issue that will be taken seriously worldwide. These street children represent the future of their
countries, and unless this issue is taken seriously, their countries
will have no future.
[The prepared statement of Lord Alton follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT
OF

OF LORD DAVID ALTON, HOUSE OF LORDS, UNITED KINGDOM
GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND
INTRODUCTION & PRESENT REALITY:

Good afternoon.
Jubilee Campaign has been lobbying to protect children’s rights for over 10 years.
Jubilee Campaign’s advocacy has stood alongside the direct and practical support
provided by Campaign’s sister organisation, Jubilee Action.
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Street Children are not a recent phenomenon. Whenever there has been a major
social, political or economic crisis the existence of Street Children has been prevalent.
Estimates for children living in the streets include:
Brazil—200,000 to 8 million
India—over 400,000 in the cities alone
The Philippines—1.5 million
In the early 1990’s Jubilee Campaign was one of the first UK groups to sound
the killing of street children on the streets of Brazil.
Working with journalists John Downing and Danny McGrory we exposed the reality of police death squads—making front page news in the Daily Express, a National UK daily paper.
Many well-known figures including Paul McCartney, George and Olivia Harrison,
Richard Branson and Imran Khan have supported the campaign.
A defining moment was when the issue of street children was put on the agenda
by John Major during his visit to Rio for the 1992 Earth Summit.
During this period, Jubilee gathered shocking evidence of police death squads routinely shooting children on the streets to clear them off the streets.
I visited to Brazil, in February 2004, hoping to discover the situation had
changed.
We began our mission by making a quiet pilgrimage to the church of Our Lady
of Candelaria, in Rio.
It was here, in July 1993 that six police officers opened fire on a group of street
children who were sleeping in some doorways opposite the church.
Today, a small cross, with the names of the eight boys who died, has been erected
in front of Candelaria. Their silhouettes have been etched in red onto the surface
of the street.
Our investigation found that the killing of street children in Brazil continues—
at an alarming rate. The only perceivable change since 1990s is a redistribution of
where the killings are taking place.
The police no longer shoot children in public—they have learnt that bad publicity
is not good for tourism.
Hidden away in the sprawling favelas of Brazil’s major cities, children are on the
front-line of an urban war between rival drug gangs.
An expert from Brazil’s National Movement of Street Children says that between
4 and 5 adolescents are murdered daily; that every 12 minutes a child is beaten; that
4.5 million children under 12 are working; and that 500,000 children are engaged
in domestic labour. In 40% of crimes children are the victims.
The massive proliferation of small arms is a central cause. One of the movement’s
activists told me, ‘It is easier for a child to get a gun than to get a bus-pass.’
Alongside the greater accessibility to guns, what has changed since the 1990’s and
deepened the crisis, is the emergence of a ruinous drugs culture. Formerly, Brazil
was simply a transit country for the notorious producers of Columbia, Bolivia and
Peru.
Today, Brazil ranks only after the USA as the second biggest consumer of cocaine.
In Rio’s 680 favelas—where about 25% of the city’s 12 million people live—this has
led to the emergence of no-go areas controlled by rival gangs such as Red Command
and Third Command, who organize and arm the children.
Children as young as four have guns and are used as ‘little planes’—to use the
jargon of the street-trafficking drugs and messages between sellers and buyers.
I was struck by the remark of one youngster in the favela who told me that, ‘‘The
only way to go up in society is to go through the trafficking of guns or drugs.’’
The role models are young men with designer clothes and brand new motorbikes.
They earn phenomenally more through the drugs trade than their fathers. But, if
they come to represent the only ladder on which the young can climb out of destitution, Lula will end up presiding over a dead country. It is impossible to reconcile
rhetoric about social justice and opportunity with the reality of corpses lying like
litter in the streets.
During our visit, we went to Santo Amoro which is situated in North East brazil
on the edge of one of Recife’s biggest favelas and is the most violent area in the
city. Last year, sixteen young people were shot, or died, as a result of either nonpayment to pushers or from overdoses. The youngest urchin was ten years old.
One of the workers at Santo Amoro, has seen his three brothers killed and the
young woman who trains the dancers recently saw her brother gunned down.
Tellingly, she demanded to know why firearms should be freely available: ‘‘Children who can’t even get food to eat can get a gun. 74% of the killings are by gun.
I never saw a gun in my life and now they are everywhere.’’ She described how two
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more young people, aged 20 and 21, who passed through their centre, had been
killed in the previous week. One was another case of mistaken identity: ‘‘They took
him from his mother’s arms and killed him.’’ The other had been a drug user who
hadn’t paid his bill.
She wanted to know where the international pressure to end the bloodbath was.
Pointedly, she said that, ‘‘While the killers are free, it is society that is in prison.
Her son died just one year ago and unlike most people, who are cowed into silence
by a fear of brutal retaliation, the people of Peixinhos rallied to support her as she
organized a public procession of crosses and candles. In all, there were eighty
crosses—each bearing the name of men, women and children who had been killed
over the previous two years. Repeat: eighty people from one small community in just
two years.
This situation, however, is not restricted to Brazil.
STREET CHILDREN—A GLOBAL OVERVIEW:

Street Children across the world may be homeless, work on the streets, have no
contact with their families, live on the streets with their families, live in day or
night shelters or spend time in institutions, for example prison.
There are no confirmed figures of Street Children, they are not easy to count due
to migration, exclusion from infrastructures such as schools and colleges and due
to differing definitions of the term Street Children. Figures for these children are
estimates and can often be wildly exaggerated. Most statistics are simply estimates
for example:
Kenya: 250,000
Ethiopia: 150,000
Zimbabwe: 12,000
Bangladesh: 445,226
Nepal: 30,000
India: 11 million
Whilst these figures are estimates, there is anecdotal evidence that these figures
are increasing country by country due to the following:
• Uncontrollable urbanisation—directly linked to poverty
• Conflict within family
• Conflict with the law
• Children being orphaned due to AIDS/HIV
STREET CHILDREN IN CONFLICT WITH THE LAW—PHILIPPINES & CONGO:

Vagrancy is in some countries an offence, and the police round these children up
from the streets and through them into prison. Other children are accused of petty
crimes and imprisoned, often without having a first hearing, in overcrowded adult
jails where they are at the mercy of the prison guards and fellow prisoners.
UNICEF estimated in 2001 that there were 1 million children illegally imprisoned
in jails across the world. The proportion of juvenile detainees to adult prisoners varies from country to country from 0.5–30% of the total prison population.
Jubilee Action, a children’s human rights charity from Guildford, UK has released
a report detailing this horrendous situation, and took an ITN camera crew to the
Philippines to document the reality of child prisoners. This report was subsequently
shown on Broadcast Networks worldwide, including CNN.
In the Philippines there are estimated to be 20,000 children imprisoned in conditions that amount to torture. Children as young as 9 can be tried in courts and sent
to jails, some children have been found in jail younger than 9, like Rosie aged 6.
Children imprisoned with adults are:
• 5 times more likely to be sexually assaulted
• Twice as likely to be beaten
• And 50% more likely to be attacked with a weapon, than children housed in
juvenile detention centres.
Further original research was undertaken within the Democratic Republic of
Congo (DRC).
UNICEF estimates that 30,000 children under the age of 12 are under-arms and
this makes up 10% of the armed groups in the region. 20,000 children are believed
to live on the streets in the DRC capital, Kinshasa, and of the children imprisoned
in the Central Prison of Makala, all them were found to be in an acutely
traumatised state.
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STOP KILLING CHILDREN WEB SITE:

In September 2004 Jubilee Campaign launched the Stop Killing Children website
because we believe that it is unacceptable for any country to allow the routine killing of children without redress.
When children like Danielle Becham in are killed in the UK, this tragedy is rightly front page news. In places like Brazil where violence against children is common
place, the lives of children who are killed are easily forgotten.
The website will also report cases from countries such as Guatemala, the Philippines and Honduras. However, starting with Brazil, this web-site has two aims;
1. In the absence of a grave stone for many of these children, this site will document the deaths of children killed through armed violence. This site will
be a memorial and a reminder that their lives are not forgotten.
2. To be a tool in order to leverage political pressure on the relevant authorities
to take effective action to prevent the killing of children through armed violence. The website has letters to be downloaded to the Brazilian President
and a petition to sign because we believe the Brazilian Government is susceptible to political pressure.
The number of reported cases on this website has now exceeded 750 in a single
year.
I want to end my statement by giving some examples of these cases we have already compiled of children and young people whose lives have been needlessly cut
short.
May 09, 2005
6 month old girl raped and killed
A six-month-old girl was raped and killed on Saturday around midday at home
in the locality of Sı́tio Extrema, in the municipality of Icó (Ceará). Reportedly, the
crime was committed by the victim’s uncle whilst her parents were out of home. The
alleged killer is in police custody.
Jun 14, 2005
2 year old boy shot dead by his cousin.
Reportedly, the victim’s 13-year-old cousin showed his father’s gun to an 11-yearold cousin and the child was near them. According to the 11-year-old boy, the teenager said that he would shoot him and he decided to take the child back home. As
they turned back, the 13-year-old boy shot the victim.
Aug 09, 2005
8 year old boy found dead cut in pieces
Eight-year-old boy was found dead inside a pack cut in pieces yesterday afternoon
in the district of Vila Bahia, in the municipality of Encruzilhada (Bahia). Reportedly, the boy was last seen on Sunday afternoon. Confessed killer Zenilton Barbosa
dos Santon, 28, said he committed the crime because the victim has offended him.
The crime is under investigation.
Aug 18, 2005
Three children found dead on Tuesday afternoon.
Reportedly, the victims, two aged 8 one of them aged 7, were last seen on Monday
afternoon and were found in different places along the Almada river, 15 km far from
the downtown of the municipality. According to the police, the victims, two girls and
a boy, were strangled.
Thank you.

Mr. SMITH. Lord Alton, thank you very much for that extremely
sobering but candid assessment of the plight of the street children
and for your extraordinary leadership. I have known and admired
you for many, many years, and the work you have done with the
Jubilee Campaign and the work you have done on a broad array
of human rights issues. It is a privilege to have you here providing
testimony to our Committee and to have you in these halls.
So I want to thank you from the bottom of my heart for your
work. You certainly live the Gospel and take it seriously that we
are our brothers’ and sisters’ keeper. I know I am inspired by it,
and I think many of us who have known and admired you are inspired by it.
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Let me just ask a couple of questions because you have answered
so many questions and provided, I think, a roadmap for all of us
to follow in terms of exposing this sense of impunity about the killing and maiming of these street children and their wrongful incarceration with adults. As you point out, if they were in juvenile detention, many of these problems would be mitigated, particularly
the rapes and beatings that these children undergo when they are
incarcerated.
But in your observation of U.S. and U.K. and international programs, are they enough? Have we all done enough, or is there significant room to grow these programs and to expand them? The
churches, like in Brazil where the church is relatively strong, what
has been their partnership with NGOs as well as with the Government of Brazil and Philippines, again where the church is very
strong, in trying to provide safe haven and help for these individuals?
And then let me just ask you as well, has the G–8 done enough
in raising this as an issue, something very specific on their agenda?
Perhaps you and we, you in the U.K. and we in the United States
Congress, could jointly pen a letter to our President and to your
Prime Minister asking that it be raised in a way that the debt
issue has been rightfully raised and some of the other North/South
issues. But this is obviously an issue that is found all over the
world; so we should try to get this on the agenda if it has not been
adequately done in the past. And so if you could spend some time
with those questions.
Lord ALTON. Thank you.
Taking your first question about what—whether we are doing
enough, inevitably the answer is there is far more we can do. But
I don’t want to give the impression that nothing is being done, because I have been enormously impressed by the work that is being
done in particular countries. But never enough, given the scale of
the problems. And I think because the problems have been accelerating the way I have described, that we need to take this issue
a lot more seriously and link it with some of the other questions
that we have been looking at, not least the trafficking question.
There is a danger, it seems to me, in political life of things being
sort of ‘‘flavor of the month’’ and moving on faddishly from one
issue to another. And we feel we have ‘‘done’’ trafficking, so that
is the end of that, so let’s move on to debt cancellation or something else. And there is a linkage between these questions. If we
don’t properly train and mobilize the young people in these countries, and ensure that they have the opportunity to succeed in the
future, first of all, they are going to be deeply alienated, and therefore, themselves, will be open to some of those very organizations
that we are all too familiar with who are happy to exploit poverty,
deprivation, alienation. Therefore, in terms of our own security in
countries like Kenya, for instance, it is vitally important that alienation is addressed.
Secondly, in light of things like the AIDS pandemic, these are
some of the most important people in terms of sustaining the
economies of these countries in the future, so they mustn’t just be
seen as a problem. They should be seen as one of the greatest resources available to their nation. So for that reason I would cer-
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tainly like to see a lot more going into the training of young people
and provision of safe and secure housing of young people. To dump
them in prisons or to leave them on the streets, open particularly
to drug dealers and so on, is clearly not the way we should be dealing with this issue.
You mentioned the faith communities and the role that they
play. They are crucial. If they were not there—and there are many
idealistic people who give their lives to this work—the situation
would be disastrous. I am full of admiration for what they do and
projects that Jubilee Action has supported. We raise privately
about half a million pounds a year. It is small beer in terms of the
scale of the problems, but it is a contribution, and just because you
can’t solve all the problems, it is not a reason for not solving any
of them.
And so, for instance, Jubilee Action has funded the work of Sao
Martino, which is the biggest agency in Rio dealing with children
on the streets, and over the years we have been very proud to support that. The late Princess Diana opened a shelter there which is
named for her, and it has been visited by our Prime Minister’s
wife, Mrs. Blair, who has herself held receptions in Downing Street
in order to raise money toward the funding of some of these
projects. Our previous Prime Minister, Mr. Major, visited some of
Sao Martino’s work to give it focus, and one of the children who
actually came to dance in the cultural activities that were provided
that evening was a street child who himself was subsequently shot
dead. I know that that deeply moved Mr. Major. It is one of the
reasons why he again got personally involved in this issue.
So I think we need to get more political leaders involved in the
way that you described. I think there is a lot of goodwill, and probably we do need to take it ultimately to the G–8, as you suggested,
and get them to take it as seriously as they have taken, for instance, the relief of debt issue.
Ultimately, though, you can remove debts, you can feed people,
you can provide vaccination programs, and you should be doing all
those things, but if you don’t resolve things like the conflict in
countries like Sudan and Congo that is leading to so many children
being killed, well, there is no point to doing all those other things,
because there won’t be anybody left to feed or to inoculate or to
care for.
So all these things are inextricably linked, and we should see
them as joined-up issues, not as separate issues. And I think that
we need to give this the profile that certainly the issues—that trafficking had as a result of the sorts of measures that you took here
in the Congress during the last decade. And I think now concerted
action on a variety of fronts is needed.
Mr. PAYNE. Thank you very much for your very graphic report,
and I compliment you for the work that you have been doing in
this area. You know, the problem of street children in Brazil has
been a long-standing problem. As you probably know, many years
ago, even before the gangs became more organized, and certainly
before the event of illicit drugs, it seemed like Brazil had a problem
with children, even at that time. They were—it was sort of perhaps
like nuisances. They were not even in any kind of serious crimes.
We went to Brazil in ’68 with the YMCA group and went up to the
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favelas, and as a matter of fact, we were the only persons on the
tour bus that were allowed to go into the favelas around Rio because they are up, as you know, on the hills, and the city is down
in the valley. Even at that time, in ’68, the situation was bad.
But today it seems as though—I guess my question is, it seems
like the politics in Brazil has improved. They have elections. You
have a labor leader who was supposed to be of the people elected
to office.
Have you seen any—do you think that this Brazilian problem
with street children is just endemic, and it has just been inculcated
and engrained over the years? Or do you see any—as a matter of
fact, there was always the denial that the police would—on weekends they would simply take their uniforms off, wear street clothes,
and their job was actually to see how many children could be killed
because they were simply nuisances. Have you seen any more progressive admission that this seems like an engrained problem? I
mean, there are problems all over Latin America, but Brazil has
simply stood out for the last 50 years. Is there any attempt on the
part of the new government or relatively new government to come
to grips with this and talk about it as a national shame or national
issue?
Lord ALTON. I think you have put the question very well. When
President Lula came to office, there was great hope and expectation
that because of his own personal experience, having himself moved
up from quite acute poverty in his childhood, that he would understand these issues and tackle them. And although Rome wasn’t
built in a day, and one does hope that change will come, disillusionment was already setting in when I was taking evidence there
just over a year ago. The sense that there hadn’t been the changes,
the fundamental changes, the radical changes that people had
hoped for from Lula followed the allegations of corruption within
the administration which are beginning to dog them.
So I hope that this surge of democracy and hope and expectation
in a country which is fabulously wealthy in terms of its own natural resources, although those resources are very disproportionately spread will bring a response on this issue, because if it
doesn’t, I think the consequences in terms of internal unrest and
so on in the future will be enormous.
I was very struck by what was said to us by a lot of the people
we met about the need to tackle education. As a result of the grip
of the favelas—and there are 680 favelas in Rio where 25 percent
of the city’s population of 12 million live, and inside those favelas
gangs like Red Command and Third Command have a total grip of
those places. Now, in the early 1990s, you are right, the police
themselves literally treated children as though they were vermin,
and they would shoot them dead on the street. These days the police simply turn a blind eye and sometimes literally watch while
one gang sells children to other gangs and people pay off old scores.
I was very struck by the total lack of respect for life itself, and
I do think that the civil society organizations, the faith groups, the
media, everyone should do a lot more to promote the idea of the
sanctity of human life in a country like Brazil. It certainly didn’t
seem to me that there was any understanding of that concept
whatsoever.
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Education, therefore, is a key. Many of the children from the
favelas don’t go to school because they have to cross through the
areas controlled by other gangs in order to get to those schools, so
they are too frightened to go. And anyway, the only lucrative route
to making any progress for any of these youngsters is seen to be
by becoming part of the gangs themselves. So it just fuels the same
cycle of despair, and that is, I think, the fundamental thing they
have to tackle.
We took evidence not just in Rio, but also in San Paulo and in
Recife. Let us just underline the enormity of the sorts of things
that we heard. I will mention, if I may, just one area in Recife
which is called Inferninha, Little Hell, and it reads like pages out
of Dante’s Inferno. Child prostitution is concentrated there. Forty
children are known to be working as prostitutes, more than 60 a
weekend. Some of the boys and girls are as young as 10. Some have
been sent there by their parents to supplement their incomes.
The men who exploit the children fall into three categories: The
men who live in the neighborhoods; members of the police force, including senior officers; and foreigners who stay in posadas, small
local hotels, and have children brought to them.
When I asked whether the police simply closed their eyes to this,
I received this reply: No, they go to the bars and the pimps every
Tuesday for their share of the takings.
We heard the appalling story from an aid worker of a faith-based
organization about one young woman who had become a prostitute
and was taken into that living hell by four men. They gang-raped
her. When they were finished, they killed her, gouged out her eyes,
ripped out her heart, and threw her into the sea. We also heard
from, in the same area, about 15 killings in one town on the Sunday before we had met them. And again and again we heard about
impunity of the police turning a blind eye, failing to carry out prosecutions. We met all the leading organizations dealing with street
children, and there we heard the same story again and again and
again.
Now, I do believe that the Brazilian Government, like the Government of the Philippines, is very susceptible to proper, legitimate
pressure, and this is an area in which I think the United States
Administration really can play a leading role. I think you are seen
as a friend and ally, and sometimes friends have to tell their
friends the truth. If Brazil wishes to be the leading nation of South
America, if it wants to play its part as one of the great economic
nations of the future, it has to tackle this problem at source, because if it doesn’t, it will remain a stain on their character.
Mr. PAYNE. I couldn’t agree with you more, and it seems, as it
has been indicated, there is a strong church organization. And it
just seems that, you know, with the new government and with the
church having a concern all along, if these things get endemic and
they are hard to turn around, as you indicated, it is difficult to turn
around.
Like I said, this has been going on, and quietly. It was not
brought to attention, like I said, I was very active with the YMCA,
and we saw it as a problem at that time before—like I said, before
there was the gangs that are there today and before drugs become
a big issue. I mean, a kid would maybe smoke a cigarette and sit
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on the hood of a car just very, very, you know, nuisances. But I
think that because the police were so—as a matter of fact, one of
the favelas they allowed me to go in, they said no authorities are
allowed to go up in the favelas. They do not have—haven’t seen a
doctor, haven’t seen authority, have not seen a government worker,
have not seen any kind of authority at that time. That was in the
1960s. And I am sure that in many of these areas, the law enforcement people do not go into those areas.
Lord ALTON. Absolutely right. And you can be encouraged,
though, in one agency, a Catholic aid agency that I visited in Recife, there was a lady there who had organized the women of that
area to hold a protest through the streets complaining about the
killings of people. What had happened to her, her 25-year-old son
died in her arms on the street after being mowed down in a shooting. It was a shot fired in a case of mistaken identity. His mother
told me this: ‘‘We are overwhelmed by all this violence.’’
The Brazilian society regards killing as normal. Some people believe that if the children are on the streets, it serves them right
if they are killed. We are trying to confront and fight this line of
thinking. In telling me, she demanded to know why firearms
should be so freely available to children. She said that children
who can’t even get food to eat can get a gun. Seventy-four percent
of the killings are by gun. ‘‘I never saw a gun in my life,’’ she said,
‘‘and now they are everywhere.’’ But she and the group of women
in that area had taken action, and they had seen a reduction in the
number of killings during the period following the demonstration.
And one of the projects that they were running also, to me, was
a sign of hope. Five hundred children in that church-led project
were being given computer literacy skills, and an Irish businessman who traveled with me to that favela took out his checkbook
and wrote a check to enable that project to double in size. There
are now 1,000 children from the most violent favela; they have
been given computer literacy skills and which will one day give
them jobs, and hopefully that will help break that cycle.
Mr. PAYNE. Thank you very much. I appreciate your comments.
Mr. PITTS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
And again, thank you, Lord Alton, for your sobering and very
compelling testimony. I, too, have the greatest admiration for your
work and have been privileged to work collaboratively with you on
human rights on a number of occasions.
I want to say that I visited the compounds, the homes in the
Bombay region that you and Teen Challenge sponsor there, and
these compounds, these hostels outside of Bombay for children of
the sex workers, they are beautiful little islands of hope and healing and happiness just 2 hours from the red light district of Bombay and the dark despair of the prostitutes and the brothels, the
exploitation that occurs there. So thank you—for I know firsthand
from visiting the compounds, they have them for girls, separate
ones for the women—it is a wonderful work of restoration to those
children involved in that industry.
You skipped over one slide on page four where you mentioned
the term ‘‘little planes.’’ I wonder if you would elaborate on that.
What part do illegal drugs play in this whole problem of street children? Then remembering that this is a public hearing, that this
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will echo across the country as this issue is given publicity in the
light of day, how can private citizens, how can religious groups,
how can charitable organizations here best contribute to helping
solve this problem around the world? If you would talk about that,
please.
Lord ALTON. Well, thank you, Congressman Pitts. Thank you
particularly for mentioning the projects in Bombay.
They are a good illustration of what perhaps people can do, what
private individuals can do. It is worth mentioning, Jubilee was able
to establish those projects because of the generosity of a Scottish
comedian, Billy Connolly, who hosted an event at Hammersmith in
London, and gave all the proceeds, about 100,000 pounds, to help
establish those houses in Bombay. Olivia Harrison, the widow of
George Harrison, one of the Beatles from my own City of Liverpool,
has been extraordinarily generous, both in Romania, referred to
earlier on by the Chairman of the proceedings, but also in Latin
America, in Brazil. She has been very generous in funding a number of these projects.
So individuals can play their part, whether it is thousands of
pounds or whether it is just a few pounds or a few dollars. People
can make some kind of difference.
The truth is, we often feel a bit like the boy in Robert Louis
Stevenson’s book, the one that says, ‘‘The world is so big and I am
so small, I do not like it at all, at all.’’ You can feel intimidated
by the scale of these problems. But people are making a difference
and doing some fantastic work.
You will be hearing from Teresa Santos a little later on about the
work she is personally doing in Rio and her network there. People
like her are doing some wonderful things on the ground helping
street children.
There is a tea company, based in my own former constituency in
Liverpool, who took up the challenge about India, and they agreed
to give a percentage of the proceeds from the sale of a particular
brand of tea they manufactured to support those hostels in India.
So there are lots of ways, individually, collectively, corporately,
that people can respond.
You asked about the role of drugs. I think this touches back on
the point Congressman Payne was making a few moments ago
about what has changed in Brazil. In the early nineties, as well as
accessibility to guns, there became much greater accessibility to
drugs and the emergence of what is a ruinous drug culture.
Formerly, Brazil was simply a transit company for the notorious
producers of Columbia, Bolivia and Peru, but today, Brazil ranks
only after the United States as the second biggest consumer of cocaine. In those 680 favelas in Rio, that has led to the emergence
of a no-go area, as we have already discussed, controlled by rival
gangs like Red Command and Third Command, who organize and
arm children. Children as young as 4 have guns and are used, as
I have said, as ‘‘little planes,’’ that is the colloquialism, the language of the street. They are the ones who transmit the drugs from
place to place and the proceeds as well, and they take messages between the sellers and the buyers. Those children then get caught
up in the escalating violence, and they are effectively child soldiers,
by any other name.
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Mr. PITTS. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SMITH. Just one final question, Lord Alton. In your written
statement, you pointed out that very many well-known figures, including Paul McCartney and others, have supported this. Is that
past tense, or are they still actively promoting the cause of street
children? It seems like it needs a shot of adrenaline, which they
can certainly help provide.
Lord ALTON. You are right. It does need a shot of adrenaline. It
needs others to come to the fore. But, in fairness, they were not
just one-night stands. They have continued to support. Olivia Harrison in particular, I would pay a great tribute to her for the support she has given over a very long period of time now, and recently decided to give I think 10 percent of the proceeds of the reissuing of the My Sweet Lord album that George Harrison made
to Street Children Project. So there are some generous people
around, and we should never underestimate that even given the
scale of the problems that we see.
There is though far more that we as politicians can also do and
the pressure we put on governments through our Ambassadors. We
can encourage people to use the Web site I referred to earlier to
fill in petitions, to contact their Senators and Congressmen, members of Parliament and members of other legislatures, so there is
a concerted worldwide approach to this problem.
Mr. SMITH. Let me just say finally, thank you again for your
leadership, Lord Alton.
You know, all things must pass. This must pass, too. I think you
made a very good point. Your testimony, the information you have
conveyed, the best practices, that a child can’t be incarcerated with
older people—as you pointed out, they are five times more apt to
be sexually assaulted and all the other terrible things. We will use
this Committee to energize or re-energize our efforts, I assure you.
But your testimony has been pivotal, and I thank you for it, as well
as your leadership.
Lord ALTON. I know those street children will thank you for the
efforts and commitment you are putting in.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you so much.
Let me now ask our third panel of distinguished citizens to make
their way to the witness table, beginning first with Father Shay
Cullen. Father Cullen is a missionary priest to the Philippines
from Ireland, and a member of the Missionary Society of St.
Columban, an Irish organization working for human rights around
the world. In 1974, he established the People’s Recovery Empowerment Development Assistance (PREDA) Foundation. He was an invited delegate to the conference drafting the Convention on the
Rights of the Child in Helsinki of 1989 and was nominated for the
Nobel Peace Prize in 2001.
Father Shay was awarded the German Human Rights of the City
of Weimar Award in December 2000 and the Italian Human Rights
Award at the City of Ferrara in 2001. Numerous newspaper articles and TV documentaries have reported the success of his work
protecting children and campaigning for human rights.
We will then hear from Teresa Santos, who works as a network
coordinator for Rede Viva-RJ, Rio de Janeiro. Viva Network is an
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NGO in Roster Consultive Status with the Economic and Social
Council of the United Nations. They have 66 network initiatives in
43 countries linking 16,000 workers, reaching 160,000 children.
One of these networks is located in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. Rede
Viva-RJ is a network of faith-based organizations and businesses,
NGOs and other institutions working with children at-risk on the
streets of Rio de Janeiro.
In the early 1990s in Rio de Janeiro, Ms. Santos built and operated two shelter homes for street children and is actively engaged
in bringing practical solutions to transform the lives of these children.
Finally, we will hear from Andy Sexton, who is currently the
International Director for Children at Risk, OAS!S International,
based in Uganda. He also serves as Chairperson of the Global
Strategy with Street Children Initiative. Mr. Sexton was a co-designer and trainer for the OAS!S Streetwise Course, which provides
training for street-children workers. Mr. Sexton also established
street children’s initiatives in three cities in Zimbabwe between
1995 and 2002.
Previously, Mr. Sexton served as a workshop facilitator on Child
Development and Best Practices in Children’s Ministry in Mozambique; Street Children, at the Viva Cutting Edge Conference; Children at Risk, at the Scripture Union International Conference; and
on The Future of Streets Ahead, one of the longest-serving street
children projects in Zimbabwe in 2002.
Mr. Sexton is also Co-Founder of the Bulawayo Task Force on
Street Children, a coordinating body for street-children work in the
city.
If you could begin, Father, with your testimony, and then we will
continue with each of the other witnesses.
STATEMENT OF FATHER SHAY CULLEN, FOUNDER, PREDA
FOUNDATION, PHILIPPINES

Father CULLEN. I will make more of a summary of the presentation for the interests of brevity.
Mr. SMITH. Without objection, all of your prepared testimonies
and any attachments will be made part of the record.
Father CULLEN. Right. Well, last week, before I left the Philippines, I have been working with street children. That has been
my life work for the last 35 years. One particular group, as I say
in my paper, is a Filipino-American boy living under a bridge,
abandoned by parents and society. These are children addicted to
sniffing industrial glue to ward off hunger, and they suffer malnutrition and parasites. They live in fear of police beatings, brutality, arrests and detention without trial. They live in dehumanizing conditions.
I would just like to point out for the record, this was captured
in a television program by ATN and shown on CNN. I would like
to submit a copy of that for the record.
A lot has been said already here today about the condition of the
children on the streets and in prison, and I will not elaborate much
more. But there are reasons. We have to look at the root causes
of much of this problem of street children.
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The children themselves are typical children of the streets. They
are vagrants, and in some cities, I have to mention, particularly
Davao in Mindanao, they become victims of the shadowy death
squads that act with impunity in executing teenagers, leading us
to believe that they are government-sanctioned in some way. As we
heard from Lord Alton, this is going on in Brazil. But we have a
big problem with this in the Philippines.
Some years ago, we at the PREDA Foundation took it upon ourselves to confront the mayor of the city, Mayor de Guzman, and we
had strong evidence that would indicate that he had the responsibility or accountability for all the dead children. And we were, of
course, sued by the mayor because of our speaking out. We won our
case, and we are trying to support the right of human rights’ workers to speak out to the Philippine Government and ask them to just
listen to us. They are of goodwill, but they don’t seem to be too interested in the condition of the street children.
Yes, we have been harassed because of this. We have been
threatened. We get death threats and have been brought to court
to be deported and charged in many cases by those who oppose our
work.
But street children also end up trafficked into the sex industry,
and much of our work has been to confront the traffickers and the
sex mafia, which is internationally based, both European nationals,
American nationals. At this time, we have one trafficker on trial,
and we are pursuing cases against him, an American national, and
a partner, an Australian national. So we take direct action against
the abusers of the children.
We have this problem of the children being considered as pests
by the business community. Many have gone on the record in the
business community in the Philippines saying they should be eliminated. These are people looking for maybe loans from banks, from
international institutions, and we have to bring a sense of awareness and some values to the business community not to take such
an attitude toward street children.
I will just correct some statistics for the record. In 1998, a government report put the figure at 1.2 million street children in the
Philippines and 70,000 of them in metro Manila alone. Another estimate done by ECPAT, which is an NGO, approximately 1.5 million children on the streets. In short, today, that would be at least
2 million all over the Philippines, an estimated number. We have
to look at the spiritual paralysis of the lack of spiritual values and
the human neglect, the failure to live up to the standards of respect
for human life as being behind this.
The Philippines is actually a fractured democracy. As we will
hear, the feudal practices persist, and the greater part of the national budget is dedicated to servicing foreign debt and paying a
bloated bureaucracy, which are somewhat wasted, and money on
fake and overpriced development projects. There is very little available for social projects that would benefit street children.
Foreign aid is wasted when it is poured into the pockets of rich
politicians. This is where the foreign aid projects, even loans
through the World Bank and the Asian Development Bank, should
be scrutinized and monitored carefully. This is taxpayer money
from American citizens in some cases, and this has to be scruti-
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nized, because the cronies of the politicians, I am sad to say, they
corner all of these funds for themselves, even set up fake NGOs.
Disaster relief, in our experience, has been squandered in the
past. We have had a very sad experience, recently looking, when
we tried to expand our homes. We have existing homes for children
we rescue from the brothels and another home for children we rescue from the prison system, because we are active in that rescue
program, and we are trying to establish more.
But just to show you some of the practical problems we are up
against, when we asked some politicians to give us buildings that
were actually abandoned after the relief, the expenditure of the relief money for Pinatubo victims, these structures are, 10 years
later, rusting, big buildings, all wasted. They said, no, they are
going to give those buildings for a car park, for the Department of
Public Works and Highways, but not for the children. So we are
campaigning in the Philippines for simple gestures like this from
government. So that hard-hearted attitude, to neither let the children go or help them, has to be confronted. So that is part of our
work, to increase public awareness.
We do a lot of positive things, and there are changes. We had big
changes by lobbying to the Supreme Court, and this is a very positive development. Over a year ago, they started changing the rules
of court, which enabled us to then put the legal wheels in motion
and to get many children out of prison. They are assigned to us and
to our custody, and then we reintegrate them very quickly into
school and back into their families.
It is not an institutionalization of these children, but it is a halfway home, where they get values formed; they get a sense of dignity, a sense of affirmation. There are no guards, no gates; it is a
whole new system. And we want to share this capacity-building
with other NGOs, so they, too, can treat children in a positive manner, which is not detention. We have 55 of these children living in
an open center, and they are not criminals. And they don’t run
away. So positive things can be done, and change can come. We
have seen that in the change of attitude in some of the government, the response of government agencies in recent months. But
much more has to be done.
One particular case that comes to mind: A 14-year-old boy, Francisco. He is a Filipino-American. As you said, Mr. Chairman, in
your own introduction, a lot of the street kids even today, for so
many years after the bases close, we take care of these children.
Particularly, we have a special program for Filipino-American kids,
and many of them are now very successful and come to school and
college, but some are still on the streets. We just found some more
of these kids living in these terrible conditions.
Just for the record, we took, in 1993, we did take a class action
suit in the International Court of Complaints here in Washington
on behalf of the children. Unfortunately, the court ruled against
our case and said that these women were unmarried women who
provided sexual services to U.S. service personnel. And they were
engaged in elicit acts of prostitution, and therefore, it could not be
the basis of any legal claim. So we failed in that regard. But the
Women’s Caucus in Congress very helpfully came to the rescue,
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and they made a recommendation to USAID, who did give some
money.
So all of my other background to the nature of these children is
in this report. I will not go on much longer. But I would like to say,
we have a few points of recommendations, positive things that can
be done that we would like to put forward as a positive way.
In collaboration with our friends in the British Parliament, Lord
Alton, and here, our friends in Congress, friends of the Philippines,
to strengthen existing expectations for good governance in the Philippines, so that existing resources and the finances made available
through the World Bank and the ADB loans and other forms of aid
will be used to diminish waste and abuse and corruption in government. This is number one. Because we are dealing with poverty.
Street children are there because of poverty and exploitation in
the home. Poverty alleviation by supporting fair trade and positive
attitudes. We support ourselves financially. At least we provide 25
percent of our own funds through fair trade. We have hundreds of
livelihood projects all over the Philippines with farmers, and we export all these products.
Getting markets: Our main market is Europe, so we sell their
goods and have the funds, and we provide livelihood for hundreds
of families of children who would otherwise be on the streets or in
prostitution.
Prevention: We do expanding finance and help and support for
preventive education. It is very important to change public opinion
in their attitude toward street children. So we do a lot of that, and
we also have seminars and workshops for government officials,
hoping that they, too, will do their duty toward street children.
Debt servicing: Obligations to be reduced is another big help, if
it is linked to good governance and an end to corruption. But that
link and that monitoring, I think, is very, very important.
Directing aid toward community-based projects, again, as I said
earlier, for benefiting the parents of street children. And as we do
encourage, of course, friends in Congress, as Lord Alton said,
friends are there to tell friends how life can be better. So we do
a robust encouragement, and support and pressure to Filipino authorities will help.
Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Father Cullen follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT

OF

FATHER SHAY CULLEN, FOUNDER, PREDA FOUNDATION,
PHILIPPINES
INTRODUCTION

Dear Honorable Members:
Last week before I left the Philippines to come here, I was working with street
children. One particular group led by a Filipino-American street boy lives under a
bridge abandoned by their parents and society. They are addicted to sniffing industrial glue to ward off hunger and they suffer malnutrition, parasites, and live in fear
of police beatings, arrest and detention without trial in dehumanized conditions.
They are typical children of the streets, vagrants and in some other cities, such
as Davao in Mindanao, they become victims of shadowy death squads that act with
impunity in executing the teenagers leading us to believe they are government sanctioned. The silence and inaction of the authorities despite the mounting death toll
is for us a sign of approval. When we protested the killings some years ago we were
sued by the city mayor for defamation, but won our case when we proved we were
merely defending the human rights of the children and freedom of speech on their
behalf. We have been harassed, threatened with death and brought to court to be
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deported for working to protect the street children and defend their rights to experience childhood and not to be abused.
Street kids are considered pests by some of the business community—as vermin
to be exterminated. But they have committed no crime and are the victims of the
wrongdoing of uncaring and corrupt politicians and abusive, impoverished parents.
According to UNICEF, an estimated 100 million children worldwide live at least
part of their time on the streets (see below for statistics in other countries).
In the Philippines, a government report in 1998 put the figure at 1.2 million
street children—about 70,000 of them in Metro Manila alone. Another report estimates that there are approximately 1.5 million children on the streets working as
beggars, pickpockets, drug abusers and child prostitutes (ECPAT). Today, the number of children and youth living part of their lives on the streets in the Philippines
could reach two million out of a total population of 84 million.
This is the result of human neglect, spiritual paralysis, greed and political irresponsibility that allows and exacerbates the entrenchment of poverty in an unjust
social system. The Philippines is a fractured democracy, where feudal practices persist and where the greater national budget is dedicated to servicing foreign debt and
paying a bloated bureaucracy, or is wasted on fake or overpriced development
projects. There is very little for social programs.
We believe that foreign aid is wasted when poured into the coffers of rich politicians for projects they design to benefit their own family businesses or those of their
cronies. Even disaster relief money is squandered and dissipated through corrupt
practices.
Homes and shelters for street children are urgently needed. We are trying to establish more. When we requested last month the use of a government building constructed with relief funds given for the victims of the volcanic eruption of Mount
Pinatubo (and soon abandoned), we were told it was better used for officials’ offices
and vehicles.
Advocacy and public awareness is achieved by workshops and training seminars
on the rights of children that PREDA gives to members of the government, the public, students and teachers. The police and prosecutors are specially targeted audiences, as they inflict the most harm on children. The training and awareness—
building sessions teach as many as 11,000 people every year.
Street children are always hungry. They leave home hungry and beg on the street
where they are vulnerable to sexual exploitation, disease, malnutrition, illiteracy,
abuse and trafficking for sexual exploitation.
Most male street children in the Philippines are in conflict with the law at some
time and as many as 20,000 see the inside of a prison cell, where they are mixed
with pedophiles, drug addicts, murderers and rapists. The street children are exposed to HIV/AIDS and tuberculosis in the prisons.
One of the street children we are helping is a 14-year-old boy I call Francisco.
He is a Filipino-American living on the streets—abandoned like many others when
the military bases pulled out in 1992 and thousands of children were left stranded.
All support ceased and many children fathered by American servicemen became
street children.
We filed a class action suit in 1993 on their behalf in the International Court of
Complaints here in Washington, DC, to establish these Filipino-American children’s
rights to assistance. They have been consigned to live on the streets in hovels or
slums in unimaginable poverty. Our case did not prosper. The court ruled that the
children were the products of unmarried women who provided sexual services to US
service personnel in Olongapo, Subic Bay and Angeles City and were therefore engaged in illicit acts of prostitution. Such illegal activity could not be the basis for
any legal claim.
The Women’s Congressional Caucus, however, recommended that USAID provide
financial assistance for throwaway Filipino children on the streets of the Philippines. They gave, I believe, a sum close to $650,000 to a US organization, some
of which was distributed to various charities, although none went to the PREDA
Foundation.
Through the PREDA Foundation we are doing all we can for the street children,
the Filipino-American kids and those street kids put in jail, where they suffer the
worst punishment of all for a street child—the unjust deprivation of freedom. Thousands of street kids are behind bars for petty misdemeanors and no other crime
than being homeless on the streets, taking food without paying to ease their hunger
or, when no food is to be had, sniffing cheap industrial glue to ease the pangs.
Solutions can be found in fair trade and by creating jobs for the parents of street
kids. This is one of our interventions to break the cycle of poverty passed on from
parents to children. Using our own financial resources, we have saved hundreds of
street children and Fil-Am kids. Our funds come from PREDA Fair Trading, raised
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from marketing the products from development projects PREDA has established for
the poor. The products are then exported and the parents of street kids or those
in dire circumstances are employed when possible.
By providing direct service homes, feeding programs, street education and advocacy to change the system, our work for children has continued unabated and we
have been able to save many from the streets, bring them to a residential home,
give values formation and formal and non-formal education. Many have good jobs
today. This work still goes on. We have a home for former street kids who had been
imprisoned, some of whom were never charged and others were not found guilty of
any misdemeanor or crime. Some as young as eight and ten years old.
We are asking that foreign aid assistance be focused, directed and used to bring
change in protecting the rights of street children, that World Bank loans and ADB
loans be more closely monitored for waste and abuse and that child support programs be a component of every aid package.
WHO ARE THE STREET CHILDREN?

Street children are those children who, when they experience family problems,
hunger, neglect and domestic violence, escape from their homes and live part-time
on the streets. When they are settled and know street survival techniques, they return at times to their hovels and shacks to visit their families and bring food for
their younger brothers and sisters. When they see that the food they bring is not
enough, they return to the street and their brothers and sisters sometimes follow
them, looking for the source of the food.
Parents at times send them out to beg and scavenge and even prostitute them
or sell them in to bonded labor. We cannot forget the children born of teenage street
children and aborted in backstreet clinics.
Other street children are child workers, permanently on the streets and engaged
in scavenging, child labor, begging, peddling drugs and petty theft. Many end up
in jail. Their rights are frequently abused by the police while on the streets. The
girls are sometimes raped in custody and forced to hand over their daily earnings.
Others are accused falsely for crimes committed by street children who have been
recruited into gangs controlled and protected by the police. The gangs of street children prey on the younger and weaker children and sometimes make them sex
slaves, using drugs, food and fear to control and dominate them. The street children
are trained to be drug couriers. Although innocent, the younger and unprotected can
suffer untold abuse by the other street youth. When in the jails, they can be mixed
with criminals, rapists and pedophiles.
They are runaways from dysfunctional, broken homes with an abusive parent. In
the home, usually a hovel and poor environment beside a polluted canal or malarial
swamp, they suffer sexual abuse, rape, physical abuse, verbal battering, rejection,
malnutrition, malaria, diarrhea and dengue.
Most street children are illiterate. Having no incentive, money or support and encouragement to study, they have dropped out of elementary school. They join street
gangs for their own protection and use industrial glue as a mind- and mood-altering
tranquilizer. They work selling plastic bags, newspapers and flowers or begging for
a syndicate. Many are controlled by pimps and sold to sex tourists on street corners
or brought to the casa, a house of prostitution.
Street children are the poorest of the poor; they are the most vulnerable and
weakest and unless they are helped they will be the HIV/AIDS victims of the future.
They are forced to be child prostitutes that attract foreign sex tourists. They are
susceptible to becoming criminals or even terrorists angry at the adult world that
gave them life in the worst misery imaginable. The adult world has done this to
the children.
GENDER BALANCE

The gender balance of the street children is roughly estimated to be two-thirds
boys and one-third girls. No exhaustive research has been done to determine this.
Based on the reports of charity workers, this is a fair comment. The groups of children are divided into those who live on the streets permanently and those who live
part-time on the streets but go home every three or four days for a few hours or
a day and then return to the streets.
They sleep in doorways, in push carts, under plastic sheets, under bridges, in
drainage pipes, in derelict buildings, in abandoned cars and buses. Some even make
shacks in the trees along the fashionable boulevards. They favor being with the rich
dead in cemeteries where the tombs have roofs. They sleep in doorways on the pavements or in the church porch. They live along the sea walls and canals.
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HOW YOUNG ARE THEY?

The children on the streets a few days a week are the youngest, from seven to
twelve years old. The older boys and girls on the street who have been there for
one or two years—that is, permanently on the streets—are aged 13 to 16, although
nine- and ten-year-old children are also in this group.
WHERE DO STREET CHILDREN COME FROM?

The unstoppable march of global materialism and economic domination further
enriches the elite and plunges the poor into even greater poverty, increasing the
number of street children and displaced families.
Poverty drives hungry farmers into the arms of the communist rebels and the
ranks of the Muslim rebels and other insurgents. They recruit the children as child
soldiers and expose them to terrible dangers, violence and killings.
These child soldiers are mentally and emotionally damaged and flee the war for
the streets. As the economy worsens, poverty increases, political violence grows and
more and more impoverished rural families are driven from their homes in the
countryside because of an insurgency and rebellion.
FROM THE STREET TO THE JAIL

Frequently arrested, street children are jailed without proper legal procedures.
They are at times treated as non-persons. In a society where money is the measure
of human worth, the children have no value. In the subhuman conditions of overcrowded jails and mixed with adults, they are deprived of light, learning, exercise,
family and companionship.
They are sodomized and sexually abused by adult prisoners in overcrowded cells
without even enough space to lie down together. Half of the prisoners have to stand
while the other half sleeps. The only schooling the street children receive inside is
how to be a criminal. They suffer systematic violation of their human rights from
the day they are accused and are incarcerated without due process of law. When
they do get out, they return to the streets and are able to organize street gangs of
children to engage in crime. They are psychologically damaged and traumatized and
sometimes deranged. They face the dangers of tuberculosis and other diseases while
in the prison.
WHAT ARE THE INITIATIVES ON BEHALF OF STREET CHILDREN?

Community-based
The children are helped where they are—on the streets. Street contact workers
are trained to conduct non-formal education and provide basic needs. Some are successful in getting the children off the streets and into school. This project needs constant follow-up, monitoring and financial support.
Street children themselves are sometimes trained to become street educators
themselves. They belong to the peer group and are respected and accepted. They
help to break down the lack of trust that street children have of social workers and
helpers. Maximum participation of children in the work is a sign of best practice.
Non-formal education on the street is an indication of this.
Jobs for street children
The children are helped to find income-earning activities to support themselves
on the streets, such as washing cars, guarding parking areas, working as shine
boys, selling products on the streets and selling plastic bags around the markets.
Sadly, some are made professional beggars, drug couriers, pimps and child prostitutes.
Education
This is an approach that tries to bring responsive children into the school system
by providing support and encouragement and regular follow-up and monitoring.
Livelihood opportunities for parents of the street children are sometimes proved
by the project. Thus the child becomes valuable to the family, as the child is a
source of financial assistance.
Drop-in centers for street children are common in the major cities, but they are
vulnerable to the children’s love of the freedom they have on the streets. The dropout rate can be high. There is the added difficulty of providing sufficient care that
will make a difference in the lives of the children. The centers provide basic needs
and shelter but the programs are usually short-lived. When children do stay longer,
they are referred to centers that provide care for the long term.
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Residential live-in centers are expensive projects and there are not many of them.
Unless they are placed in an area remote from the street and efforts are made to
locate and bring the parents into the process of helping the children, their success
rates will be low, as many children will be enticed to go back to the streets.
Forming special action groups of street children
The goal of these strategies is to help street children organize themselves for selfprotection and help. Some have been successful. They feed each other, run for help
to organizations like PREDA in emergencies, bring medical help and in the past
have even made collections to pay extortion money to police to release their group
members. Today they call on PREDA’s legal officers to get their group members out
of jail.
Street contact for children
This project entails regular contact by dedicated social workers with groups of
street children. The workers relate with the children to win their trust, offer legal
and personal protection against acts of abuse by the authorities and work to release
the children from jails and holding cells or to get charges against them dismissed.
The project provides basic needs such as clothes, food, medical help and shelter
when needed. Efforts are made to contact parents and enable the child to visit the
parents. Part-time work for older children is provided when possible.
Livelihood projects for parents are at times an aspect of street contact, as are
meetings, outings and non-formal education. This model is being implemented by
the PREDA Foundation, Olongapo City and other agencies. There is no attempt to
take the children off the streets unless they are willing to enroll in school or agree
to take non-formal education courses.
TRUE STORIES: JORDAN, ARTE, ANGEL AND HAKIM

Jordan, a 16-year-old Afro-American, is the son of an American sailor who was
stationed at the US Naval Base in Subic Bay, Philippines, in the 1980s. (The base
closed in 1992.) Like thousands of other Filipino-American children, Jordan was
abandoned and left on the streets.
He endured racial slurs and discrimination because of his dark skin color and he
was ridiculed as the child of a prostitute. His mother died of disease. He was a car
washer who had no educational attainment but possessed high intelligence. He was
recruited at 14 by the Communist rebels and made a child soldier for six months,
after which he was captured by the military during an encounter. He was released
after six months but returned to the streets, where he became a gang member and
survived by washing cars and becoming a petty thief. He was found by a charity
and helped recover through a program of recovery based on affirmation, esteembuilding, spiritual formation, character development and skills training. He is now
on the way to a better life.
Arte, 10, was a street boy. He ran away from a broken home and lived on the
streets selling ice candies. He slept in doorways, begged at traffic lights and never
went to school. He was falsely accused of robbery and put in jail while the police
reported that they were defeating crime. He had no judicial hearing for four months,
was beaten, made to work for the adult criminals and forced to eat off the floor.
He was found in the Malabon City Jail in a small jail cell overcrowded with 88 inmates but designed only for ten. It was so crowded that not all could lie down to
sleep at the same time. He had skin diseases. His only possession when found with
many other street children behind bars was a pair of dirty cotton shorts and a torn
t-shirt. He was rescued by a charity and is safe and receiving education.
Angel, 11, grew up in the countryside. Her father was a tenant farmer who was
indebted to the land owner and gave 40 percent of his harvest to him, rendering
him unable to feed his own family. Angel grew up with six brothers and a sister.
At age 11, she was accosted by her 56-year-old uncle, who took her from the fields
to the riverbank and raped her.
She ran home, but her parents would not believe her and were angry that she
had made such an accusation. They were afraid of starting a family disruption because they owed money to the uncle’s family and were ashamed of the publicity that
would result if they believed her and filed a complaint.
Angel told her teacher, who reported it to the police. The accused uncle and Angel’s parents negotiated a deal with the police. The family of the uncle would pay
Angel’s parents compensation in the form of debt relief. Such settlements are common occurrences. The child and her rights as a victim were forgotten, the crime was
covered up and she was blamed of inventing it. The abuser carried on abusing other
children.
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Angel was hurt and angry when her uncle scolded her for telling what he had
done. She ran away from home and persuaded a bus driver to take her to town.
There she joined a gang of street children, both girls and boys, who slept under a
bridge and ate castaway food from the market. She did small jobs and survived on
the street like this for six months.
Local pimps forced her to become a child prostitute until she was rescued by a
charity.
Jordan’s half-brother, Hakim, was also abandoned to live on the streets at age 14
when his mother died. He was taken in by a charity and sent to school. At first
he was successful, but he was led astray by a gang and resorted to petty crime and
a life on the streets. After two years, he was drawn into a drug gang and became
a pusher. An envious rival ambushed him one night and stabbed him to death.
Hakim was 16.
WORLDWIDE STATISTICS ON CHILDREN

• At least 100 million children worldwide are believed to live at least part of their
time on the streets. These street children are first and foremost working children.
(UNICEF, 29 March 1994)
• One in five children in the developing world have to work.
• 5.7 million children work under especially horrific circumstances, such as in the
virtual slavery of bonded labor.
• In Southeast Asia, between 30% and 35% of sex workers are aged 12 to 17.
• At least two-thirds of Egyptian street children resort to drug abuse.
• About one million children are exploited each year in the sex industry. This is
fueled mainly by local demand, although sex tourism is also a significant problem.
The Internet has the potential to promote this and to disseminate child pornography on a global scale.
• There are around 200,000 child soldiers forced to fight in the Democratic Republic
of Congo, and thousands more elsewhere.
• Between 8,000 and 10,000 children are killed or maimed by land mines every
year.
• Abortion is legal in 54 countries, accounting for 61% of the world’s population.
Source: Alan Guttmacher Institute
• 150 million children under five are malnourished.
• 56% of children under five in Bangladesh are at least moderately underweight.
• 19% of children have no access to clean drinking water.
• Worldwide, more than a million children are in prison. Many are imprisoned for
minor offenses such as vagrancy, begging, smoking or non-attendance at school.
In the Philippines, an estimated 20,000 children a year see the inside of a prisoner detention cell. (Newsweek)
• 246 million children around the word are exploited for their labor, most often in
dangerous environments such as mines or factories, or in situations where they
are exposed to harmful substances.
• Approximately 1.2 million children are trafficked each year, many for exploitation
by adults either as child prostitutes, child brides, street beggars or workers in
cruel and extreme forms of dangerous labor. They migrate and run away from
these situations and live as migrants and street dwellers.
• These children are often arrested and detained as illegal immigrants once they
arrive at their destination.
• Worldwide, 13.4 million children under 15 have lost their mother or both parents
to AIDS. By 2010, this number will have more than doubled, adding to a crisis
for many extended families and communities.
• Half of the 57.4 million people displaced by war are children, and millions of these
have been separated from their families in this time of crisis.
• Globally, one in four children lives in abject poverty. Their families survive on less
than $1 per day.
• In the 1990s, more than two million children died as a result of armed conflict.
• 20 million children have had to flee their homes due to conflict and the violation
of human rights.
• Around 30,000 children under five die each day, mostly from preventable causes.
For example, in sub-Saharan Africa, 3,000 die from malaria every day. (Source:
UNICEF)
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Mr. SMITH. Father, thank you so very much for your testimony
and for your great work.
Teresa Santos.
STATEMENT OF MS. TERESA SANTOS, NETWORK
COORDINATOR, REDE VIVA–RJ, BRAZIL

Ms. SANTOS. Good afternoon respected Committee Members, ladies and gentleman. Before sharing a bit more about Brazil—a lot
has been already said—I want to express my sympathy for the victims of Katrina and especially the children there. Talking about
children, street children, in my written testimony, I started sharing
the testimony of a boy that we helped take out of the streets, and
his name is Joao. This boy has been an encouragement to me to
press on in the work that I believe I was called to do and the work
that I have done among the street children.
Joao was 11 years old when he was taken out of the streets, and
his life shows exactly how thousands of other children ended up on
the streets and how a young boy can easily get involved in the drug
business and how a young boy, who is Black, who has been on the
streets, can be easily excluded from society. Until today, he is fighting to find a job; he is fighting to be an honest person. As I share
in my testimony, I will say a few of the words that he has been
sharing with me until today.
Children of the streets, like Joao used to be, are those who make
the street his home, his playground, his living, his life, who can
find in the street group the understanding that many times he cannot find in the family or society, one who can find in the other
street kids best friends and a family.
A recent study conducted by the City of Rio de Janeiro said that
there are 700 children on the streets, living on the streets, perhaps
as many as 1,000, and approximately 100,000 children aged 7 to
18 living on the streets of the cities of Brazil. Children on the
streets—that is different than of the streets, of those 7 to 8 million
that normally we hear in the statistics given by UNICEF and some
other organizations—are those kids who spend the whole day on
the streets working by themselves, working with their mothers or
brothers and sisters, helping with the family income. Sometimes
you find a whole family, and you can see even a 4-year-old selling
candies, polishing shoes, playing games in front of the cars to make
any kind of money.
A great probability of a child on the streets is to end up becoming
a child of the streets, as the situation of Joao presents. According
to ONU, Brazil has the tenth largest economy in the whole world,
but also ranks eighth in the world in social inequality. This has aggravated chronic social ills; 50 percent of our economy is held in
the hands of 5 percent of our population, and this raises a lot of
poverty, malnutrition, kids dying, children dying of starvation and
so many other problems that you are aware of.
As I said, in reality, Brazil has the highest rate of child abuse
in Latin America and the second highest in the world after Thailand. The Brazil Center for Childhood and Adolescence has recently
estimated there are about 500,000 girls that have turned to prostitution to earn a living, some of these girls as young as 9-yearsold.
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I would like to share some recommendations and a few things
that I believe that we can do. There is a need for more pressure
on our government for the implementation of the children’s law.
Brazil has enacted in 1990 the Statute of Children and Adolescents. It is a very good law. It has been a model for more than 10
different countries around the world. But 15 years after the law
has been enacted, we still need to see implementation.
One thing that we would like to see is international organizations and governments putting pressure on our country—is really
to implement the laws. Our Constitution states in article 227, it
says that children and adolescents should be the priority, the absolute priority, and until today, we don’t see that children and adolescents are priority for our country, because it is not priority in
the budget; it is not priority in any social policymaking.
There is a need for our government to implement public-social
policy for the family where it can guarantee they care for the children; it can guarantee quality education and a school system where
the children can be receiving an education in all areas and they
can spend most of the time being given a chance; for the parents
to work and make the income. This is one of the ways we would
avoid children going to the streets.
Several private NGOs have tried to develop their own projects,
what they would call social educational projects, that would come
outside of normal public education. But those NGOs have struggled
financially to survive and to maintain, because, unfortunately,
there is not much investment in such programs.
Eighty percent of the NGOs in Brazil are financed by international organizations, and we need to see more investment and
more balancing and more investment for the issue of children.
Families: We need to address violence. We heard a lot here about
violence. Violence is a big issue in our country and more in my City
of Rio de Janeiro and San Paulo and some of the main cities. Violence needs to be addressed in a different way than with violence.
As we have seen, many children have been killed. A lot of them
have been killed among themselves, among the drug dealers, the
different commands that there are there. We can see children 5
and 4 years old working for the drug business because many of
them do not have an option for life, and several thousands of young
people who do not have an option to maintain their own families.
We can see that child pregnancy, early pregnancy, is a big problem because when the girls have to maintain their children, when
a young boy has to maintain a family, he will look for an easier
way to get it. When he is not educated, when he doesn’t have
enough vocational training, he will look for the easiest way, which
is working for the drug business. A minimum wage is about $100.
In the business, you can make $200 a week or even more. So this
problem needs to be addressed in a different way.
Our country is debating right now on reducing the age of the
penal age, and I don’t believe this is a solution, because we don’t
have a rehabilitation system that would really rehabilitate those
kids. This is one thing we need, rehabilitation centers, and this is
a problem we face with our shelters.
We don’t have a shelter for young people, for young teenagers,
14, 15, 16. I have worked in some slums, and several of the boys
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would like to leave the slums, would like to leave drugs, would like
to leave criminal life, but there are not shelters for them. Some
shelters are afraid to receive them because they don’t have all the
necessary needs to address the problem of drugs, and this is something that our country needs to see in a very particular way, and
we need more rehabilitation centers.
Also vocational and professional training, it is something that we
are trying to do with our network. A network is a very good strategy to reach out to a lot of street children, to reach out to a lot of
number of kids, because when we can enforce and help the leaders
in these small NGOs to come together as a group to build a strategy to reach out to a large number.
Mentors: One of the things that has kept Joao out of the drug
business, out of criminal life, is because he has me, a reference of
something better than the kind of life he has.
If you ask a street child what he would like to be, the majority
of them will say they want to be the police. They will grow up and
be a policeman, because they have a reference like the police have
power, can kill and do anything, and they need a role model.
If you ask a child in the slum what they want to be, they want
to be a drug lord, because he has power, he has money, he has
girls, he has women, and those are the two role models that our
street children have, and we need to present them different role
models. The church can play a big role in that, and society also
needs to see in a different way that they also need to come together
and be mentors. One of the Jesuit houses is putting together a program looking for people who can be mentors for those kids.
There also is a need of articulation between the three sectors, the
state, the NGOs and society, and the enterprise, because we also
know that, by itself, the government cannot reach out to all the
problems, that the government cannot do it by itself. There is a
need to sensitize society and the enterprise.
Right now, we have what we call corporation social responsibility. It is something I am starting to approach businesspeople to
come together and help, always reminding that society and the
businesspeople cannot replace the responsibility that the state has.
Finally, it is bringing back the network subject. It is very important that we live in a global—we need to address the situation of
unity. Isolation has been a problem. Also, we have seen projects
wasting money. We have seen projects wasting time, and it is sad
that houses that have been built, and nothing has been done.
Through a network, we can minimize the cost. We can minimize
time and resources, and we can be able to reach out to many more
children, as we have been experiencing so far with some partnerships with Bank of Brazil raising implements, computer centers for
more than 20 different communities, and that has helped thousands of children, and we hope to implement even more programs.
I would like to close with a word that Joao told me 2 days before
I came to the States as I was talking to him and telling him that
I felt that I still had not done much for him after 9 years. He encouraged me with a phrase that I wanted to close with this afternoon.
I told him that I felt like I did nothing for him, most of what I
did was just to be there when he needs to talk, when he needs to
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share, when he needs a push. He told me, ‘‘Your nothing is a lot
for those who have nothing.’’
So may we come together and bring our nothing together and do
a lot for those who think they have nothing.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Santos follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT

OF

MS. TERESA SANTOS, NETWORK COORDINATOR, REDE VIVARJ, BRAZIL

TESTIMONY: THE LIFE OF STREET CHILDREN IN BRAZIL AND INITIATIVES TO HELP THEM

Dear respected committee members:
Good afternoon. My name is Teresa Santos. Since 2002, I have been the facilitator
of a network of Christian organizations that work with children at risk in the city
of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. This network, Rede Viva-RJ, is affiliated with an international organization called Viva Network. For seven years prior to 2002, I worked
among the street children and was able to open three homes for children at different
stages of recovery. In this work, I have seen many lives transformed. For about ten
years Jubilee Campaign has been our contact and a partner in the work we started
among street children in Rio de Janeiro.
I have a son by heart, João Ricardo, one of the boys we took off the streets about
nine years ago. He was a challenge for me and for the whole team that used to work
in the homes. But in another way he is a great motivation for me to press on fighting for the rights and lives of the thousands and millions children who are of the
streets and on the street. There is a solution; there is a way out. It is possible for
them to change.
João Ricardo was twelve years old when our street team approached him in a
group of other street kids in one of the districts of the city of Rio de Janeiro. He
had not been on the streets long, but he was there enough to be considered a street
child, one who makes the street his home, his playground, his living, his life; one
who can find in the street group the understanding that many times he cannot find
in the family or society; one who can find in the other street kids best friends and
a family. Unfortunately, a street child can also find dissolution, hunger, a lack of
protection, violence, abuse, fear, hopelessness, rejection, enemies and death, which
can come as a result of the excessive use of drugs, sicknesses such as HIV/AIDS
or drug gangs. Death also comes for street kids when they are murdered by those
who believe it is better to eliminate a street child today than to face a criminal tomorrow.
This brings to mind the horrifying murder of eight street kids by police officers
one night in July 1993 as they were sleeping in front of a church in the center of
the city of Rio. Driving today in the place makes me think that although there have
been many proposals and programs for addressing the problems of Brazilian street
kids, not much has been achieved. There are still a large number of kids on the
streets, and murder takes place with impunity. I am glad João did not hang around
that area and was able to face a different future.
João was the oldest of four, though his sister and two younger bothers had a different father who was already dead. The family lived in a small home in a big slum
area on the periphery of Rio de Janeiro. His mother struggled to survive and to
raise the kids. At the age of eight, João, being the oldest, used to accompany his
mother as she worked on the streets selling things for the provision of her family.
He had to work to help her, and began spending most of his time on the streets.
A similar situation is faced today by millions of children all over Brazil, who work
and live on the streets.
João’s family was part of the 35% of the population in which families live on incomes of $60 or less per month. The Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics
(IBGE) affirms that poverty in Brazil is concentrated in the children, with more
than 27.4 million poor children. Consequently, thousands of children have to work
to survive, losing their childhood, losing interesting in education and becoming
street children like João. Little by little he learned about life on the streets, was
deceived by a false sense of freedom and one day, being afraid of his mother’s violence, decided to run away and make the street his new home.
A recent study conducted by the city of Rio de Janeiro said there are 700 children
on the streets—perhaps as many as one thousand—and approximately 100,000 children aged 7 to 18 living on the streets of all the main cities of Brazil. But some
NGOs suggest that there are many more than two thousand in Rio. The point is
that the profile of the street child has changed. From his experience throughout al-
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most twenty years working with street children, Robert Schmidt has seen changes
in the characteristics of the street children. As the leader of Refuge for Street Children Association (REMER), an organization with its headquarters in Rio de Janeiro,
Schmidt says there has been growth in the number of kids who leave home and,
instead of living on the streets, invade empty and abandoned buildings around the
city or in the slum areas, living in groups without any infrastructure and without
the means to provide for their basic needs.
Because of the difficulties of street life, children build protective barriers inside
themselves. One of the greatest challenges for anyone trying to reach out to those
kids is the challenge of taking not only the child out of the street but the street
out of the child. After a time of friendship building and trust gain, João came to
the transitory home with five of his street friends. But the whole group came with
no limits, with no sense of respect, with a false concept of freedom, with their hearts
full of anger, hate and fear, and with the street inside themselves. João was what
some people would call a ‘‘hard case,’’ a ‘‘lost cause.’’ Three times he led the other
boys in rebelling and motivated them to go back to the streets. But they would always return. The third time was a turning point in João’s life. Somehow I could see
that he was telling the truth when he asked for another chance, that he needed help
and would really change. I knew it would not be easy for him, but he had to be
given a chance and my team workers and I would have to be prepared to help him
overcome those difficulties and be an example of social inclusion, not exclusion.
Sometimes society has difficulty seeing that a street child is just like any other
child: a human being in his stage of development, an individual just like any other
citizen, with feelings, dreams and needs, and that the streets cannot provide the
means to face reality. Instead, they are seen as delinquents—criminals that need
to be punished. This attitude simply legitimates a process of exclusion.
João’s transformation was a process that required a holistic, multi-stage program,
involving a lot of understanding, love and care. The holistic approach is very important, for it is not only the physical and emotional aspects that need to be restored
and fulfilled. For the transformation of João’s life, the spiritual relationship had also
to be restored. Religious teaching was very important, for it was at this point that
he and many other children had the chance to understand what it means to love
and to be loved, what it means to forgive and to be forgiven. It gave him new hope
to continue in life, to be motivated to return to school and to become a different person—a citizen respected by society in spite of his past. I had the privilege to be one
of the educators who helped João in this process. I remember when, after we had
found his family—his mother, brothers, sister and some relatives—when his mother
met him after a long time and could hear him give her advice about life, she was
shocked and asked me what we had done with him, for he was a completely new
kid. He used to be violent and disrespectful of authority and had no interest in
studying or in religious things whatsoever—a boy full of anger and hate. His mother’s words made me reflect on the need for a holistic way of working, for his new
concept of God—the concept that he was loved and forgiven—was the starting point
for his life changing.
After a process of working with his family that involved helping his mother rebuild their home, making possible João’s return to some minimum conditions of living, and restoring family relations, João was ready to return home. But one day,
the sad news came that his mother had been killed by HIV/AIDS. She left a letter
asking that the two other boys be taken to the institution and the little girl be given
to some neighbor. What to do at this point? Would the institutionalization of these
two little boys be the solution for their lives? After some research and much talking,
it was agreed that they would be cared for by an aunt who was the closest relative,
but the institution had to commit itself with some financial and food help, for she
had five other kids to look after and was not able to work. She was willing to receive
João as well, but her house did not have space for everyone. Several actions were
taken to help the family structure receive João.
When João was finally able to be reintegrated to his relative’s family, he was back
in school, taking English and computer classes, and had been prepared to face life
back in the slum. In order to make João’s reintegration possible, the institution had
to help his relatives to start a project of building a new home, for the other one
was too small and half of it had come down after a strong rainstorm. After a few
years, one of his brothers died of AIDS at the age of nine. Once more, João had to
face another great loss in his life, but the interesting thing is the resilience he had
created to overcome the difficulties of life and to press on to seek a better and more
respectable future. There he was, an orphan living with his brothers’ relatives, without a reference in life, but with a great desire to be a successful person. I saw that
to help João to persevere in his heart desire and not to return to the streets or,
even worse, to get involved in the drug gangs, he needed a strong reference. By the
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time he returned to his family, I was no longer working in the institution, but I
have developed a very good relationship with him and often contact him to check
on him and motivate him to press on. I became his mentor, his reference—almost
like his mother—someone he would always look for when he needed advice or needed to share his heart, his desires and his problems. Sometimes it was hard even
for me to believe he was the same tough boy who had come to the children’s home,
who would not listen to or obey anyone. João is 21 years old today and he still finds
in me his point of reference, which I perceive as a great responsibility.
One of João’s biggest desires was to serve in the army, but because he was a boy
from the slums he was not accepted. He was very frustrated and desolate, but he
did not despair or lose hope. Inside himself there is a young human being with
dreams and a strong desire to be a winner. Unable to find a job, to find a way to
help supply the needs of his brothers and sister or to help his aunt raise them, he
felt tempted to accept the easy and short way to life. He told me that several times
he has received invitations to work for the drug business, which pays a child in a
week more than a hard worker can make in a whole month. But he always overcomes those difficult times and says no to the offers, for inside him there are still
good principles he learned during his time in the institution. He has the fear of God
and a strong desire and assurance that he will make his way by honest means, in
spite of all rejection and exclusion by a prejudiced society that cannot see a black
boy who use to be a street child and who lives in the slums as anything but a
threat.
Once, not long ago, I was very concerned for João and his whole family. His aunt
had separated and had to take care of his second brother, who was becoming very
sick and would spend hours and days being attended by our failed hospital system.
She still had to provide for her other five children, only one of whom was working.
There were times that they did not have anything to eat or had only one meal a
day. The family was registered in a local government program that gave a check
to help to supply the family’s needs, but it was not enough. Several other people
had to get mobilized to help them. João could not find a job, almost became depressed because he felt rejected and useless, having to face his second brother’s illness, his aunt in despair and the whole family expecting him to get a job and help
to support them. I had to intervene and find something for him to do, for by that
time he was about to come to the conclusion that there was no other way aside from
working for the drug business, which was still inviting and encouraging him to join
the group. It was a hard time. The government program helped some, but did not
solve either the physical or the emotional problems the whole family faced. Finally,
through the network that has as its one object the exchange of information, we were
able to get his aunt a job. Not long after, we also found João a job, and his cousin
found a job as well. João did not make much money, but he told me that was not
the most important thing. The point was that he felt dignity and that he was a respectable citizen because he could say he had a job. Assistance programs will help
in a survival situation, but will never replace the need for concrete actions to help
people have their rights as human beings and citizens. I was very happy to hear
the other day that the family gave back the assistance that they were receiving from
the government, for now they were happy and proud to be able to provide for their
own needs.
According to ONU, Brazil has the tenth-largest economy in the world, but also
ranks eighth in the world in social inequality; this has aggravated chronic social ills.
As a sad illustration of further social decay, the Brazilian Center for Childhood and
Adolescence (CBIA) recently estimated that about 500,000 girls have turned to prostitution to earn a living. Some of these girls are as young as nine years old. According to the Jornal do Brasil newspaper, the Government of the State of Pará estimated that there were 30,000 child prostitutes between the ages of 11 and 15 in
that state alone. Since the 1960s, Brazil has seen a massive exodus from the rural
areas to the big urban centers. A large number of these migrants come to the cities
looking for a better life, a job and a place to live. Many of them end up not finding
jobs and have to face the reality of life in the crowded slums when not on the
streets. As the number of slum dwellers grows, so do the numbers of street children.
With the growth of the tourism industry, poor girls have found that selling their
bodies has become a way for them to have access to the dollars of tourists. In the
Northeast, moreover, thousands of children who resist malnourishment have to live
with some mental disorders.
In 1990, as the result of intensive work by a number of Brazilians on behalf of
the rights of children, the Statute of Children and Adolescents—the ‘‘ECA’’ (Law
8069/90)—was enacted. It regularized the 1988 revision of the Brazilian Constitution, which in Article 227 states: ‘‘It is the duty of the family, society and the state
to assure with absolute priority the rights of children and adolescents to life, health,
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food, education, leisure, occupational training, culture, dignity, respect, freedom, and
family and community life, and in addition to protect them from all forms of negligence, discrimination, exploitation, violence, cruelty and oppression.’’
Up to this point children had been considered the object of state intervention, but
from now on children and adolescents have the right to be seen and considered the
subject of elementary needs of human beings, with the right to receive universal assistance. They are seen as citizens with the right to be respected and protected. The
ECA also brought about the decentralization of public polices so that now the most
important actor is the locality. The responsibility established in the new legislation
to organize, create and put in practice local public policies that will guarantee the
rights of children is now the responsibility of the nearly 5,000 municipalities around
the country. With the creation mandated by ECA, each municipality has the challenge to form Children’s Rights Councils (Conselhos de Direitos) and Guardianship
Councils (Conselhos Tutelares), whose members are from both the government and
nongovernmental organizations.
The creation of effective councils throughout Brazil has become one of the foremost priorities for organizations concerned with the rights of children. The implementation of the Child Statute is thus not only a reform of child welfare laws, but
also a significant test of—and precedent in—the democratization of Brazilian society.
There is no doubt that the ECA is an efficient legislation. It has served as a model
for more than ten different countries, but 15 years after the law was put in place,
most of it is still merely words on paper; it needs to be put into practice. UNICEF
says that the Brazilian statute is one of the most advanced in the world. But it will
become reality only when remaining disparities are overcome and each of the 61
million boys and girls in the country has an equal opportunity.
Drawing attention to the fact that the ECA says children and adolescents are the
absolute priority of the family, society and state, I would like to present some important points that I believe we all need to reflect on as we seek solutions better to
protect and help the millions of street children in Brazil:
1. THE RIGHTS OF STREET CHILDREN NEED TO BE APPLIED BY THE FAMILY, THE SOCIETY AND THE STATE AS AN ‘‘ABSOLUTE PRIORITY,’’ AS STATED IN THE CONSTITUTION.

A priority for the state
All the rights a street child needs are written in the Children’s Statute, but the
problem is that we need to see more interest from the parties involved to make the
statute effective. From the state side, there needs to be a real interest in making
this an important issue; they need to raise the subject as much as they can, formulating and putting in practice public social policies that will help the street child.
Children should be a priority in the government’s budget. The lack of money creates a problem for the quality and sustainability of the few shelters that exist, and
a problem for the reintegration of the kids back into their families.
The state should seek for means to guarantee that all 5,000 cities will have a
Children’s Rights Council and a Guardian Council. Thousands of children are suffering maltreatment, are on the streets and are unprotected because there is no interest on the part of local governors to establish the Children’s Councils. A friend
of mine who started a ministry in a city called São José de Caiana, in the interior
of the State of Paraı́ba, was shocked at the way children had been abused and maltreated when she arrived there seven years ago. One day she decided to denounce
the maltreatment of a little girl who was about to die. She had to go miles away
looking for one Guardian Council who could help in the case. The help the Council
gave was not effective for several reasons, the distance being one of them. But the
most amazing and shocking point was the reaction of the local population, who
strongly discriminated against her and hired someone to kill her, which, by a miracle, did not happen. Unfortunately, by that time she had decided she would never
do it again. Very recently she decided to adopt a child who was also suffering from
malnutrition and maltreatment. And last week she asked me for help to establish
a Children’s Council in her city.
A priority for society
Society is very badly informed about the rights of children. In the case mentioned
above, almost the whole town was against the idea that a local family would be denounced because a child had been maltreated, something they consider ‘‘normal.’’
There are so many situations like this and nothing much is done about them, because maltreatment of children has become acceptable in the society. If there is no
interest from the governmental side about the creation of a Children’s Council, the
organized society could push for it; the problem is that in many towns and cities
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the society is neither organized nor educated, as in the case above. There is a need
for a strong campaign to make the children’s law understandable, acceptable and
applicable by the whole society. I believe it would help to decrease the number of
cases of children who run away from home because of maltreatment and domestic
violence, which is the case for many street children.
But we do not need to go to places where the population is less educated to see
the lack of understanding of the children’s law. In the mega-cities such as Rio or
São Paulo, where the population lives under the constant fear of violence, people
do not understand that the way to reduce violence is not by reducing the penal age
or desiring the return of the use of violence and brutal penalties against young lives.
People need to understand that the new law does not aim to protect criminals or
give them immunity, but aims to guarantee basic rights that will reduce violence
in the society
I remember a boy in the streets telling me that it did not matter to him if he
did bad things—if he robbed or killed—for he did not had much to gain out of life
except death. What does one do in cases like this?
A priority for the family
Families also need to contribute to the well being of children. Most street children
have a family, and the law states the need for every child to be reintegrated into
his family and that all the shelters are temporary. I agree with this, but I do not
understand how it can happen when little is done to reverse the disintegration of
families.
When I asked the NGOs associated with our network that have shelters for street
and abandoned children what their recommendation would be, they were unanimous
in saying they would like to see a public social policy put in place for the family.
We cannot require some care from a family when the family itself needs to be taken
care of. We cannot reintegrate a child when his family is struggling to survive, when
there is not enough money to help the family to provide for their basic needs.
There are thousand of single-parent families in which the mother is the head of
the household and has to provide the family’s income, as in the case of João’s family.
If a social policy for the family would guarantee day care for small kids, if it would
guarantee an education system in which João could have received a quality education, spending not only half a day but a full day in school, with sports activities,
cultural activities and other important things for his life development, he would not
have needed to go to work on the streets and probably would never have become
a street child. His brother who died would have been more likely to receive health
care and could be alive today. In reality, though, several daycare centers have been
closed because of delays in receiving the money the government had the obligation
to provide. Some institutions have gone more than six months without receiving the
designated funds and have been forced to close. Pressure needs to be applied to decrease corruption and to place more investment in quality education.
2. STREET CHILDREN NEED TO BE EDUCATED.

The quality of education is another very important issue. Violence is a reality all
over the country and much more so in the urban centers and slum areas. But the
solution is neither repression nor a larger number of police; it is a holistic socialeducation system that will teach new values, that will change the focus of children’s
concept of life, that will raise hopes for a better and equal future for poor youth
who find in the drug business their means to dress like the others, to buy brandname clothes, shoes and the material things they think are important. I believe
drug addiction can be fought with a good education and new opportunities for income.
In his article, ‘‘Why so many executions in São Paulo’s periphery?’’ Bruno Paes
Manso, a journalist and researcher at the Fernand Braudel Institute of World Economics, wrote:
The range of actions needed to contain violence demands a level of political
will never before seen in dealing with São Paulo’s huge problems. One key area
is education. Police statistics indicate that both homicide victims and killers
have little or no formal schooling. According to police numbers, only 2% of homicide victims ever reached high school. The remaining 98% is composed of young
people who dropped out of school before the 8th grade, many of whom are illiterate. Of the killers, only 10% reached high school. Violence in the urban peripheries suggests that the other 5% makes a big difference. Parents complain
that half-day class schedules (in Brazil children attend school in either the
morning or the afternoon) provide too little learning and too much idleness. Unsupervised children often get mixed up in criminal activities in the street, en-
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couraged by what parents call the ‘‘wrong crowd.’’ Child labor, criticized by the
U.S. government, is often viewed with pride in Brazil’s urban peripheries. Going
to school in the morning and working in the afternoon is one of the surest ways
for a teenager to live a long life away from crime. Special programs could be
developed by both the public and private sections to lengthen the school day
from, say, four to six hours and to subsidize part-time jobs for adolescents. Government projects involving the moral authority of mothers in these communities
could be a viable way of encouraging children to live decent lives. Mothers are
the care providers that most willingly invest their time in bettering the community. But they cannot do it alone.
3. STREET CHILDREN NEED HELP TO GET OFF DRUGS.

A major problem faced by street children and children living in the slums is the
use of drugs. Some of the kids’ drug use is limited to sniffing glue, which helps them
overcome the difficulties of life on the streets. As they grow, however, they start
using heavier drugs and get involved with the drug business. There is therefore a
high number of deaths related to drug use. From 5% to 77.3% of street children in
the city of São Paulo between the ages of nine and 14 use heavy drugs. The Brazilian Center of Psychotropic Drugs Information (CEBRID) said in 2001 that in
Fortaleza, 33.2% of street children use not so heavy drugs, but 55.7% use heavy
ones. In Rio de Janeiro, 82.4% between the ages of twelve and 18 make use of very
heavy drugs. The number of deaths related to drugs and the drug traffic in Rio de
Janeiro is comparable to the number of deaths in a civil war.
In this area there is a need for a social policy to help those kids involved with
drugs. The numbers are alarming, and the existing shelters complain of the lack of
specific rehabilitation centers for youth involved with drugs. Most of the rehabilitation centers I know of in the city of Rio are for adults. Normally, the kids with drug
addiction are sent to the shelters that serve abandoned children who suffer from
other kinds of maltreatment, where they do not have the specific staff and resources
to offer quality assistance. Very often our office receives calls from parents, friends
and relatives looking for a place for a youth who wishes to get free of drugs, or who
needs to be removed to another place because he has been threatened by the drug
business and is in risk of being murdered. But there are no places for these kids.
I know that the cost of providing more facilities is very high, but if we want to reduce violence—if adolescents are a priority—the youth need to be a priority in the
government’s budget.
4. STREET CHILDREN NEED PROTECTION AGAINST SEXUAL VIOLENCE.

There is an urgent need for a social policy to protect children from sexual abuse.
According to Dimenstein (1996), Brazil has the highest rate of child abuse in Latin
America and the second highest in the world, second only to Thailand. The same
author noted that 80% of the children and adolescents involved in sex exploitation
today were victims of incest. The numbers are alarming and something more needs
to be done. It is true that the government has given special attention to the issue,
but with one of the best laws for child protection, it is unacceptable that our country
ranks second in the world for child abuse. It proves that there is an urgent need
to put into practice the protection polices that now exist only on paper. Our country
has advanced in the confronting of the issue of sexual exploitation, but there is
much still to be done.
We need to conduct research on the situation in the whole country that will allow
the actors to set up goals and indicators. There is also a need for defense centers
specifically to deal with children who have suffered abuse. Raising awareness that
the abuse needs to be denounced is a long process and a big challenge, but it needs
to be addressed, along with ways to protect both the victim and the denouncer. Another specific area needs more investment, as well as more articulation among the
governmental and nongovernmental spheres at both the national and international
levels: to seek solutions to the problem of sexual tourism and child trafficking.
5. STREET CHILDREN NEED TO GET OUT OF CHILD LABOR.

A study on child labor in Brazil by the Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics (IBGE) found that there are 1.5 million working children and adolescents in
the 5–13 age bracket, another 1.5 million in the 14–15 group, and 2.4 million adolescents between 16 and 17 irregularly inserted in the labor market.
Brazil was one of the first countries to establish a program to combat child labor,
and it has been recognized as a model for Latin America. The Program for the
Eradication of Child Labor (PETI) currently benefits 810,000 children in 2,606 Brazilian municipalities. PETI aims to eliminate all forms of child labor. The program
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pays a grant to families with children between seven and 15 who are involved in
any type of work. The family, on the other hand, needs to guarantee that children
will be removed from work and enrolled in school.
I agree that this is a very program, but it has its deficiencies. The main one, in
my opinion (and on this some other organizations agree), is that the government
needs to develop a parallel program for the family. The results have proved that
if the family has no way to provide for its basic needs and no way to raise its income, the child will still be forced to work to provide for the family. The parents
need professionalization, education and orientation to run their own businesses or
even participate in a group enterprise so they can provide for the basic needs of the
family.
I believe that poverty is not the only problem for child labor. The lack of a good
educational system and good public social policies that guarantee children’s rights
creates a gap that allows opportunists looking for a source of cheap labor to take
advantage of kids’ need to work. A great part of our society still tolerates child
labor, for they believe that it is better for a child to work than to steal or do nothing. Many people in our society still associate a youth’s not working with leisure,
marginality or even delinquency. There needs to be a strong concretization of what
the law says about child labor.
Last week I was talking with a nine-year-old girl who has worked since she was
seven to help with her family’s income. I was telling her she should be in school
or at home, and a woman came up to us and told me the little girl was right, for
she was helping her mom and her little brothers. She bought some candy the girl
was selling and left very proud that she had done the best for the child.
6. STREET YOUTH NEED JOBS.

There is a need for more job opportunities for youth. They need to be motivated
to study with the perspective that by doing so they will be able to find an honest
job that will permit them to provide for their needs. A good opportunity for a youth
to find a job is through the application of a new law regarding jobs for young people
(Law 10.097/2000). The government has an important part to play by helping raise
awareness about and fulfilling this law.
A 2005 report by Marina Rosenfeld and Andressa Munik said that on May 2 of
this year, the Abrinq Foundation, a Brazilian association of toy producers, launched
a public campaign in São Paulo called ‘‘Apprentice Law: your company teaches and
everyone learns.’’ This was a combined initiative for the rights of children and adolescents between the Abrinq Foundation and the Ethos Institute, an institute of
business and corporate social responsibility. The campaign aimed to catch the attention of society for the insertion of adolescents from age 14 to 18 in the labor market,
based on the federal law for apprenticeship of teenagers (Law 10.097/2000).
There is a need for the application of the law and incentives for the companies
to hire. But one also needs to be conscious that the government will not be able to
solve the problem by itself. There is a need of articulation by NGOs and enterprises
to meet this great challenge.
7. STREET CHILDREN NEED A GOOD ROLE MODEL OR MENTOR.

The ECA prescribes the following measures in cases of youth crime: a warning,
mandatory reparation of damages, community service, assisted liberty (parole),
semi-liberty or incarceration in an educational institution. A report of the international NGO Human Rights Watch, with its headquarters in the USA, presented
the results of research conducted in the Brazilian institutions for delinquent kids.
According to the document, there are too many children for the available space,
leading to overcrowded conditions, as well as several cases of guards’ committing
acts of verbal abuse and physical violence against the inmates. It also mentions the
abuse of authority by the educators or agents. It proves the inefficiency of the system. The kids come out worse than when they arrived. Like João, these kids need
role models who are different from the police who are able to kill with impunity.
It is interesting to ask a street child what they would like to be; a high number
of them say they would like to be police officers. Those kids need good references
in life other than the gang leader who has power, money and women, but a short
life. They need somehow to have their self-esteem raised, but we need to find other
ways to help them with this.
These kids are good kids, normal kids who from a young age have had a tough
life and need to be affirmed and accepted. Program need to be developed that will
reinforce the self-esteem of these youth in different ways. As in the case of João,
it is very important that these programs have a holistic point of view, where not
only the child’s physical and emotional problems, but also the spiritual ones, are ad-
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dressed. Where the child will learn that he or she has an important place in life,
as a special person made by God.
I would like to mention an excellent project developed by a group of students from
a university in Rio de Janeiro to help kids in trouble with the law. The project is
called ‘‘Assisted Liberty Guide or Mentor.’’ The students realized that what the kids
need is a good reference: someone who can talk to them, who can be a mentor and
teach them new values and perspective for life. This project for delinquent youth
has been implemented by the Second Office of Juveniles and Infants of the municipality of Rio de Janeiro. They are looking for people in society who will donate part
of their time to help those kids by being mentors. The child’s sentence would be to
be counseled by a mentor for a certain period each week. They have asked the Network to help them by presenting the challenge to church leaders, for they also believe in the holistic way of helping those kids.
8. STREET CHILDREN NEED WELL-PREPARED WORKERS AND EDUCATORS.

A great challenge for those who work with street children is to find well-prepared
educators who both love the children and have the knowledge to deal with the main
issues street children face. Because of the cost, most of the shelters and children’s
homes hire educators with less education who are able to work for lower salaries.
This solves the problem of their sustainability, but raises the problem of lower quality and less meaningful work with the children. It is more than proved that an investment in staff training is an important element for the development of the work
and the child attended by the workers.
There is also a need for more investment in hiring interdisciplinary staff, which
is required by the law and made necessary by the problems the organizations face
day after day. The shelters, both governmental and private, need more investment
for this expensive but needed resource.
The network has sought solutions that can minimize the cost of training and provide needed staff through partnership with other organizations who believe in the
need for qualified staff for the success of the services offered.
9. STREET CHILDREN NEED FOR A NEW STRATEGY TO BE REACHED.

My experience of running three homes for street children—seeing lives transformed, seeing others lost, being a strong reference to some of the kids to this day,
particularly in the case of João, seeing the long way our nation and society still have
to go to help and protect children and adolescents instead of severely punishing
them—drove me to a new task of pursuing laws to guarantee the rights of children
and adolescents in our country. I was challenged by the vision of a network as a
way to be a voice and a forum for children, a way of integration of efforts, resources
and experiences, and a way to achieve better results as a group than as an isolated
individual. After a long time of research and information collection, I challenged a
group of organizations to join forces and work together. In 2002 the Network was
named Rede Viva-RJ and today more than 35 organizations are associated. They develop projects together, exchange experiences, learn together, support each other in
hard situations, for they understand each other’s efforts better than any other
group, and work toward becoming a strong voice in the defense of the rights of our
children and adolescents.
Making use of a network is a new strategy and a great way to achieve better and
higher results. After a long time and intense research, some of the weaknesses and
strengths of each organization were registered, making possible the creation of network projects in which the group together develops the criteria and pushes to accomplish them, with the facilitation of the coordination and administrative office.
The network today has the project to empower the institution, offering qualification
to the leaders, the educators and the administrative team, and seeking to promote
better and higher quality services offered to the children.
Another project the group developed in partnership with the Bank of Brazil and
the Zero Hunger Program of the federal government was the implementation of 21
computer centers. Our organizations offered the space and personnel and the Bank
donated used computers. The results have benefited thousands of children from the
slums, who did not have access to the Internet and the computer world. An extension project has been put together, in which about twelve of these institutions are
seeking to provide professional training in different areas of computer use, to help
thousands of youths who have not had much opportunity in life to be qualified and
competitive in the market. It will help many of them to get off drugs, to have some
source of income and to help with their family income.
‘‘With the collaboration of Rede Viva-RJ, many things become possible. We have
a house for girls, and with the courses provided we can help our girls much better.
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We also have a day care center here in the community, and we have been able to
develop a better quality work through the experiences the network has offered.
Through this unity we have been able to help many young people have a better option
for life than the life in the drug business.’’ (Alexandre—Coordinator of the computer
center of Youth With a Mission in the community of Borel, Rio de Janeiro)
‘‘I live in a street without a name, in a home without a number, but through the
computer center I can talk with the whole world.’’ (Paulo, 11, from INPAR (Presbyterian Institute Álvaro Reis)
Another important project that is in the research stage is the girls’ project. It is
a participative project in which a group of girls has been able to participate in constructing of the strategy that aims to help the girls meet their main needs and
rights. They will be educated in different aspects of life; we hope to be able to reduce
early pregnancies and sexual diseases, to train girls for professional life and to get
them into the labor market. The main difference of this project is that is has been
done in a network where different NGOs leaders can discuss together and construct
together with the girls as the protagonist, for they know exactly how they would
like us to help.
The network also provides a space for a forum on the children’s rights issue and
seeks to communicate with government authorities and enterprises, believing that
the problem of street children—and any other problem of children at risk—has to
be faced by society in general. Each one needs to find his part in this great task,
joining hands and reaching out to our children.
The network is also a space for sharing problems, a place where people can find
others who face the same kind of problem, a place where one helps the other. For
example, we have a situation now in which one of the projects would have to stop
its activities for lack of money to pay the rent. The members of the network went
to visit the project leader and gave encouragement and money to keep it going, because they shared the idea that the children to be reached and helped are not only
those from our own institutions, but that each one has a special passion and wants
to protect all the children at risk they can.
‘‘Joeli Barbosa da Silva, born September 11, 1992, came to Adonai Home February
14, 2002, and has been with us up to the present. Like many other girls, Joeli ran
away from home because of family maltreatments. She is in the third grade and has
been having a good school achievement. She is a very sensitive child who relates very
well with those around her. For us in the Adonai Home, the Rede Viva-RJ has been
a strategy from God that has helped us in the education and qualification to better
care for our children at risk.’’ (João Figueiredo da Silva—President of Adonai Home,
a facility situated in the city of São Ginçalo in Rio de Janeiro.) When the Adonai
Home came to the Network, it was about to close, but with the mobilization of the
others in the group, little by little they have moved to a point at which they are
able to meet all the necessary demands to maintain the house for the kids.
I would like to finish my speech with something João said to me three days ago.
When I told him I was going to share his life testimony at this event, he told me
how important I was to him. I said I felt that what I have done for him was so
little and was about nothing, and he told me, ‘‘Your nothing is much for those who
have nothing.’’ Let us bring together our nothing and do much for those who think
they have nothing. Let us help them to raise the great person, the human being
they are.
10. STREET CHILDREN NEED YOU AND ME, FOR TOGETHER WE CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE.

Thank you for this opportunity.

Mr. SMITH. Thank you so very much for your testimony.
I ask Mr. Sexton if he would proceed.
STATEMENT OF MR. ANDY SEXTON, INTERNATIONAL
COORDINATOR, CHILDREN AT RISK, OAS!S INTERNATIONAL

Mr. SEXTON. Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee, I am
honored to be here today. I would like to thank you very much for
holding this hearing on street children. I would tell you, Mr. Chairman, that the issue needs a shot of adrenaline. I think it has largely dropped off the radar of the media, donors and governments, so
I think this hearing is both timely and important.
I am the International Director for Children at Risk for an NGO
called OAS!S. We have projects working with street children in
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Zimbabwe, in India, and the prevention of street girls project in
Uganda. You have a full copy of my testimony, but I would like to
just summarize it because I know the time we have.
My testimony focuses on two issues, the situation of street children in eastern-southern Africa, with particular reference to
Zimbabwe and Uganda, and then specific challenges related to current work with street children globally and possible strategic responses.
Africa is young. It is urban, and it is poor. Half of the continent’s
population is under 15; 37 percent of the population lives in towns
and cities; 34 of the world’s highly-indebted poor countries are in
Africa. The related challenges that these statistics bring are compounded by the HIV/AIDS pandemic, which has already killed
some 14 million people globally. We know, as we heard, that there
are going to be 18 to 20 million orphans due to HIV in Africa by
2010.
So one of the results of the situation facing Africa is an increasing number of street children. Now we are seeing second- and
third-generation street children in some African towns and cities.
It is worth noting that street children are a relatively new phenomena in Africa compared to other places in the world. It only
really became an issue in the 1980s.
There are estimated to be 10,000 street children in Uganda. In
May 2002, however, the Ugandan Government instituted a plan to
remove the children from the streets of the capital city, Kampala.
Once rounded up, they were to be rehabilitated from a center called
the Kamparingisa National Rehabilitation Center.
In the first forcible removal, 145 children were taken, including
four teenage mothers. Since then, these roundups have continued
approximately every 4 months. While the total of children that
have been taken to this place is not available, a figure of 200 have
been resettled by one lead NGO, given that responsibility by the
government, called Give Me a Chance.
In May 2005, we commissioned some research into the validity
and impact of this approach to dealing with street children. The research was conducted by interviews with all the key stakeholders.
The findings were scary, really. Although the street children appreciated the food and the schooling and the public applauded a decrease in the number of children on the streets, the facility itself
is totally under-resourced, with only 50 percent of the staff that
they need, no medical supplies, no running water, no electricity
and totally non-functioning toilet facilities. In addition, there are
allegations of physical and sexual abuse by the staff. The children
are held together with juvenile offenders and adults.
We also found that the government policies actually created a
community of children who live underground, hiding from the
roundups. Needless to say, these children are ripe for criminal exploitation now. The street children themselves felt that the policy
is about hiding them away rather than actually helping them.
This government approach has nothing to do with the causes of
the problem, so there are always more children coming to fill the
vacuum left by the ones that they remove.
The situation in Zimbabwe is even more extreme. On the 19th
of May, 2005, with little or no warning, the government embarked
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on a cleanup campaign, a crash operation known as Operation
Murambatsvina, or Operation Clear Out the Rubbish. It started in
the Zimbabwe capital, Harare, and rapidly evolved into a nationwide demolition and eviction campaign of homes, of businesses and
vending sites carried out by the army and the police. Some 700,000
people have been affected. They have lost their homes and their
sources of livelihood.
For us as an organization, four of our staff are now homeless.
Four of our preschools have been destroyed, and all the street girls
that we have been working with have been rounded up and detained, most of them we don’t know where they are.
One of these girls—I will just refer to as ‘‘G’’ for obvious security
reasons—when the staff met her on the streets a few weeks ago,
she spoke at length of her experiences of Operation
Murambatsvina. She reported:
‘‘During the first roundup, the police took us to the bush where
they beat us and left us. We walked 15 kilometers to get to the
main road, and we continued walking until we got a ride to
Harare. When we got to town, our legs were swollen. We were
rounded up again. I was taken to Caledonia farm. I ran away
2 days later.’’
Operation Murambatsvina has changed the whole operating environment in Zimbabwe. In my visit in June 2005, I saw a total state
of confusion. Another approach is needed, one that is in line with
international legislation, that protects the rights of the child.
In February 2005, a steering committee was formed to look at
the possibility of developing a global strategy with street children.
The Global Strategy with Street Children Team consists of representatives from organizations working directly with street children.
The first task that we did was to survey 20 other key people in
the field to ascertain their experiences around certain issues, and
as a result of that feedback and ensuing discussions, a global strategy with street children is emerging. A meeting of 17 experts in the
field representing 12 NGOs will be held between September 29 and
October 1 of this year.
The strategy being proposed is simple in design. It proposes to
develop hubs in 14 regions of the world. These hubs will strengthen, support and connect existing street children’s projects. They
will motivate and train new projects and workers. They will research and advocate. They will facilitate strategic citywide and
countrywide responses and encourage innovative initiatives. This is
what we can do.
These teams will be supported by small resourcing teams. It is
hoped that, by establishing these teams, work among street children will be improved and expanded, the aim being to reach all of
the street children of the world.
In conclusion, current international legislation makes it abundantly clear that the rights of street children are to be protected
as enshrined in the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child and
the African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child. What
is important is how this translates into protecting and assisting
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street children in countries like Uganda and Zimbabwe and, as we
have heard, in Brazil and the Philippines, and for children like G.
Responses should ensure that the children’s best interests are essential. In addition, they should include appropriate input from the
children themselves. They should also work with the children, the
families and the community in a multi-level approach, and they
should be strategic, involving cooperation of key stakeholders. They
are not strategic currently. A lot of people are doing a lot of things,
but it is not coordinated.
In light of the above, we would like to make the following recommendations to the Congress and the wider international community: In order to better address the issues related to street children,
more research and reporting is needed. Since the State Department’s annual Country Reports on Human Rights Practices covers
human rights of children, that report should be expanded, I believe,
to include information on street children, issues facing them in
each country, the numbers of street children per country and government’s responses to resolving issues related to street children.
A second recommendation is that the U.S. Government, through
USAID and other appropriate agencies, fund research that leads to
comprehensive and strategic initiatives that foster cooperation between NGOs and between NGOs and governments.
We also recommend that the Global Strategy with Street Children receive the full public endorsement of this Committee, support
of the U.S. Congress and support of the international community.
We recommend that the international community, including the
United States, provide financial support to local in-country projects
that work with street children, because resourcing these projects is
not easy. People are doing the work but not getting the money they
need to do it.
We recommend that the U.S. Government strongly press the regime of Robert Mugabe to restore democracy, the rule of law, and
basic human rights for all people in Zimbabwe.
Finally, we recommend that the U.S. Government call for a full
review of the Ugandan Government’s policy on street children, urge
the Ugandan Government to immediately suspend its street roundups and, with all due respect to the leadership of the First Lady
of Uganda, encourage the restructuring of the rehabilitation home
so it is run by an independent board that operates with transparency and all the necessary resources for the proper rehabilitation of children of the streets.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Sexton follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. ANDY SEXTON, INTERNATIONAL COORDINATOR,
CHILDREN AT RISK, OAS!S INTERNATIONAL
STREET CHILDREN: THE SITUATION IN EAST AND SOUTHERN AFRICA AND THE NEED FOR
A STRATEGIC GLOBAL RESPONSE.

Mr Chairman, members of the sub-committee, I am honoured to be here today
and I would like to thank you for holding this hearing on street children. The issue
of street children is a global tragedy and a global opportunity. This hearing comes
at a time when the issue of street children seems to have largely dropped off the
radar of the media, donors and Governments. This makes the hearing all the more
timely and important, so again I thank you.
My name is Andy Sexton. I am the International Director for Children at Risk
for OAS!S, an International Non-Governmental Organisation (NGO), working in 8
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countries. Our work focuses on the urban poor, especially children and youth. I
began working with street children in Australia in 1994 and then established street
children’s projects in three cities in Zimbabwe. In 2003 I joined OAS!S and am currently based in Uganda. OAS!S has projects working with street children in
Zimbabwe and India and we have a project for the prevention of street girls in
Uganda.
My testimony will focus on two issues:
1. The situation of street children in East and Southern Africa, with particular
reference to Uganda and Zimbabwe
2. Specific challenges related to current work with street children globally and
possible strategic responses
1. Background to the Issue of Street Children
1.1 Towards a Definition of Street Children
The term ‘street children’ is hotly debated. Some say it is negative—that it labels
and stigmatises children. Others say it gives them an identity and a sense of belonging. It can include a very wide range of children who: are homeless; work on the
streets but sleep at home; either do or do not have family contact; work in openair markets; live on the streets with their families; live in day or night shelters;
spend a lot of time in institutions (e.g. prison); are sex workers. The term ‘street
children’ is used because it is short and widely understood. However, we must acknowledge the problems and wherever possible we should ask the children what
they think themselves. In reality, street children defy such convenient
generalisations because each child is unique.1
The UNICEF definition of street children makes a distinction between children
on and children of the street.
Children on the street are those whose family support base has become increasingly weakened (who) must share in the responsibility for the families’ survival by working in the city streets and market places. For these children . . .
the home ceases to be the centre for play, culture and daily life. Nevertheless
while the street becomes their daytime activity, most of these children return
home most nights. While their family relationships may be deteriorating, they
are still definitely in place, and these children continue to view life from the
point of view of their families.
Children of the streets are a much smaller number of children who daily
struggle for survival without support, alone. While often called abandoned, they
too might also have abandoned their families, tired of insecurity, rejection and
aged up with violence (tired of violence in the family) . . . (Their) ties with
home have now been broken . . . de facto (they) are without families.2
1.1.1 What are the limitations of this definition?
The limitations of this definition are that it isn’t broad enough to cover the complexities of the issue. There are many children who ‘‘fall between the gaps’’ in this
definition. For example, there are children who come to the streets and live there
during the dry or warm seasons, but go home when it is wet or cold. Also there are
many children who live with their families on the streets. Child prostitutes, who
work the streets at night and not during the day, do not quite fit into this definition
either. In addition, some children who would be considered of the street have occasional contact with their families, while other children who are on the streets don’t
actually live with a relative they live with someone who is unrelated. It can be argued that children who accompany a physically challenged parent or other adult are
a different category again.
1.1.2 Expanding the definition
One of the ways to resolve some of these limitations is to add a category of street
children known as in the street children.
1. Children on the street, or children with regular family contact. Most of these
children work on the streets because their families need money to survive.
Many of them go to school and return home to their families at the end of
the day. Besides working, some children are on the streets to have fun, to
pass time or to escape the overcrowded conditions in their homes. Also in
this group are children from squatter families and the slums. These children
1 Consortium

on Street Children UK, www.streetchildren.co.uk
P., A UNICEF response to the needs of abandoned and street children, unpublished,
Geneva, UNICEF, 1985:3,4
2 Taçon,
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have nothing to do in their homes so they frequently roam the streets, returning home only at night or at mealtime. This group of children, not yet
deeply entrenched in street life, are more easily reached. They especially
need to be targeted by prevention programs.
2. Children of the street, or children with occasional family contact. These children work on the street, do not go to school and seldom go home to their
families. This group includes children from poverty-stricken families. Some
have come to the city from deprived rural areas; others are runaways. Many
run away from home because of sexual or physical abuse, parental alcoholism and neglect or mistreatment by relatives. Home has become a place
of fear and misery rather than security, love and encouragement. These children, if they are to survive, are faced with the need to find food and shelter
daily. They also need to find a sense of belonging among their peers. Soon
children come to enjoy their newly found independence, free of adult control.
It is vital to get the children in this group off the street before they become
addicted to street life.
3. Children in the street, or children with no family contact. These children consider the streets their home. Here they seek shelter, food and a sense of belonging among their peers. This group represents children who are detached
from their families and are either living on the streets or in shelters. Some
are orphans whose parents have been killed in war or have died from illnesses such as AIDS. In addition, other children are abandoned by their parents because they are unable to care for them due to poverty, disease or personal problems. These children are not only victims of physical isolation but
are also alone psychologically. In some cases these children have no memory
of what home life was like. Working with this group of children is the most
difficult. Because they have been badly abused by adults they should have
been able to trust, winning their confidence is very difficult.3
1.1.3 Definitions using other factors
There have been other attempts to define street children using concepts other
than family connection. They relate to work, time, behaviour and location.
A possible way of defining the street population is in relation to ‘work’. According
to this definition, children of the street are those who do not have a ‘serious’ job,
but who wander aimlessly around the streets, taking drugs and living from antisocial or illegal activities.4
The length of time a child has been ‘on the streets’ has frequently been used to
distinguish between categories of street-children types. Other definitions have tried
to specify the number of hours a child has to spend daily in the streets in order
to be considered a street child.5
A street child is any individual under the age of majority whose behaviour is predominantly at variance with community norms for behaviour and whose primary
support for his/her developmental needs is not the family or family substitute.6
Many children play on the streets but are not street children. There is sometimes
nowhere else for them to play. Fabio Dallape (who directed the Undugu project in
Kenya) has suggested using the word ‘avenue’ would be a better term than streets.
Avenues, shopping malls, beaches, boulevards, railway and bus stations are all
places where children are not supposed to be unaccompanied by an adult, and where
nobody is supposed to sleep. Some people who work with street children therefore
prefer to call them ‘children out of place’.7
1.1.4 Why is a Definition Useful?
A definition is important for two main reasons:
1. It assists in determining the numbers and types of Street Children
2. It assists in identifying a projects target group
A definition is useful in order for practitioners to decide which children in an area
are street children and what types of street children there are. This in turn can help
them decide what group of children they will work with and what interventions
might be appropriate.
3 Kilbourn,

P., (ed), Street Children, A Guide to Effective Ministry, MARC, 1997:11,12
1994:24
J., Towards a working definition of street children, International Social Work, Vol.
33:185–192, 1990
6 Ibid.
7 Connolly, M., and Ennew, J., (eds), Children out of place, special issue of Childhood, Vol.
3, 1996
4 Liebel,

5 Cosgrove,
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1.2 A Global Tragedy
Given the debate over defining street children, there are conflicting estimates
about how many street children there are. However, one thing is clear, there are
millions of children living and working on the streets of the world’s cities.
• At least 100 million children worldwide are believed to live at least part-time
on the streets and work in the ‘urban informal sector’.8
• 10 million of these are of the streets.9
Around the world
Latin America

40 million
Brazil

25 million

Asia

31.2 million
India

18 million

Philippines

1.2 million

Africa
USA

10 million
New York

20,000

Child Hope, Testimony to the House Select Sub-Committee on Hunger, 1991
CWS, 1991 Global Calendar, New Society Publishers:
Philadelphia, 1990
ONEWORLD, 17 November 1998, cited by UNICEF, November 1998

1.3 Life in the Streets
Clearly, the experience of street children differs throughout the world. For instance, there are the average age of a child in the streets in the Western World is
higher than the age of street children in the Developing World.
However there are also many similarities. A child who for whatever reason, ends
up being forced from home or runs away, usually ends up in the streets of a town
or city. Once there, they soon become part of the mosaic of street life. They usually
join a group of children in similar circumstances and become embroiled in a life of
petty crime, substance abuse, begging, occasional work, violence and sex. They also
experience freedom and a life without rules, except the rules of their gang. Sometimes an adult meets them, as they enter the town or city, who then exploits them
for their labour or bodies. They often end up sick, injured, HIV+, pregnant or even
dead.
It has been proven again and again that the longer a child is on the streets, the
harder it is for them to leave the streets. Also if a long-term street child does leave
the streets, the longer they have been the in the streets, the stronger the pull to
return.
1.4 Causes of Street Children
There are both macro and micro issues that result in Street Children, including:
1. Social catastrophes (HIV/AIDS pandemic, ethnic conflict, trafficking)
2. Political catastrophes (war, corruption, wastage of resources)
3. Natural catastrophes (famine, flood, earthquake)
4. Poverty
5. Rural—urban migration
6. Economic collapse (unemployment leading sometimes to the loss of home,
parents, family, education)
7. Family breakdown
8. Alcohol or drug abuse of a family member
9. Child abuse including violence, sexual or emotional abuse and neglect
10. Child labour and sexual exploitation
8 UNICEF
9 Kilbourn,
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2. The Situation of Street Children in East and Southern Africa
Africa is young, urban and poor. Half of the continent’s population is under 15.
Thirty seven percent of the population lives in towns of cities—the majority living
in slums and squatter settlements. The average urban growth rate is estimated to
be 5% per annum. Thirty four of the world’s Highly Indebted Poor Countries are in
Africa.10
The related challenges these statistics bring, are compounded by the HIV/AIDS
pandemic. It is estimated that more than 43 million people have already perished
from the disease. This figure could rise to 200 million in the next 30 years.11
UNICEF estimates that there will be 20 million HIV/AIDS orphans by 2010. According to the Alpha Orphans Generation project, Sub-Saharan Africa had 11 million
orphans in 2003.12
One of the results of the situation facing Africa is an increasing number of street
children. Today we are seeing second and third generation street children in some
African towns and cities.
The issue of street children in East and Southern Africa is a relatively new phenomenon when compared with the history of street children in South and Central
America and parts of Asia. It only started to become a significant and widespread
phenomenon in the 1980s.
The Civil Society Forum for East and Southern Africa on Promoting and Protecting the Rights of Street Children has quantified the numbers of street children
in these regions.

Country

Numbers of Street
Children

City

Number of Street
Children

Ethiopia

150,000

Addis Ababa

60,000

Kenya

250,000

Nairobi

60,000

Harare

5,000

Mozambique

3,500–4,500

South Africa

250,000

Uganda

10,000

Zambia

75,000

Zimbabwe

12,000

The situations I will describe in more detail below are the two situations I am
most familiar with. They are in some ways not typical of the responses in East and
Southern Africa. However they represent one approach to addressing the issue of
street children.
3. Current Situation in Uganda
3.1 Case study
*P. is one of a family of 6 children from Northern Uganda, who fled to Kampala with their mother when the situation in the Internally Displaced Peoples
(IDP) Camp in Gulu was too much for them to cope with any longer. In constant
danger of being abducted, or starving, the family came to find a better life in
Uganda’s capital.
They ended up in a place called Kibuye, on the other side of town from Oasis’
Bambejja Project. Local people took pity on the family, which includes a baby
of less than one year old, and allowed them to temporarily stay in a small wooden shed. The mother was given some bananas to sell, and would walk all day
long carrying a basket of bananas looking for customers. Neighbours would loan
her saucepans to cook food in the evening.
10 The Civil Society Forum for East and Southern Africa on Promoting and Protecting the
Rights of Street Children, February 2002
11 Chalke, S. and Dixon, P., Special Report on HIV AIDS, OAS!S, 2004
12 Per Engebak, UNICEF, Alpha Orphans Generation Report, Plus News, August 2004
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One day, the mother found her way to the Bambejja Project, having heard
about our services, and begged the social worker to take her family in. The social
worker agreed to visit her home, not realizing it was over an hour’s walk away
from the project centre. On seeing the situation, the social worker instantly knew
this family was in need of urgent assistance. P., now seven years, was enrolled
into Primary Grade 2 at the Bambejja Catch-Up School, and the entire family
shortly after were assisted to relocate to a more suitable dwelling closer to
Bambejja.
P. could so easily have ended up on the streets begging or having to prostitute
herself to survive. She is one of the lucky ones.
3.2 Country Overview
Uganda has a population of between 23–30 million people. It is estimated that
51% of the population is under 18.13
Uganda achieved independence from Britain in 1962. Since then it has had a turbulent political history. Idi Amin was responsible for 300,000 deaths during his
eight-year dictatorial presidency from 1971 to 1979 and the economy collapsed. One
cause of this was the expulsion of the 70,000 person strong Asian community and
the nationalisation of British plantations and companies. Human rights abuses continued under the presidency of Milton Obote during 1980 to 1985—it being estimated that a further 100,000 lives were claimed during this time.14
President Yoweri Museveni came to power in 1986 and has been largely credited
with the rapid development of the country since then. The economy averaged growth
of more than 6% during the 1990s15, and is now thought of as one of the most rapidly developing countries in Africa.
As a result of the development, rural communities have flocked to Kampala, in
the hope of a better life. Despite advances made, the city is little equipped to deal
with a rapidly expanding population and the result is an increase in the population
of the slum areas.
The 18-year war in the North of Uganda waged by The Lord’s Resistance Army
(LRA), a rebel group operating under Joseph Kony, has also contributed to ruralurban migration and added to the slum problem in towns and cities. It is estimated
that since 1986, 20,000—25000 children as young as 7 years old have been abducted
by the LRA to act as sex slaves and child soldiers.16
Uganda is one of the few African countries where HIV prevalence rates have declined, and it is seen as a rare example of success in a continent facing a severe
AIDS crisis. Uganda’s policies are credited with having brought the HIV prevalence
rate down from around 15% in the early 1990s to 5% in 2001. At the end of 2003,
the government and the UN estimate that only 4.1% of adults had the virus. The
country is seen as having implemented a well timed and successful public education
campaign.17
However, HIV/AIDS remains a significant challenge. In research that OAS!S conducted in 2004, of the 102 girls it was working with at the Bambejja Project,
36% of the girls had no living parent
33% had 1 living parent
31% had both parents living
31% of the girls were AIDS orphans (death of both parents)
44% of girls come from HIV/AIDS affected families (where one or more parents
or siblings have the virus)
12% of the girls were not living with a relative
42% of the girls were recorded as having a carer with significant health problems.
16% were originally on the street (none were recorded as currently on the
street).
It is estimated that there are 10,000 street children in Uganda. The underlying
causes are displacement due to the conflict in Northern Uganda, HIV/AIDS, urban
poverty, and family breakdown.
13 CSCUK
14 Uganda,

website
Lonely Planet Publications, 2004

15 www.iExplore.com
16 Refugee Law Project, Behind the Violence: Causes, Consequences and the Search for Solutions to the War in Northern Uganda, RLP Working Paper No. 11, February 2004:13
17 AVERT, www.avert.org
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3.3 Street Children in Uganda: The Government’s Response
In May 2002, the Ugandan Government instituted a plan to remove children from
the streets of Kampala, rehabilitate them at a renovated juvenile remand home and
then re-settle them with their families. The Ministry of Gender, Labour and Social
Development (MGLSD) was largely responsible for the formulation of this plan but
it concerned the cooperation of the Kampala City Council, the Police and one lead
NGO, ‘Give Me a Chance’. The plan involved forcibly removing the children through
‘round-up’ operations, and then trucking them to the Kamparingisa National Rehabilitation Centre (KNRC). It faced legal challenges within the Government but was
pushed through after pressure from the Ministry of Internal Affairs, the Ugandan
Tourism Board and other sectors of Government interested in ‘‘cleaning up’’
Kampala’s streets. The First Lady of Uganda, Mrs Janet Museveni, raised the funds
necessary to renovate KNRC.
Up until this point, there were many NGOs working with Kampala’s Street Children. Seventeen of these organisations were working together within the framework
of the Inter-NGO Forum. This Forum then engaged with the Government over the
planned round up strategy. However their proposal of August 1st 2001, which included NGO involvement at every level of the plan, was rejected. This Forum then
undertook to form the Kamparingisa Support Team, which committed to going out
to KNRC on weekdays to provide various support programmes for the children including counselling, sports, education, drama and art.
Apart from the formation of the Inter-NGO Forum, other achievements had been
made before the round-ups were implemented. Practice Guidelines for Working with
Street Children had been written; a week of NGO to Government advocacy instituted in 2000; Family and Child Protection Units set up within the police force; a
National Street Children Committee was established; informal education strategies
and foster care schemes developed.
In the first forcible removal, 145 children were taken to KNRC including four
teenage mothers. Since 2002, the round-ups have been continuing approximately
every four months. While the total number of children that have been taken to
KNRC is not available, a figure of 200 resettled was given by the lead NGO Give
Me a Chance.
In May 2005, we commissioned some research into the validity and impact of this
approach to dealing with the issue of street children. The draft report has been presented to the Uganda National Council for Science and Technology (in the Presidents Office) for comment.
The research was conducted via interviews with Government officials, staff at
Kamparingisa, children at Kamparingisa, street children, businesses and the general public. The findings reveal that:
1. The children taken to KNRC appreciated having a bed, consistent food and
schooling.
2. The general public and businesses reacted positively to the decrease in the
numbers of street children. They felt that levels of harassment and criminal
activity had dropped as a result.
3. The round-ups and reception at KNRC lacked co-ordination, with the staff
at KNRC sometimes unaware that more children would be arriving.
4. KNRC is under staffed by 50% of what is needed.
5. KNRC continues to be a remand facility for juvenile offenders and that the
two groups, offenders and street children, are held together.
6. Adults are also picked up in the roundups and held with the children.
7. KNRC lacks electricity, running water and functioning toilet facilities.
8. Necessary medical supplies are not available and food purchased does not
always arrive at KNRC.
9. Allegations of corporal punishment and sexual abuse were common amongst
children who have run away from KNRC to the streets. One child respondent commented that ‘‘KNRC is not a place for children, it has no solutions
just digging, slashing grass, hard work, fetching water and beatings’’.
10. The round ups have sent children ‘underground’ and there is now a community of children who feel they cannot be seen. They are ripe for criminal
exploitation.
11. KNRC was more about hiding the problem of street children than helping
the children. This plan does nothing to deal with the causes of the problem
(the war in the North of Uganda, abuse in the family, children being orphaned through HIV/AIDS and poverty amongst the Karamajong people in
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the east of the country) and so there are always more children filling the
vacuum left by the ones removed.
While there are street children in other towns around Uganda, the majority of
children are in Kampala. In these other towns NGOs are also at work, probably the
best known of which is Child Restoration Outreach working in Mbale, Mbarara and
Jinja.
4. Current Situation In Zimbabwe
On 19 May 2005, with little or no warning the Government of Zimbabwe embarked on an operation to ‘clean up’ its cities. It was a ‘crash’ operation known as
‘Operation Murambatsvina’, referred to also as Operation Restore Order. It started
in the Zimbabwean capital, Harare, and rapidly evolved into a nationwide demolition and eviction campaign carried out by the police and the army. Popularly referred to as ‘Operation Tsunami’ because of its speed and ferocity, it resulted in the
destruction of homes, businesses and vending sites. It is estimated that some
700,000 people in cities across the country have lost their homes, their source of
livelihood, or both.18
The result of this so called ‘clean up’ for OAS!S has been that four of our staff
are homeless, four OAS!S pre-schools in high-density suburbs have been destroyed
and all the street girls we have been working with, have been rounded-up and detained in an unknown location.
B. is one of the girls who has disappeared. She is 15 and was on the streets
because her parents had died from HIV/AIDS, and her Aunt refused to care for
her, saying that she was ‘‘rude’’. It was the OAS!S Tanaka Project staff’s assessment that her Aunt was already overwhelmed with her own problems and used
the girl’s behaviour as an excuse. B. was due to be in the next intake of girls
into the Tanaka Project’s Training Program. It is assumed that government
forces took her to Caledonia Farm, but when the farm was closed she was relocated to a juvenile remand home. However although OAS!S staff have been able
to access one of these facilities, she was not amongst the 12 street girls that they
found there. Staff have attempted to talk to the Department of Social Welfare in
order to find B. and other girls that are still missing, but they have so far been
unsuccessful.
G. is another girl with whom OASIS has been working. Although we have
been working with her for over a year, she was not ready to leave the streets.
When was asked what issues she was struggling with on the streets, G. said,
‘‘The main problem on the streets is the Police. They round us up and then if
you want to get out of prison they tell you, you must have sex with them first.
Last week, they came to our base and we had no blankets then one of the Policeman said to me there were plastics round the back, which we could use as blankets. Then when I went there, he followed me and asked me to have sex with
him. When I refused he forced me, he didn’t care that I was crying. Its hard because you don’t want to sleep with the policeman but if you don’t want to remain
in jail, you end up sleeping with them’’.
When the staff met her on the streets a few weeks ago, she spoke at length of
her experiences of ‘Operation Murambatsvina’. She reported that, ‘‘during the
first ‘round-up’, the Police took us to a bush where they beat us up and left us
there. We walked 15km to get to the main road we continued walking until we
got a ride to Harare. When we got to town, our legs were swollen. We were
rounded-up again and I was taken to Caledonia farm. I ran away 2 days later’’.
Historically the Government’s response to street children in Zimbabwe has varied.
This is not the first time that ‘clean up’ operations have taken place. In operations
in 1996/1997, children were removed into the bush and left there or were taken to
a disused refugee facility beside the Gonarezhou National Park called Chambuta.
Many escaped from this place through literally lion infested bush, and returned to
the streets.
At one stage, the First Lady of Zimbabwe, Mrs Grace Mugabe, raised money for
rehabilitation centres in the main cities of Harare and Bulawayo, but nothing came
of these plans. More recently the Department of Social Welfare, Councils and other
Stakeholders have been organised into Task Forces on Street Children with funding
from UNICEF. This follows a model that I was involved in establishing in July 1997
in Bulawayo.
18 Tibajuka, A. K., UN Envoy on Human Settlement Issues, Report of the Fact Finding Mission to Zimbabwe, to Assess the Scope and Impact of Operation Murambatsvina, July 2005.
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Operation Murambatsvina has changed the whole operating environment. On my
visit in June 2005 to Zimbabwe, I saw a state of total confusion. It could be argued
that the downward spiral in Zimbabwe began in 1997 with the awarding of large
payouts to veterans of the Zimbabwean Independence Struggle. This was followed
by an economically crippling war in the Democratic Republic of Congo. Then when
the referendum on changes to the Constitution went against the Government and
they knew that in forth coming elections they were in danger of losing power, they
embarked on various measures to retain power. These included the vote winning
land reform process, infiltration of the Church, silencing of the Independent Press,
stacking of the Judiciary, intimidation, violence and election fraud.19 The results of
the policies of the Zimbabwean Government have been economic and social crisis.
Zimbabwe has one of the fastest shrinking economies in the world and has been
strongly criticised by the International Community for its human rights record.
4.1 The Non-Governmental Response to the Issue of Street Children
In virtually every town and city in Zimbabwe where there have been street children, churches and civil society has responded to assist the children, some with
greater impact than others. Across the country there are twelve NGOs assisting
street children alongside the Task Forces. I worked with Scripture Union to establish the Thuthuka Street Children’s Project in Bulawayo, the Simukai Street Youth
Programme in Mutare (in partnership with Family Aids Caring Trust) and the
Chiedza Street Children’s Project in Masvingo. Each of these projects carried the
same values but was constructed differently due to the needs of the children in
these cities, the reasons why they were on the streets, and the general context.
When I left Zimbabwe we had a 69% success rate of rehabilitating street children
and resettling them with their families or in supported accommodation.
Currently many organisations have to focus on locating the children with whom
they were working. In my opinion, the main challenges that these projects were facing leading up to this new situation were:
1. Containing the numbers of street children (numbers are increasing due to
the worsening situation in Zimbabwe).
2. Funding issues as many donors have left the country.
3. Competition between themselves rather than cooperation leading to a lack of
strategic planning across cities and also across the country.
4. A need for increased capacity in the area of psychosocial support and therapy.
5. A decimated government Department of Social Welfare as the Zimbabwean
environment forced government staff to take jobs out side the country.
6. Government resistance to granting birth certificates to orphans.
5. Global Opportunity
In February 2005, a steering committee was formed to look at the possibility of
developing a global strategy with street children. The Global Strategy with Street
Children team consists of representatives from organisations working with street
children directly or indirectly. The first task that we completed was to survey 20
other key people in the field to ascertain their experiences around certain issues.
One of the questions asked was ‘‘What do you believe are the greatest barrier(s)
to collective or coordinated action on street children?’’ The overwhelming response
was lack of cooperation between agencies and lack of cooperation from governments.
The situation in both Zimbabwe and Uganda clearly demonstrates both problems.
Another question was asked, ‘‘In your experience, what are the main challenges
that projects working with street children face? The main responses were to do with
training, support and resources. My own experiences bear testimony to this.
As a result of this feedback and ensuing discussions, a global strategy with street
children is emerging. A meeting of 17 experts in the field, representing 12 NGOs
working across the world, will be held between September 29th and October 1st,
2005.
The strategy being proposed is simple in design. It proposes to develop teams in
hub cities in 14 regions of the world, who will:
1. Strengthen, support and connect existing street children’s projects.
2. Motivate and train new projects and workers.
3. Research and advocate.
4. Facilitate strategic citywide and countrywide responses.
19 www.zwnews.com
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5. Encourage innovative initiatives.
A small/resourcing team will support these Regional Teams. It is hoped that by
establishing these teams, work amongst street children will be improved and expanded, the aim being to reach all of the street children of the world in a systematic
and strategic manner.
6. Recommendations
Current international legislation makes it abundantly clear that the rights of
street children are to be protected, as enshrined in the United Nations Convention
on the Rights of the Child and the African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of
the Child. What is important is how this converts into practise. How does this translate into protecting and assisting street children today? Children like those mentioned in this statement. Responses should ensure that the children’s best interests
are central. In addition they should include appropriate input from the children
themselves and be strategic involving cooperation of key stakeholders. In the light
of the above we make the following recommendations for the Congress and the
wider international community:
1. It is vital that the United States Government and the international community engage with these issues because these children are the most vulnerable
to exploitation and abuse and are unprotected by many of their governments.
Therefore we recommend that the Global Strategy with Street Children receive the full, public endorsement of this committee, support of the US Congress, and support of the international community.
2. There is a desperate need for strategic citywide and countrywide pilot programs, that are well researched and implemented, and that can be duplicated in other nations. Therefore we recommend that the US Government
through USAID, and other appropriate agencies, fund research that leads to
comprehensive and strategic initiatives that foster cooperation between
NGOS, and between NGOS and governments.
3. Many problems associated with assisting street children relate to problems
of resourcing, support and coordination. Therefore we recommend that the
international community, including the United States, provide financial support for local in-country projects that work with street children.
4. The situation in Zimbabwe affects not just the street children but also the
entire population and makes efforts to protect and assist the street children
virtually impossible. Therefore we recommend that the US Government
strongly press the regime of Robert Mugabe to restore democracy, the rule
of law, and basic human rights for all people in Zimbabwe.
5. While the situation in Uganda is not as extreme, democratic ideals, translated into the treatment of street children, are not fully entrenched. Therefore we recommend that the US Government call for a full review of the
Ugandan Government’s policy on street children, urge the Ugandan Government to immediately suspend its street round-ups, and, with all due respect
to the leadership of the First Lady of Uganda, encourage the restructuring
of the Kamparingisa Rehabilitation Home so that it is run by an independent
board that operates with transparency and all the necessary resources for
the proper rehabilitation of children of the streets.

Mr. SMITH. Mr. Sexton, thank you so very much for your testimony as well.
Let me begin with you on the global strategy. Could you elaborate on that a little bit more for the Committee, the September
29th to October 1st meeting, who will be participating, how many
NGOs, government actors?
Mr. SEXTON. At this stage, it is a bringing together of practitioners, of people who have been working with street children for
a long time. And it is not meant to be exclusive, but it is a small
team, initially, to look at setting the foundations for a global strategy, to look at debating the issues that it raises.
The idea is, as I mentioned in my report, that we would scale up,
multiply the impact of work done among street children by developing regional support hubs, 14 of these, around the world. We
would like to start by piloting a few and really to work with the
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projects on the ground, provide them the support, provide them the
mentorship, very similar to what was being shared by Teresa and
what they are doing in Rio, so basically trying to lift that and then
also grow new workers. That is the basics of it, as well as to try
to encourage strategic countrywide and citywide initiatives, people
getting together and cooperating, not competing.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you.
Let me ask you, Father Cullen, you mentioned how the courts
have been very helpful in the Philippines in ensuring that at least
some of these kids don’t go to an adult detention center.
Are the legislature and the Presidency also working in that regard? Have they thought of any criminal justice reform that might
at long last separate children from those who would prey on them
in the jails?
Father CULLEN. Yes. The courts are now much more cooperative,
as we said. They assign them not to adult facility; they assign them
to rehabilitation for youth. But the response that we have had now
from the Executive leaves much to be desired, and also the Congress has been very slow to respond to our 9-year campaign to pass
the juvenile justice bill.
However, since the CNN program, the Senate mobilized themselves, and last week they signed the juvenile justice bill at their
level, at the committee level. So it will go on the floor fairly soon.
But still, we are appealing to local governments. They are also the
ones really responsible for this caring for children in their municipalities, and they don’t care about it.
Mr. SMITH. We can get it, but do you have a copy of that juvenile
justice bill?
Father CULLEN. Yes, we will have one sent to you right away.
Mr. SMITH. Is that a model that could also be replicated at a regional and local level?
Father CULLEN. That applies to all levels in the Philippines.
That law will protect children. It makes it illegal for them ever to
be put behind bars.
Mr. SMITH. So the state and local jurisdictions would have to follow that?
Father CULLEN. Of course. That will be national law. We will
send you a copy of that.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you. You mentioned, as well, the Amerasians.
What is the current estimate of Amerasians? Is it 50,000, or is it
more?
Father CULLEN. Nationwide, there is something like 50,000. It is
only an estimate. We did a survey in 1992 when we organized this
class action suit of how many would be eligible, and we were able,
with the help of the government’s Department of Social Welfare,
we estimated 3,500 whom we could identify by name. But ever
since then, of course, more children show up. There is more than
that. But official figures, we did get 3,500. So they reckon many,
many more.
Mr. SMITH. Are these street children?
Father CULLEN. No, these are young people who are fathered by
American servicemen and then more or less abandoned.
Mr. SMITH. Is there an estimate as to how many of those children
are on the streets?
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Father CULLEN. We don’t have an estimate, no.
Mr. SMITH. You mentioned your special program. How does that
differentiate from the other program?
Father CULLEN. Many of these children, we have helped them to
maybe go to high school. We find with the support—we support
their mother for many years and send them to school. Then they
graduate from high school. We helped them there. Now we have a
special computer-based training program for Amerasians specifically with Microsoft Philippines. So they are graduating, and some
have jobs. We send others to medical school, nursing aids. They are
qualified. So in this way, we have sort of a human development
program for Filipino-American children.
Mr. SMITH. I see.
If I could, Ms. Santos, you mentioned the ECA has its official legislation, but 15 years after it was put into law, most of it is still
merely words on paper. Has any of that changed since the Lula
Government came into power?
Ms. SANTOS. Well, the Lula Government has developed some programs. For instance, they give some money to kids to keep them
from working and to encourage them to go to school. But that is
limited to a number of kids from 10 to 14 years old. Then after
that, they go back to work.
So programs are not policies. So what we think are more policies
than programs, because the programs, they help. It is helpful, as
I put in my testimony. Some local government programs help
Joao’s life and family, but for a certain time, for a survival situation or to solve a problem that is happening that moment. But it
is not something that will give a solution to the root of the problem. So this is what we have so far, several programs.
Mr. SMITH. Okay. Mr. Payne.
Mr. PAYNE. Let me thank you, each of you, for your testimony,
and once again, we really get back to the whole question of trying
to eliminate abject poverty. If we can really get a real war on poverty around the world, I think that many of the problems that we
see will evaporate and be less grave.
I just wonder, Father Cullen, has your organization ever approached the U.S. military authorities about the Amerasians? And
now that there is sort of less U.S. presence there, do you find that
there are problems in other bases where there are American soldiers, Guam or Okinawa, maybe even Japan in the old days?
Father CULLEN. Well, I am not really familiar. I know Okinawa
has a serious problem because of the huge Marine base there. I
have been to Okinawa and worked there with some local NGOs,
and I have not done research or work in that area, but they have
come also to visit us, and that is how we know there are similar
problems there.
The Amerasian problem in the Philippines is really one again of
just—it is against poverty. Not so many are actually on the streets,
because they did get help from the initiative of the Women’s Caucus group who helped them with U.S. aid grant of $650,000 way
back in 1994 or 1995.
We have our own source of funds from fair trade and other
sources from that. We inhibited ourselves, since we campaigned for
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that lobbying, we inhibited ourselves from receiving any benefit. So
that is our situation in dealing with this.
Mr. PAYNE. It is unfortunate, in my opinion, that the U.S. military over the decades, since World War II, has been irresponsible.
We feel that there should have been more attention given, even in
Europe and Germany. There were a number of children that were
fathered by United States GI’s who left and abandoned them. In
Guam, it got so bad, they wanted the United States military to
leave at one time. There were several rapes.
So I do think this whole militarization, we see it in the UN now,
we see it where we are asking the UN to be sure that they reign
in on combatants who are peacekeepers, supposedly there to bring
peace to countries, and are preying on people who have no
strength, so-to-speak. But I think that it is unfortunate that we as
a world leader did not really try to discipline even our own military. Military people are away, and there are inherent problems in
militarization.
That is why I am so opposed to the overly militarized world we
find ourselves in. This is a problem that has been bothering me for
many, many years, and it doesn’t seem we are getting any better
so far as militarization is concerned.
I wonder about in Brazil, do you find, Ms. Santos, that the entertainment business or the carnival and so forth, have you seen any
pull on women by virtue of that entertainment, the tourism, and
I guess even worse, in Thailand? I don’t think Brazil can be compared to Thailand at all. But what is your opinion about that whole
impact on women?
Ms. SANTOS. Well, in this past year, the first time our country
launched a campaign against prostitution during carnival and was
really trying to push sex tourism, it is something that is still very
strong in our country. We need more awareness, we need to do
more research. And even up in the northeast is the main problem.
And a lot of airplanes hired for sex and tourism. And we need more
laws on that issue, because we—I don’t want to compare Brazil
with Thailand, but Brazil is the second after Thailand. It is the
10th economy. And I cannot accept that, when we have also law
that is a model. And we have so many children being abused. And
our society needs to be more conscious of it and there needs to be
more money put to stop it, and also more research and more policy,
specifically, because a lot of women find also, as an economic opportunity, to leave the country. It happens a lot during the carnival.
And we have a lot of abortion after that. And a lot of main problems of child prostitution. It is not only in carnival, it is through
the whole year, and thousands and thousands of children. And in
the northeast, we have the problem with the Indian girls. It is a
different situation because the Indians have a completely different—the native Indians—they have a completely different style
of life, and because a lot of community has been destroyed and several children have been sold to some sexual industry. And they
have been like slaves there. And some research has been done. But
our country really needs to push more into that situation.
Mr. PAYNE. Just finally, there is a large number of Afro-Brazilians in Brazil. And just the country might be almost 50 percent de-
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scendants of Africa, perhaps the largest number of African-descent
people anywhere in the world outside of Africa.
Have you seen any—they say that you don’t have a racial problem in Brazil, it is just class. All of Latin America is class. It just
happens that the bottom of the class seems to be all dark people,
and the other tops of the class seem to be less. Although a little
mixer up there, but by and large, you can see the classes by—it is
not racial. I have been told that all my life. We fought racial discrimination in the U.S.A. When I talk to my Latin leaders they
may say, we don’t have a race problem, it is just class.
Do you have any comments on that whole situation?
Ms. SANTOS. Yeah, we do have racial problems. And the situation
on the street children, when they first started building homes and
orphanages for children was because after they set the slavery free,
because the kids start hanging around, and they were kind of disturbing society. So they had to look for a solution for the Black
children.
And then it starts becoming a huge problem. And then, they saw
them as they need to clean up things in 1888, and then in the early
1900s they start trying to do something to avoid delinquents because the delinquent children were the Black children to start
with.
So in that concept, there were problems. And they didn’t want
to find a solution for them. And that put them in a home or an orphanage. So that brought—through the years, the problems start
arising. And there is a big racial problem until today. It is not because of the—Brazil is considered the melting pot of the nations.
It is so mixed that it is not well seen from the outside. But as you
try to find jobs, as you try to look for the education in certain place,
you will see the reaction of society, again, with the racial problems.
Mr. PAYNE. We raised it with—the Congressional Black Caucus
raised it with the President of the country in regard to trying to
have some problems seen in Colombia, because this is becoming
more and more of a problem in the Latin countries. And we have
raised the issue of having some attention drawn and having a Cabinet-level attention drawn to the problem about trying to come up
with solutions. And we have been promised by Lula that they will
take a look at it, but we are hoping that it can move along more
rapidly than what we have seen.
Ms. SANTOS. And one thing that I wanted to talk about that,
right now, we are discussing about number of Blacks in school, in
the public school in University, and I personally, I think that we
should not address it that way, because in my point of view, who
is Black and who is White in Brazil when it is a mixed population?
So I think that raises more discrimination against the dark people
we would say, and there is always, when we had to fill out form,
people say, ‘‘Are you black, white, yellow?’’ And so a lot of that
brings a lot of discrimination also.
So, it is a big issue in the moment in the country, who is against,
who is not. And I really think that people should be seen as one.
And, as they wanted to have 20 percent of the space for Black people, but like my niece, I have a niece that is White, I have a niece
that is black in color. What they are? One can go to school, the
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other one can’t. So there is an issue. And I think that we should
not consider that and really see them as equal.
Mr. PAYNE. Right. Like I say, we have had a lot of conversation
and this whole subject has come up. They do realize that when you
go to higher education you find very few people that can be really
detected as being specifically from the African heritage. However
like I say, when you get into race, I guess because of the many
years of not focusing on it because it was always considered just
a class thing, I think once they start, even the President admitted
once they start looking at it, they are finding that it is more difficult, there is racial discrimination. There is racial discrimination
in employment, there are very few percentage of Blacks in higher
education. There are very few top of the military. If you go right
down the line at the bottom, like I said, in the large population.
Ms. SANTOS. If you see army, you will hardly see any Blacks. But
in the army, you will see there is a big discrimination. I don’t want
to go into that, but you can see a discrimination there.
But it is very true that social level has more discrimination, social level than anything else. There are places in Rio that a low
class can never go inside. There are shops that a low class cannot
get in. So when you talk about inter-marriage of high social level
with someone from low social level, it is a disaster. It brings a lot
of problems. So I would say that there are more social level discrimination than race discrimination.
Mr. PAYNE. Thank you very much.
Mr. SMITH. Mr. Pitts.
Mr. PITTS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Father Cullen, you mentioned the Amerasians. What would you like to see the United
States Government do about the Amerasian children around the
military bases in the Philippines? Number 2, I was interested, you
said death squads were formed in Davao. What gave rise to this
in Davao, not in Manila? And are these police or what kind of people?
Father CULLEN. With the death squads, there is always some
extrajudicial killing now in General Santos City and in Manila. But
it is not as much or as frequent or as regular as in Davao.
Mr. PITTS. Who are the death squads? Are they police?
Father CULLEN. Well, we can’t accuse them. I was sued the last
time I indicated that there was a responsibility even by the mayor.
Although we didn’t accuse him, but we did point out that authorities should take account and be held accountable for the number
of children who are being killed, as well as adults, many adults.
But the finger is pointing and everything points that way, impunity. No? Though everybody is quite scared to say anything about
it.
As far as Amerasian children, we are presently receiving, we
have our own funds. Education is the way out for most of the
Amerasians. With encouragement, support and the education programs, they try very well and succeed, all the kids we have had.
Actually it is a charity-based in Munich, Germany, who is supporting some of our children also.
Of course, we have some responsibility. We always believe, have
believed, you know, of the U.S. people, authority these children
have—they are children of U.S. servicemen to a large extent, and
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any help to give them a better life, no? We don’t expect that they
have a necessarily—applying for to migrate or apply for citizenship.
It is not necessarily the answer. They have grown up in a different
culture, a different language, but just an opportunity to—for further opportunity for education is usually the best way to go for
these young people.
Mr. PITTS. Ms. Santos, the problem of police violence against
street children in Brazil, how pervasive is that? Are there localities
dealing effectively with that problem?
Ms. SANTOS. The problem of——
Mr. PITTS. Police violence against street children, you know, the
death squads.
Ms. SANTOS. Yes. I would like to talk more in general of how society sees the killing of the street children. Unfortunately, because
of violence, a lot of people in our society would prefer to see a dead
child who can—who is a threat for them than facing a criminal tomorrow.
So, our society needs to understand the rights of the children.
Our society needs to understand that they can change and there
is a different way to approach violence. And there are some cases
that the police, as was presented in 1993, the killing, and this is
something that happens. But in a sense, it is encouraged for some
people who, as I said, who thinks it is better to clean up the streets
and who do not understand rights, the rights of the children.
Mr. PITTS. Thank you. Mr. Sexton, you have given us a number
of excellent suggestions here in your testimony. You mentioned
citywide and countrywide strategies to address the needs—the
issues of street children. Could you elaborate on that just a little
bit? What do you mean by strategies?
Ms. SANTOS. I am sorry. Could you——
Mr. PITTS. Mr. Sexton.
Mr. SEXTON. Yes, Congressman Pitts. I think one of the serious
disappointments for me has been the fact that there is just too
much competition rather than cooperation between organizations
working with street children. Therefore, the impact that is possible
is greatly reduced and hampered. For example, in Harare, in
Zimbabwe, there is some 7, perhaps 14 organizations claiming to
work with street children and 7 active. But they weren’t working
together. Because it becomes a matter of egos. It becomes a matter
of competition for resources. And so rather than looking at the
whole problem and seeing what they can do together to address the
problem, they would rather compete with each other. And the
street children know it. So they play one organization off against
another.
So they go to one organization for this and then they say, oh,
they treated me badly in this organization, et cetera et cetera.
So we need to break that down. We need to start working together on a citywide basis and on a countrywide basis. We need to
start sharing information between organizations. When you start
working where a child comes from one area, we need to start saying, what organization works in that area? How can we work together to take that child back to where they come from? How can
we, as two organizations, work to support that child once they have
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been resettled? Those are sorts of really obvious strategies. But
they are just not happening currently.
So that is the sort of thing I am meaning that we need citywide
and countrywide cooperation between NGOs. But it doesn’t just
stop there. It needs to be between governments and NGOs as well.
I think the Gamby situation highlights the fact that the government is under a lot of pressure from the tourism industry and others, they decide that the best thing to do is just to clean those kids
up off the streets, disregarding the wide sort of work that was already being done and the progress that was being made in that
city. So there needs to be cooperation, between government and
NGOs as well, in order to really address and take this issue on.
Mr. PITTS. With projected increase in sub-Saharan Africa, something like 20 million orphans, this has security implications in relation to the increase in the population of AIDS orphans and street
children. Would you not agree?
Mr. SEXTON. I would agree and it was the subject some 3 years
ago, 4 years ago, of a conference in Johannesburg run by the Institute for Security Studies, I think it is called. And at that, they
were looking at this issue, what implications does this have for the
continent, a whole lot of children that are not socialized, that are
parentless, that have no values, that are struggling to make ends
meet, surviving. They are rife for exploitation, exploitation by
criminals, exploitation by governments, and in Zimbabwe in the
2002 elections—and it was referred to by the Chairman earlier—
I tried to stop the street children from being exploited as thugs,
rounding up people who attend Mr. McGarvey’s election campaigns.
So these children were being used as thugs just to bring people
together to make sure they attended these rallies. So they are rife
for exploitation. This is a security issue in terms of thinking about
the whole idea of terrorism, these children are rife for exploitation,
unless something is done. And it needs to be taken very seriously,
yes.
Mr. PITTS. Thank you very much for your testimony. Thank you,
Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you. Let me ask just a couple of final questions. Do you have any recommendations for changes in U.S. law,
U.S. foreign policy? Again, I asked this earlier, but do you think
we are spending enough as a country? As I asked, Lord Alton, is
this something that the G–8—when they finally began the end of
focus on debt, they embraced the debt issue and continue to do so.
Is this something that the G–8 should really now make a center
stage issue? Or have they? To the best of my knowledge they
haven’t.
And then finally, has there been in your view, sufficient focus on
this by UN agencies? The Summit for Children was held just recently and I went up and spent some time at the UN. I don’t remember seeing much time, if any, devoted to the issue of the street
children in the action plan.
Was there information in there that is being acted upon trying
to mobilize governments? Has the time come or has it already happened? If it happened, it was like a tree falling in a forest and nobody was around and it wasn’t heard, to the best of my knowledge.
Perhaps a UN summit that would focus on street children. I was
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there in 1989 when the Convention of the Rights of the Child was
signed. I actually gave the U.S. position in support of it. We had
some reservations about some of the provisions, but George Bush,
41, actually signed it and I gave the presentation in New York in
favor of it.
And again, I note that there are some reservations if we ever do
ratify it that would be included in it. But by and large it was, as
Jim Grant, the head of UNICEF, said, the Magna Carta for children and yet has there been enough emphasis by the convention
apparatus, Luis Arbor’s group, the UN Commission on Human
Rights, do they focus enough, focus any resources on this? Do other
UN treaty bodies focus on it the way they should?
It seems to me that it does not get the kind of attention and mobilization focus that it deserves, but if you wanted to perhaps answer that. I wear another hat. I am the OSCE Co-Chairman, I
have been on the Helsinki Commission now for about 2 years of my
congressional career, 23 years. I always raise the Roma, always
raise the issue of street children. But have we done enough at the
OSCE, as well? The UN OSCE and other regional bodies, the OAS
for example? Ms. Santos you may wish to speak to that.
Has the OAS focused enough on trying to come up with durable
solutions for street kids?
Father CULLEN. Well, I can say the Philippine Government
was—I testified before the UN Committee on Human Rights in Geneva in October 2003. That was the reporting—supposedly the only
report by the Philippine Government, after 13 years under compliance, not with the UN Convention of Human Rights, and also with
the CRC, because we presented evidence of torture of children in
prison. And the committee then, since 2003, expected a response
from the Philippine Government on this issue. As far as I know,
they have not yet responded.
And that is—that is where it is stuck. UNICEF, of course, is active in the Philippines, and to their credit they do a lot of work
with government agencies in training and in educating them as to
the convention and to the laws on trafficking, and so on.
And education is going on, but the action again, sad to say, by
practical response to the obligations under UN treaties and convention, lip service, a lot of laws, passing of laws, all of that, with implementation, very weak. Very weak.
Ms. SANTOS. Yes, I could say the situation is the same in Brazil.
We have signed a lot of international, make a lot of international
commitments. But when the reports need to be presented, we
present programs and we present several different things that
are—does not serve the situation and the implementation of the
policies is something that we need to do. We had very good policy
on paper, like I said before, like he was also mentioning. But we
need to see action. And we need a lot of investment for that. We
need to have more interest. Because one of the things that the children’s law in Brazil did that was good was the decentralization of
the implementation of the law.
So it depends also on each local government to implement, and
if we go to the northeast, a lot of places, even the society, even the
people there, are not aware that a law for children exists. And society there, I have a friend that when she went to work in the coun-
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tryside, she saw so much maltreatment of children, that she took
one child that was almost dying of starvation, took to Manaus, to
another city, and she was almost killed by the population of that
town because for them, it was more important to preserve the family of the child than to preserve the child.
So in a country where we have such law for 15 years and this,
the society in general, still do not know it and, it is still, has not
action really to implement it. So like I believe there need to be
more enforcement from our government, talk more about it, bring
more the media, really educate the people about the children’s
rights and really implement and force the local government to do
it, and force the local government to set up budget to help the children.
Mr. SEXTON. Mr. Chairman, perhaps I could say that I think the
issue of street children is being swallowed up with other issues.
And I think HIV/AIDS is becoming the prominent issue. Now,
street children in the research we have done, you know, 60 percent
of the kids that we were working with at one time were HIV positive. So we can’t divorce the two. And I think Lord Alton referred
to that earlier.
I am not exactly sure why the United Nations doesn’t really refer
to street children anymore. If we look at their documentation, they
refer to all sorts of other things. They talk about education. They
talk more about issues. And perhaps they are trying to avoid stigmatization and labels. But we can’t avoid it. We have to use some
term somewhere. And I think right now we need to raise the profile
of the issue of street children because of all the things we have
talked about today. It is a global tragedy. You know, it is a crisis
waiting to happen.
And you know, to me it is just like a needle on a beach. You
know, someone soon is going to step on it. So I really feel we need
to step it up. And in terms of what the U.S. Government can do,
your first question, I really feel it is a joke among my NGO colleagues that we don’t want USAID money. And the reason is because it is so hard to report on it. They make it so hard to get the
money, and they make it so difficult to report on it.
So you might have an accountant, but you need a specialized accountant just for USAID money. And we want money. And we need
money. But we want a simple system that can—where we can report honestly about how it is used without having to go through
the hoops that you know that it has created. So I am saying yes.
The U.S. Government can certainly do more in funding grassroots
projects, getting behind global strategies, getting behind strategic
initiatives and trying to upscale those things in countries. You
know USAID could back a global strategy, back a countrywide or
citywide strategy, do some pilots around the world to try to and
make this happen, back what Rede Viva is doing in Rio, to make
these things happen. They can do stuff. They really can.
Ms. SANTOS. One fact, also, is that they realize that to support
homes is real expensive. So a lot of people are stopping investing
in some homes because we have two problems: The children who
are already on the streets and those are who are almost getting to
be a street child. So they find out it is, in a sense, worth it to invest, we are going to be with 50,000; you can probably reach out
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and educate 2,000 children not to go to the street. And with 50,000,
you can help 25 children in one shelter. So the cost is very high.
But we still need to find a way to address and to bring a solution
for the problem that is already there and still invest in the problem
to avoid the problem.
Mr. SMITH. Your thoughts on whether or not a UN summit would
be advisable on this?
Mr. SEXTON. Well, I don’t know what other people think, but as
long as it had some very specific outcomes, you know, we can go
to a lot of meetings. And we can waste a lot of time, to be honest.
So as long as some very specific outcomes came that were translated into action, yes, I think it would be a very good idea.
Father CULLEN. One of the goals for the UN, we would ask, and
maybe the U.S. Government can assist, is the appointment of a UN
rapporteur for children in prison. This is one area. And then a
rapporteur for street children and children in prison, to really go
out there and have the authority and the profile to be able to
present and be listened to. You know, this is the highest level we
get to be listened to, is by yourselves, and we appreciate that very
much. But to get a rapporteur to speak directly to the UN about
the condition of street children and these problems, would be of
great help.
Mr. SMITH. I appreciate that. That is a very good idea. One
last—I keep saying one last, but then you say something that
prompts some additional thoughts.
I was at the UN Human Rights Commission meeting just in
March as I go almost every year, but I had a very interesting meeting with Manfred Nowak who is the UN Rapporteur on Torture.
The government seems not to be responsive to other inquiries that
have been made and in terms of its street children, the information
clearly shows these kids are in what can only be described as a tortuous situation.
Father CULLEN. Good point. I think we do need to get the UN
rapporteur to come and have a look at this personally, but as far
as I know, they have not been in contact with the Philippine scene.
Mr. SMITH. But he needs only to be requested by a body like
yourself or me or anyone else. That doesn’t mean he will do it, but
it means he will take it under advisement. So it is certainly worth
a shot.
Father CULLEN. Good idea.
Ms. SANTOS. And I would like to see the child abuse situation
being addressed more.
And the report also done in that situation because, being the second in the world, and the 10th economy, I think so is unacceptable.
Brazil wants to become the seventh economy. How can it be, when
Brazil does not really reinforce the law and stop it?
So I think something more needs to be done in sex exploitation,
child abuse, and throughout the whole country.
Mr. SMITH. One point you made in your written testimony is that
80 percent of those involved in the exploitation business—I assume
you meant prostitution and/or trafficking—are the victims of incest.
Ms. SANTOS. Yes.
Mr. SMITH. That is a very horrible statistic in reality.
Ms. SANTOS. Yes.
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Mr. SMITH. Anybody else like to add anything before we conclude?
Thank you so much for your testimonies, for your recommendations. We will pore over your written statements, and we will follow up, I assure you. And I thank you again. The hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 5:30 p.m., the Subcommittee was adjourned.]
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